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Abstracl

Abstract

In general, a building structure is designed so that it has adequate strength and

robustness to resist the external applied loads. This can be achieved most efficiently

by making the structure continuous and indeterminate. On the other hand,

deformations which are either internally induced (eg. by shrinkage) or externally

imposed (eg. by differential foundation movements) are restrained in an

indeterminate structure, and the effects are often overlooked or underestimated by

the designers. This can easily result in excessive cracking'

In this case, cracking which lead to a loss of serviceability and those which are

aesthetically unacceptable are considered in this thesis. In many situations, it will be

necessary to incorporate movement joints to minimise cracking. Usually a

successful design requires a compromise between the two conflicting requirements

of continuity and articulation.

The main objective of this research is to propose recommendations for the design of

reinforced concrete buildings to accommodate the effects of restrained and imposed

deformations. This mainly involves investigations into the causes of deformations

and the relevant factors that affect shrinkage and creep. Literature view of different

methods to predict the magnitude of both shrinkage and creep previously proposed

by a number ofresearchers and design codes is also conducted-

It is also important to understand cracking mechanisms of reinforced concrete

member due to applied tensile forces and shrinkage and temperature effects. These

involve a study of the effects of bond stress on the behaviour of cracking and the

analysis of bond stresses which are based on two approaches, namely "bond stress-

slip relation" and " bond stress distribution". Having established the relationships

between bond stress and development of cracking, it is then possible to deal with the

formulation of crack spacing and crack width equations. From these f,tndings, an

anal¡ical model is developed as a simple design tool to determine whether

excessive cracking would occur in one-way reinforced concrete slabs. Several

conditions of end supports are investigated to determine their effects on the

development of cracking. A number of examples are presented in the Appendix.
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Abstract

Various methods proposed by researchers and design codes are reviewed, including

the Australian Concrete Structures Standard, AS 3600 (SAA, 1994)' In all cases, a

minimum amount of reinforcement is recommended for all reinforced concrete

members, in order to minimise cracking. These reinforcement requirements are

compared critically.
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Constant depends on type of curing method, constant defining

member shape and size, air content (% of volume), coefficients of

thermal expansion of material

Coefficient accounts for the effects of tension stiffening in

concrete in tension

Coeffrcient accounting for bond properties of reinforcement

Coefficient accounting for the distribution of tensile stress within the

section

Strain

Total strain a member

Elastic strain

Total strain in concrete, Creep strain

Maximum value for creep strain

Strain in reinforcement

Total resultant shrinkage strain and thermal strain

Ultimate tensile strain in concrete

Final shrinkage strain, ultimate shrinkage strain at time infinity
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Deformation in spring B
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Deformation of section B from shrinkage, zero force position

Extension of span 1

Extension of span 2

Shrinkage strain at any time, t for drying that commenced at aî age ts

Shrinkage st¡ain at 28 days

notional or ultimate shrinkage strain

Compressive strain in reinforcement

Tensile strain in concrete

Strain in reinforcement at the crack, steel strain within the cracked

region

Strain in concrete at the crack

Mean reinforcement strain, measured over the cracks

Average strain in the reinforcement over fully cracked state

Average tensile strain in concrete

Average crack strain

Stress in concrete

Tensile stress in reinforcement

Tensile stress in concrete of uncracked region, concrete strain in the

uncracked region

Compressive stress in concrete of cracked region

Compressive stress in reinforcement of uncracked region, tensile

stress between two cracks

Tensile stress in the reinforcement at the crack

Tensile stress in the reinforcement at the crack when the tensile stless

exceeds the tensile strength in concrete
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Compressive stress in the reinforcement

Tensile stress in reinforcement prior to establishment of stabilised

cracking stage

Tensile stress in the concrete

Creep coefficient

Creep coefficient at time infinity

Long term value as time / approaches infînity for design creep factor

Basic creep factor (453600)

creep function y/Ratio of fine aggregate to total aggegate content

(%), number of days, factor which averages tensile stress in

concrete, o ct ovel the area, A"

Correction factor depending on various concrete properties

Correction factor accounts for the influence of relative humidity

Correction factor accounts for the size and shape of the member and

depends on the average thickness of member under consideration

Correction factor depending on concrete slump, S

correction factor depending on ratio of fine aggregate to total

aggregate concrete, ly'l

Conection factor depending on cement content, c, correction factor

depending on several conditions

Correction factor depending on air content, a

Correction factor for variations in period of initial moist curing, 7"

Conection factor for the age of concrete at the time at first loading, fo

Relative humiditY (%)

Total deformation/displacement in a member

Deformation/displacement in concrete, concrete stress before 1't

crack

Deformation/displacement in reinforcement6,
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Different in temPerature
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Reinforcement spacing, "no bond length" for the reinforcement near

a crack
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on a set ofboundary conditions
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The structural behaviour of a reinforced concrete structure is not only influenced by

the applied loads, but also by various time-dependent effects such as temperature

changes, shrinkage and creep of concrete and differential movement of the

foundation. These factors can seriously affect the overall performance and adequacy

of reinforced concrete buildings and structures. If each reinforced concrete member

in a building were free to move or deform as a result of these effects, no internal

stresses would develop. In practice however this is not possible. Some degree of

restraint is always imposed on an element by the rest of the structure, even in the

smallest building. As a result. when a member undergoes contraction and expansion

as a result of time-dependent deformation, there is a build up of internal forces

which eventually can result in excessive cracking in both the structural and non

structural members of the building.

In general, a building structure is designed so that it has adequate strength and

robustness to resist the extemal applied loads. This can be achieved most efficiently

by making the structure continuous and indeterminate. On the other hand'

deformations which are either internally induced (eg. by shrinkage) or externally

imposed (eg. by differential foundation movements) are restrained in an

indeterminate structure, and the effects often tend to be overlooked or

gnderestimated by the designers. This can easily result in excessive cracking.

In all circumstances. designers need to understand the et'fects of restrained and

imposed defbrmations and their origins. In some cases. special design provisions
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Chapter 1: Intrcduct¡on

need to be incorporated in order to produce a design which does not result in

excessive cracking. For example, a form of articulation of the structure through the

introduction of movement joints can allow relative movements to occur within the

structure and thus relieve the restraints within the members.

1.2 Continuity and Articulation in Building Structures

While it may seem rational to include movement joints to reduce internal stresses in

a structure, it is often very difhcult in practice to achieve the intended function of

the movement joints, which is to reduce the intemal stresses that lead to excessive

cracking. Problems can stem from the incorrect choice of joint detail during the

design process or from poor detailing in design and construction (Rüth, 1995).

Apart from these problems, there are other significant disadvantages to the use of

movement joints. These include:

a) regular maintenance or replacement is required which can be costly;

b) the construction time and cost are increased due to the high precision

required during construction;

c) overall stiffness of the structure is reduced which can result in vibration

and deflection Problems;

d) if not properly sealed, leakage problems can occur at the joint; and

e) the visual impact can be adversely affected by the discontinuity in the

structure

On the other hand, continuity in building structures offers a number of structural

advantages. These include:

(a) reduction in member sizes due to a decrease in the magnitudes of bending

moments and shears;

(b) smaller bending moments also lead to significant increase in allowable

span;

(c) reduction in deflection and vibration;

(d) increase structural stiffness of the structure;

(e) higher fire resistance;

(f) improved earth-quake resistance; and

(g) time saved during construction to cater for movement joints.
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With these factors under consideration, most designers remain adamant that

movement joints are necessary in reinforced concrete buildings, but the number of

these joints should be kept absolutely to a minimum. From the practical design point

of view, it is also often very diffrcult to obtain full continuity, particularly at the

connections. This is because once cracks form in the member or connections, the

degree of continuity can reduce drastically. A study conducted by Oesterle et.al

(1939) found that cracks forming over the support region of a continuous bridge

girder could drastically reduce the degree of continuity. In addition, numerous tests

have shown that joints and connections tend to perform poorly at overload and are

weak points in concrete structures,

Usually a successful design requires a compromise between the two conflicting

requirements of continuity and articulation. Ultimately, the form of the compromise

will depend on the magnitude of the restraining forces and deformations occurring

under the various factors mentioned earlier. They will decide on the necessity of

movement joints, and of their number and locations.

1.3 Cracking in Building Structures

In the design of a building, cracking plays a major role in determining which design

alternative to adopt. Cracking problems mainly relate to serviceability problems, and

only cracks which lead to a loss of serviceability and those which are aesthetically

unacceptable are considered in this thesis. The former may result in excessive crack

widths which lead to corrosion of the reinforcement or leakage of water or heat, as

well as sound transfer and damage to finishes. Acceptable crack widths are difficult

to speciff, although guidelines are available (CEB Manual' 1985 and CEB-FIP,

l ee3).

Since the types of cracking being considered generally occur in the serviceability

state or in the range where reinf-orcement has not yielded, flexural cracking is rarely

a problem as long as adequate reinfbrcement is provided and good bond is achieved'

In effect, cracking associated with shrinkage and temperature often dominate. For

most buildings. cracking associated with shrinkage and temperature effects is

accommodated by providing sufficient reinforcement so that the crack widths are

maintained at an acceptable level. However, this is not always the case as the
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magnitudes of the tensile forces are often too large and a design alternative is

necessary, in the form of movement joints.

1.4 Purpose for this research

The purpose of this research is to propose recommendations for the design of

reinforced concrete buildings to accommodate the effects of restrained and imposed

deformations. This involves investigations into the following:

1) causes of deformations and their effects on building structures;

2) cracking mechanisms in members subjected to restrained

and imposed deformations;

3) anal¡ical methods which can be used to determine the restraining forces

in reinforced concrete members subjected to varying degrees of restraint

in a building;

4) methods of crack control as recommended by various design and building

codes;

5) different design provisions to control restrained deformation in building

structures;

6) current practice in the use of movement joints; and

7) recommendations for the design of reinforced concrete

buildings to resist restrained and imposed deformations'

1.5 Thesis Contents

This thesis consists of 8 chapters. Following on from this introductory chapter, the

contents of the various chapters are as follows:

Chapter 2 Time dependent deformations in reinforced concrete

The main objective of Chapter 2 is to study the causes of time dependent

deformations which result in restrained and imposed deformations in building

structures. These are: shrinkage, creep, temperature changes and differential

movement of foundations. Particular attention is paid to shrinkage and creep effects

which form a major part of this chapter. Temperature effects and differential

foundation movement are dealt with in less detail. The main part of this chapter
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contains a study of the relevant factors that affect shrinkage and creep, as well as a

literature review of methods used to predict the magnitude of both shrinkage and

creep previously proposed by a number ofresearchers and design codes.

Chapter 3 Cracking mechanism for reinforced concrete members in tension

This chapter investigates the mechanism of cracking caused by restrained and

imposed deformations. Cracking of this nature is differentto cracking due to flexure

and therefore alternative available theories are reviewed. These include cracking

mechanisms of reinforced concrete member due to applied tensile forces and

shrinkage and temperature effects. These involve a study of the effects of bond

stress on the behaviour of cracking and the analysis of bond stresses which are based

on two approaches, namely "bond stress-slip relation" and " bond stress

distribution". Having established the relationships between bond stress and

development of cracking, it is then possible to deal with the formulation of crack

spacing and crack width equations. Accordingly, a literature review of works on

crack spacing and crack width equations for both cases is presented.

Chapter 4 Analysis of restrained and imposed deformations in reinforced

concrete buildings

Chapter 4 contains the main anal¡ical study undertaken in this research. An

analltical model is developed to determine whether excessive cracking would occur

in one-way reinforced concrete slabs. The main criterion used for this model is a

limit on the cracking caused by time-dependent deformations. Shrinkage and creep

are assumed to be the dominant sources, and bending moment is ignored' Several

conditions of end supports are investigated to determine their effects on the

development of cracking. There are also a number of numerical calculations shown

as examples.

Chapter 5 Control of cncking due to restrained and imposed deformations

Chapter 5 presents difïerent recommendations as to how excessive cracking can be

controlled. Various methods proposed by researchers and design codes are

reviewed, including the Australian Concrete Structures Standard, AS 3600 (SAA,

1994). In all cases, a minimum amount of reinf'orcement is recommended for all
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reinforced concrete members, in order to minimise cracking. These reinforcement

requirements are compared critically.

Chapter 6 Design of reinforced concrete buildings for restrained and

imposed deformations

Having identified causes and effects of restrained and imposed deformations'

Chapter 6 presents design methods to control the effects of restrained and imposed

deformations. This can be accomplished by either carefully controlling the causes of

deformation and design the continuous structures to accommodate the deformations

or to introduce specially design to relieve the restraining forces.

Chapter 7 Movement joints in reinforced concrete buildings

Chapter 7 presents a literature review of the use of movement joints in reinforced

concrete buildings. Two types of movement joints are discussed namely, contraction

and expansion joints. There is also a discussion of factors affecting the locations of

movement joints. In general, there are no reliable rules for determining the spacing

ofthejoints. In practice, these design decisions are usually based on experience and

judgment. However, two analytical methods of calculating the maximum spacing of

movement joints are discussed. The results obtained from these methods are used to

compare with the current practice.

Chapter 8 Conclusions and recommendations

The conclusions and recommendations for the research are summarised in this

chapter. Specific recommendations for design of restrained and imposed

deformations in reinforced concrete building due to what ever causes are made with

considerations drawn from findings through out this research. The analytical model

proposed in Chapter 4 provides a simple procedure which can be incorporated in

analysing restrained members subjected to time dependent deformations'
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Chapter 2

Time dependent deformations in

reinforced concrete

2.1 Introduction

Reinforced concrete buildings are subjected to various load independent and time-

dependent deformations. The deformations which to be considered here are:

. shrinkage

o Creep

¡ temperature changes

. differential foundation movements

The main objective of this chapter is to investigate the factors that affect the

magnitude of these deformations and their development with time. This information

is needed and must be properly assessed, so that designers can predict their

magnitudes. Currently there are numerous methods to predict the magnitude of

shrinkage and creep in concrete structures. Thus a literature review is also

conducted to study and compare these methods. Over the years, an enollnous

number of papers have been published on shrinkage and creep, and it has been

necessary to discuss only the ones most relevant to this thesis.

Although temperature changes and differential foundation movements are equally as

important as creep and shrinkage in their effects on deformations, they are only

briefly discussed because their physical processes are relatively simple.
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2.2 Shrinkage

2.2.1 DefTnition

Shrinkage can be described as a reduction in volume of concrete due to the loss of

water during the drying process. It can occur within weeks or many months or even

years after construction and some occur on a random basis corresponding to random

temperature changes. Various types of shrinkage have been identified in concrete

structures, namely:

. drying shrinkage

r plastic shrinkage

o carbonationshrinkage

. autogenousshrinkage.

Drying shrinkage is often regarded as the most serious problem to be considered in

the design and construction of concrete structures. Consequently, the main

discussion on the topic of shrinkage is concentrated on drying shrinkage. The term

"shrinkage" used later in this chapter and in other parts ofthis thesis therefore refers

to drying shrinkage. Other types of shrinkage, if mentioned, are referred to in their

full terminology.

A brief summary bf each type of shrinkage is presented here, before dealing in some

detail with drying shrinkage.

Plctstic shrinkage

Plastic shrinkage develops during early stages of hydration, often thirly minutes to

six hours after concrete pouring. It occurs as a result of rapid drying of the concrete

surface during the plastic stage such that water evaporates from the surface faster

than it reaches by bleeding. In general, cracks due to plastic shrinkage are more of

an aesthetic rather a structural problem, but in some cases, they can subsequently act

as starters for more scrious cracks.

Carbonution shrinkage

Concrete can also undergo shrinkage due to carbonation. This process is due to the

carbon dioxide i¡ the atmosphere. In the presence of moisture. it proceeds slowly

thro¡gh the surt.ace layer of the concrete and chemically reacts with the hydrated
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cement. The rate of carbonation increases with an increase in the concentration of

carbon dioxide. If both drying and carbonation shrinkage occur simultaneously, less

shrinkage develops. The effect of carbonation shrinkage alone is more pronounced

in the vicinity of 50 percent humidity, and is very small at 100 percent and 25

percent humidity.

Autogenous shrinkøge

Autogenous shrinkage generally occuls in the interior of a large concrete mass even

when no moisture movement to or from the member is possible. This is caused by

the hydration of cement where an autogenous volume reduction in the cement plus

water system takes place. Typically, the magnitude of autogenous shrinkage is

between 50 to 100 microstrains (l'treville and Brooks, 1987)'

2.2.2 Composition of hardened cement paste

To understand the basic mechanism of drying shrinkage, it is useful first to consider

shrinkage in plain concrete (the influence of reinforcement will be discussed in

Chapter 3) and study the structural components that make up a hardened concrete'

The shrinkage process in hardened cement paste is very complex because of diverse

components, with largely different properties, combined together (Bazant,1986)'

When dry cement paste is mixed with water, several chemical reactions take place.

These reactions are called hydration. Once the cement paste has hardened, some of

the water remains in the capillary pores, but a large amount is contained in a

continuous matrix component, known as Calcium Silicate Hydrate (C-S-H)' This

component occupies approximately two thirds of the total volume. The remainder of

the cement paste contains other hydrated products such as Calcium Hydroxide (CH)'

Calcium Sulfoaluminate hydrates and some unhydrated residues of the original

cement grains are all embedded within the C-S-H matrix. The components are

summarised in Table 2.1 and illustrated in Figure 2' l '

It was suggested by W. Hansen (and reported by Bazarú, 1986) that only the

Calcium Silicate Hyclrate and the capillary pores components contribute

significantly to the process of shrinkage (as well as creep) and that it is therefore
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justified to ignore the influence of both Calcium Hydroxide and Calcium Aluminate

on concrete shrinkage.

Unhydroted moter;íol
Woter- f illed copillory
pores
c-s-H
CH

%
@20pm

Figure 2.1 Schematic view of hardened cement paste microstructure

(reproduced from Bazant, 1986)

Table 2.1 Summary of components in hardened Portland Cement Paste (modified

from Bazant, 1986)

2.2.3 Physical mechanism of drying shrinkage in plain concrete

Drying shrinkage is caused by the withdrawal of water from hardened concrete in an

unsaturated or dry atmosphere. The process is largely irreversible. Even after an

extensive period of storage in water, concrete can not recover the entire initial

drying shrinkage.

Very small crystals

(approximately 1- l0¡-z m)
Calcium Aluminate

Relatively large crystal

(approximately l0pm - lmm)Calcium Hydroxide (CH)

Remnants of water-filled sPaceCapillary pores

Amorphous, methastable gelCalcium Silicate Hydrate (C-S-H)

DescriptionComponents
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For a concrete member undergoing shrinkage, the general pattem of behaviour in the

irreversible part of the shrinkage can be described as follows:

. during the drying process of concrete, the exposed surface loses water

by evaporation. Initially, the water molecules held in the large capillary

pores of the hardened cement paste ale removed, as they ale not

physically bonded to any components. The loss of this water does not

significantly alter the volume or cause any shrinkage,

o however, this process induces a relative humidity gradient within the

cement paste structure Q"leville and Brooks, 1987)' As drying continues'

the water molecules from the Calcium Silicate Hydrate are transferred

into the empty capillaries and hence are removed by evaporation,

. unlike the initial loss of water molecules which does not induce any

volumetric changes, this time the cement paste contracts, resulting in

shrinkage of the concrete member. However it should be realised that

the reduction in volume of drying concrete is not equal to the volume of

water removed. This is because the initial loss of free water does not

cause a significant volumetric contraction of the paste and the Calcium

Silicate Hydrate structure provides some internal restraint against

consolidation.

2.2.4 Factors influencing shrinkage

Numerous factors can affect shrinkage in concrete members, and can be both

external and intemal. Member shape and size, humidity, temperature, and the area of

the exposed surface of the concrete are treated as external factors, while water-

cement ratio, composition of the cement, aggregate, characteristics and amount of

admixtures used, the proportions of the mix and the amount of reinforcement are the

main internal factors affecting shrinkage.

Extensive experimental information is availablc in the literature concerning the

effect of these fàctors on shrinkage. The following is a brief summary:

2.2.4.1 Properties und types of aggregate

As water molecules are removed tiom the cement paste. concrete begins to shrink.

The presence of aggregate in the concrete provides internal restraint which
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significantly reduces the magnitude of volume changes. Campbell-Allen (1979)

commented that without aggregate, cement paste could shrink from 5 to 15 times as

much as concrete. As a result, the effect of aggregate is a very important factor.

Neville (1931) and Neville and Brooks (1987) considered it to be the most

important factor. This view is also supported by many researchers, including Roper

(1974b). Although Neville (1981) suggested that size and grading of aggregates do

not directly influence the magnitude of shrinkage, increasing the size of aggregate

allows the use of a leaner mix which results in lower shrinkage.

In addition, the degree of restraint to shrinkage is affected by the elastic properties

of the aggregate. Aggregates with a low modulus of elasticity are easier to compress

and therefore offer less restraint to the shrinkage of the cement. Neville (1981)

reported that lightweight aggregate generally results in higher shrinkage because of a

lower modulus of elasticity. Lightweight aggregate with a lower modulus of

elasticity generally results in higher shrinkage because of the smaller restraint

against shrinkage of the cement paste (Neville, 1981).

Aggregates of various types are also known to exhibit different shrinkage

characteristics. Quartz, granite, feldspars and some basalts can be regarded as low

shrinkage type, while sand-stone like materials, shale and volcanic breccia materials

are considered to have high shrinkage. Roper (1974b and c) found that aggregates

like breccia aggregates used in NSW were dimensionally unstable and were leading

to very large shrinkage.

Samarin (1996) suggested that aggregate of a specific origin, rather than the generic

aggregate type should be assigned to be the influential factor. Moreover, Samarin

(1985) suggested that blending aggregate of different types could actually produce

desirable shrinkage values. Gilbert (19SS) also reported that an increase in aggregate

content should reduce shrinkage due to the additional restraint between aggregates

and cement paste.

It should be noted that even though the restraining effect of the coarse aggregate

reduces overall shrinkage in the concrete, but it also produces significant tensile
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stress in the concrete matrix. Residual stresses are thus built up in the concrete as

the result of shrinkage.

In summary, it can be concluded that the main factors to influence the ability of the

aggregate to restrain shrinkage are as follows:

. Volume fraction of aggregates

. Compressibilit-v or modulus of elasticity

. Source and tYPe of the materials

o Shrinkage characteristics of the aggregate upon drying

2.2.4.2 Water-Cement Ratio

campbell-Allen (1979) singled out the amount of water per unit volume of concrete

as the dominating factor. A signif,rcant increase in drying shrinkage in a given

environment can occur if the water-cement ratio is increased. However this increase

is influenced more by the total amount of water present in the concrete, and less by

the cement content. In fact, this idea is reinforced by Neville (1981) who did not

believe that the properties of cement exert any large influence on the shrinkage of

concrete. In contrast, he commented that the water content of a concrete mix affects

shrinkage such that the volume of aggregate is reduced and did not believe water-

cement ratio to be a Primary factor.

2.2.4,3 Chemical tdmktures

Admixtures used in concrete may be categorised into three different types, namely

accelerators, water-reducing agents, and air entraining agents. Water-reducing

agents are widely used in Australia whereas air-entrainment agents are more

common in the United States (Campbell, 1992)'

In general, it is often very difficult to establish a clear conclusion as to how these

admixtures affect shrinkage because each type of admixture and the interaction with

the concrete mix are different to a varying degree. Nevertheless, a study conducted

by Morgan (1975) indicated that accelerators such as calcium chloride

triethanolamine caused substantial increase in drying shrinkage' This is also

supported by tests conducted by Calit-ornia Department of Transportation in the

United States as reported by ÃCI 224 (1989), which showed that concrete
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humidities exhibited different volume changes due to shrinkage. This can be

demonstrated in Figure 2.2 where shrinkage strains, obtained from concrete

specimens stored under prescribed conditions of temperature and humidity, are

plotted against time.
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Figure 2.2 Relation between shrinkage and time for concrete specimens stored at

50,70 and 100 pelcent relative humidity respectivelY (Reproduced from Neville &

Brooks, 1987)

It is also important to consider any fluctuations in the environmental conditions and

the ambient relative humidity. Unfortunately, there is only a limited amount of

information concerning this topic. Nevertheless, test results from Muller and Pristl

(1993) demonstrated that constant ambient relative humidity results in higher

shrinkage than variable humidity. This observation also agreed with those of Al-

Alusi et al, as reported by Muller and Pristl (1993)

2.2.4.7 Type and Duration of Curing

By lengthening the curing timc, it is possible to delay the commencement of

shrinkage and allow the concrete member to gain higher concrete strength.

However, it is uncertain whether this practice actually affects the magnitude of

slrrinkage once drying commences. A report published by ACI 224 (1989) indicated

tl'rat the duration of moist curing ol concrete does not signifìcantly affect the hnal

drying shrinkage. The reasons lor this were based on experiments conducted by the
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California Department of Transportation, as reported by ACI 224 (1989) which

found that concrete having been moist cured for 7, 14 and 28 days exhibited

essentially the same amount of total shrinkage.

Neville (1981) also demonstrated theoretically that prolonged curing might not

necessarily be beneficial as far as cracking tendency is concerned. He suggested that

shrinkage in a well cured concrete progresses more rapidly, thus the relief of

shrinkage by creep is smaller. In his view, it is not justified in lengthening the curing

period and delaying the commencement of drying as the disadvantages far outweigh

the advantages.

In contrast to cast-in-place concrete, precast concrete can benefit from curing to

minimise shrinkage. 
^Cl 

224 (1989) suggested that steam curing at atmospheric

pressure can help to reduce drying shrinkage. This is because steam curing assists in

high early-age strength of concrete, thus it will minimise the possibility of cracking

since precast members are usually unrestrained.

2.2.5 Summary

From the previous discussion, it can be seen that the magnitude of shrinkage in a

concrete member is influenced by many variables. Concretes with large aggregate

content undergo less shrinkage, and aggregates with a high modulus of elasticity or

with rough surfaces provide a greater restraint to shrinkage. While the type of

cement can affect shrinkage, the full extent of this effect is not completely

determined. However, several investigators, including Neville and Brooks (1987)

and Neville (1981), suggested that it is the water-cement ratio which is of more

importance because a higher water-cement content can increase the amount of

shrinkage. In fact, this increase is influenced more by the total amount of water

present in the concrete and to a lesser extent by the cement content. In addition, the

use of chemical admixtures in concrete can be another factor that affects shrinkage,

but the effect is complex and depends on the admixtures' chemical formulation. the

interaction with the cement and other admixtures in the concrete.

In summary. shrinkage of concrete can be minimised in several ways. First, the

water content of a mix should be kept to a minimum. Second, aggregate of large size
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and with low shrinkage properties should be selected. Other factors such as curing

may not be benehcial to the suppression of shrinkage, unless the members are

precast. As a result, it is not advantageous to delay the commencement of drying by

lengthening the curing period.

2.2.6 Typical Shrinkage Strains

2.2.6.1 Unreinþrced concrete

It can be seen that shrinkage strains in unreinforced concrete vary with the mix

constituents, especially on the amount and type of aggregate. A concrete member

that is unrestrained, does not usually exhibit any visible cracking because the

member is allowed to freely deformed. However, because of the tensile stresses

which develop in the matrix, very fine bond cracks always exist at the interface

between the coarse aggregate and hydrated cement even before any visible cracking

has occurred. Such bond cracks are known as microcracks and they occur as a result

of differential volume changes between the cement paste and the aggregate' and in

the thermal and moisture movements Q.Jeville and Brooks, 1987).

Tests conducted by Roper (1974b and c) showed that ultimate shrinkage strains can

range between 600 to 1600 microstrain, depending on the type of aggregate used'

Campbell-Allen (1992) reported that shrinkage strain in concrete can range between

500 and 1000 microstrain and in some cases, shrinkage strains up to 1200

microstrain can occur. Nevertheless, these values are varied from country to country.

2.2.6.2 Reinþrced concrete

The presence of reinforcement in concrete section contributes to the internal

restraint against shrinkage. Therefore, it can be expected that the ultimate shrinkage

strain in reinforced concrete is lower than in plain concrete. As with plain concrete,

it is not possible to establish any reliable typical values for shrinkage strains'

Alexander and Lawson (1981) reported that shrinkage strains in most reinforccd

concrete sections could be estimated in the range of 150 microstrain and 300

microstrain depending on the amount of reinfbrcement. They further suggested a net

long-term shrinkage of 200 microstrain tbr a tloor slab of a building. However they

did not specitìed the countries whicir these values apply to'
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On the other hand, Woodside (1989) and Samarin (1996) recommended shrinkage

sÍain in Australia is substantialty larger. Samarin (1996) suggested a shrinkage

strain of about 800 microstrain to be used, in the absence of any specific shrinkage

data from the concrete supplier and for non-critical structural elements' If the

dimensional change in structure is going to have a significant effect on the

performance of the structure, then it is necessary to obtain test results of shrinkage

values from the suppliers. Woodside (1989) recommended a slightly lower ultimate

shrinkage strain of 750 microstrain for concrete structues in Adelaide otherwise this

value is fuither reduced to 600 microstrain for precast.structures'

If shrinkage strain takes place rapidly in very young concrete, it is possible for the

tensile stress to exceed the tensile strength of concrete which may have not attained

its maximum value. In effect, cracking is expected to develop. When this happens,

Campbell-Allen (1979) found that the ultimate tensile strain of concrete is in the

order of 100 microstrain otherwise it can become th¡ee or four times this magnitude

if shrinkage takes place slowly. Hence, it is critical for engineers to realise that both

long term and short term cracking can occur. The topic of cracking will be discussed

in more detail in ChaPter 3.

In addition to the intemal restraint provided by reinforcement, the magnitude of

shrinkage strain that can occur in reinforced concrete members also depends on

external restraint such as member end supports' This topic will be covered later in

the Chapter 3,

Table 2.2 summa¡ises various design recommendations for typical shrinkage strains'

However these values are estimates and a more accurate method of prediction

should be adopted whenever local condition and environment directly affects the

design.

2.2.7 Methods for Predicting Shrinkage

Over the years, various methods have been proposed to predict the amount of

shrinkage in concrete structures. Current procedures for predicting shrinkage strain

are largely derived from empirical formulae, and at best are only rough estimates'

:',|
rLt

',-'

I
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Gilbert (193S) suggested that the most accurate means for obtaining shrinkage strain

(as well as the final creep coefficient) is to extrapolate from short term test results.

Generally, shrinkage strain is measured over a short period of time in an unloaded

concrete specimen, thus the name "free shrinkage strain". Based on these short-term

measurements, the long-term values of shrinkage strains can then be estimated. In

order to improve the accuracy of the long-term shrinkage, the measurement can also

be extended over long period of time.

Nonetheless, designers often can not afford to carry out proper testing of shrinkage

because of time and cost constraints. Hence, they must rely on one of the numerical

methods which have been developed over a number of years'

Table 2.2Typical shrinkage strain in concrete members as reported by authors

rl
r[t

A typical value of 800 ¡te as a guideSamarin (1996)

500 ¡te for building slabs and can be less
than 100 ¡tc fbr an exposed slab on gradeACI Committee 224 ( I 995)

assume a median value of 700 ¡te in the
absence ofany data

AS 3600 (lee4)

500- 1000 pe for long term valuesCampbell-Allen (1992)

Limited to 700 ¡te for concrete structures
and 600 ¡te for precast structures

Woodside (1989)

Typical value of 800 peThornton and Lew (1982)

200 ¡te for typical building slab or 150-
300 ¡te, depeñding on the amount of
reinforcement for most concrete
structures

Alexander and Lawson (1981)

200-600 pe inunrestrained concrete
depending on humidity of the
environment

Campbell-Allen (1973)

Typical shrinkage strainAuthor

f
I
I

I
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Ctrsptet 2: Time dependent deþrmations in reinforced concrele

Mostly, numerical expressions for shrinkage are in the form of exponential oI

hyperbolic functions that approach a limiting value as time approaches infinity

Q..leville et al, 1983 and Gilbert, 1988). This is because drying shrinkage of concrete

is believed to approach a limiting value with time. The majority of the equations in

well known model codes are hyperbolic functions.

Some equations proposed for estimating shrinkage in concrete as a function of time

are as follows

2.2.7.1 Meyers et al. (1970)

Meyers et al. (1970) presented the following equation to calculate shrinkage strain

e,n!)at time / :

t ' (2.r)e,¡\î) = 

-q 
¡ ¡6 

*

wheret_timemeasuredfromcommencementofdrying

(days)

d = a constant taken to be 35 for moist cured

concrete and 55 for steam cured concrete

t'*h = the final shrinkage strain

From equation (2.1) shrinkage strains at 28 days may be measured and used to

predict long term shrinkage using the following equations:

For moist cured concrete

:l

i

For steam cured concrete:

€,r(t) = #e.,,(28)

á*(/) = f|r.,,tt,

(2.2)

t
Ì

l

(2.3)

2.2.7.2 Neville et il (1983)

Neville et al (1983) proposed the following equations to calculate long term

shrinkage, e.,, (r) for moist cured concrete.

þ
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Chapler 2: Time dependent delormations in reinlorced conuele

ii
In the above equation

€,0(t) = d,E,h(28)P

d=(1.531nt-4.17)2

(2.4)

(2.s)

(2.6)

I

!J

:

In addition to the above methods, there are numerous methods that are widely used

and accepted for predicting shrinkage in concrete, including:

o Bazant and Panula (1978,1982)

. ACI Committee 209 (ACI Committee 209,1982)

o CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 (CEB-FIP' 1993)

o 453600-1994 (SAA, 1994)

For simplicity, the methods of predictions for shrinkage by the Australian Code

AS3600-1994 (lgg4) witl be referred as 4S3600. Similarly, the methods reported

by ACI Committee 209 under the title "Prediction of creep, shrinkage and

temperature effects in concrete structures", ACI Committee,IgS2 will be identified

as ACI 209. Likewise, methods developed by GEB-FIP Model code 1990 (CEB-

FIp, 1993) will be called CEB-FIP 1990. Methods presented by Bazant and Panula

(197S &.1982) will also be refened as BP model.

2.2.7.3 Bazsnt ønd Panula (1978, 1982)

Based mostly from experimental work conducted by Bazarú, Osman and Thonguthai

(1g76),the BP model was derived utilising extensive published experimental data as

a basis to achieve highest accuracy in the prediction. The model employs a square

root hyperbolic law to represent the behaviour of shrinkage at various times.

The general form of equation for shrinkage strain at time f measured from the

commencement of drying is given in the BP model as;

(2.7)

I
I

l

I

e., (í, t.,, ) = eiok,,S (î)
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Chapl¿t 2: Time dependent deþrmalions in reinlorced concrele

In the above equation, S(i) is expressed in square root hyperbolic law with time as;

.s(i) =
t (2.8)

(2.1 1)

where /

tsh

kn

Trh

Tsh+t

: duration of drying (t - t,n)

: the time in which drying begins

= coefficient which depends on relative humidity &

(%)

and can be taken as;

kn=I-h3 forft 198 Q9)

kn = -0.2 for å: 100 (2.10)

: shrinkage square half time which depends on the

size, shape and age of the member and is given by;

r.n = 60o[
È. rl
?55)

' cï,
c'(t,r)

where /cr: the shape factor equal to 1'0 for a

slab, 1.15 for a long square Prism,

1.30 for a sPhere, and 1.55 for a

cube.

Ci"t = taken as 10 mm2 Per daY

C t0 : coefficient which is proportional

to the drying diffusivitY at the

commencement of drying (refer

to the actual Papers for more

detail)

L = uolu.e to surface ratio
s
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Choplü 2: Time dependent deformalions in reinlorced concrete

2.2.7.4 ACI 209 (1982)

The American Concrete Institute recommended a standard equation for predicting

drying shrinkage in concrete as;

tot,n(t)=i-€.,a Q.l2)
J +t

where 8,,,(t) : Shrinkage at time / measured from the

commencement of drying

= number of days

: ultimate shrinkage strain at time infinity

commencing after the time of curing

: time from fhe end of the initial curing

': a constant defining member shape and size

f
ô

d

t

Based on standard conditions set out by ACI 209 (1952), it was found that normal

ranges of these constants were to be:

f :2oto 130 daYs

sin :415 to 1070 microstrain

u :0.9 to l.l0

Equation (2,12) basically represents an estirnate for shrinkage strain at time f where

the ultimate shrinkage strain obtained is modified by time-ratio to yield the desire

result.

By modifying equation (2.12) further, ACI 209 recommended the following

shrinkage strain equations at various time including ultimate values after casting of

concrete member as given below;

Shrinkage after age 7 days for moist cured concrete is given by:

t,
e,,,(t) -- !5 * r€,t,

(2.13)

Shrinkage after age I to 3 days tbr steam cured concrete is given by
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Chapler 2: Time dependenl deþrmations ín reinforced concrete

t
e,n(t) osh

55+t

Tt=1.40-0.012

T¡=3'00-0'031

when 40<2<80

when 80<2<100

(2.r4)

When determining shrinkage strain less than 7 days for moist cured concrete and

other than 1-3 days for steam cured concrete, ACI 209 suggested the difference

between equarion (2.13) and (2.14) should be calculated starting from this time.

It is important to recognise that the ultimate shrinkage strains given are average

values only and should be used in the absence of any specific shrinkage data of local

aggregates and condition. Additional correction factors also have to be applied to

the ultimate shrinkage strains to account for various environmental factors such as

humidity, member shape and sizes. Thus, the ultimate shrinkage strain at time

infinity can be determined bY:

eio = 780y 
"o

(2.rs)

where 7.,, is the product of various correction factors as given below;

(a) Ambient relative humiditY

y,. factor accounts for the influence of relative humidity. For relative humidity >

40o/o,then:

(2.r6)

(2.r7)

where 2 is relative humidity in percent

When relative humidity < 40yo, values higher than 1.0 should be used.

(b) Size and shaPe of mcmber

/¡ accounts tbr the size and shape of the member and depends on the average

thickness of member under considerati on, ho : 1V/5. When 50 mm t hn t l50mm ,

/t, can be determined in Table 2.3 as;
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1.001.081.t71.251.35T¡

1501251007550h.(mm)

Table 2.3 T ocorrection factors for various average thickness ft,

When 750 mm < h, <380 mm;

yh=1.23-0.0015h"

yh =r.77 -0.001r4h"

for r <356 days

for/>365days

(2.re)

(2.20)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.2s)

(2.26)

These equations treat the effect of member size in terms of the average thickness

and is referred as "average thickness" method by ACI 209

Alternatively, ACI 209 provided another method called "volume surface ratio"

method and is given by;

When åo )380 mm;
, ^e-0.00472V/S/n : L./ (2.21)

where V/S is the volume to surface ratio

(c) Concrete comPosition

The influences of conclete slump s, ratio of hne aggregate to total aggregate

concrete r¿ (percent), cement content c (kg/m3) and air content ø (percent of

volume) are expressed as y, ,/,y,l"and y"respectively;

/,=0.99+0.0016Is

lr:0.30 + 0.0l4ry for ty <50%

yv:0.90 + 0,002ty for tY >50Yo

y,=0.75+0.00061c

y":0.95 + 0.008 ø

It is possible to neglect the composition factors because concrete mix characteristics

are not usually known at the design stage and have to be estimated.
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Chopret 2: Time deperulent delomations in rcin|orced concrcte

(d) Initial moist curing

,?r", is included to account for variations in period of initial moist curing Z" in days

and is given in Table 2.4 as shown;

Table 2.4 T,pcorrection factors for various initial moist curing T.

0.750.860.931.0I 1t.2T,,

90.028.014.07.03.01.0T,

For steam cured concrete between a period of one and three days, y,, is equal to 1'

2.2.7.5 CEB-FIP Model Code 1990

Similar to ACI 209 method, the CEB-FIP 1990 equations for shrinkage are in

hyperbolic power forms. The equation to calculate shrinkage ero(t,t-) at any time

can be given as;

t ro(t,t ,) = € -,,,,

(¡ - ¡,) (2.27)

In the above equation;

where

3so[#)'+(r-r.)

t,hn =[rtuo + to p,,(e - fon^rc-')Þ *, (2.28)

f,,, : the mean compressive strength of concrete

at the age 28 days (MPa)

þ,, : a coefficient which is influenced by the type of

cements:

þ,,= 4 for slowly hardening cements SL,

þ,,: 5 for normal or rapid hardening cements

N and R,

þ,,:8 for rapid hardening high strength

cements RS.
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Chnpter 2: Time dependenl defo¡mations in reinlorced concrele

RH
þ*: -1.55[1- I for 40 % < RH < 99 (2.29)

RH.

þ* : + 0.25 for RH >99Yo

RH = the relative humidity of the ambient atmosphere

(%)

Rho:100%

h : 2AJu where I' is the cross section area and ø is

the

perimeter of the member in contact with the

atmosPhere.

Like the ACI 2Og, CEB-FIP 1990 incorporated various terms including relative

humidity, type of cement and concrete compressive strength as multiplication

facrors to the creep coefflrcient. Unlike ACI 209, CEB-FIP 1990 did not consider

the effect of curing contributes to the predicted shrinkage value. Table 2'5 shown

below is used to demonstrate the shrinkage strain á.,, for an ordinary concrete

structures after a duration of drying for 70 years using the method adopted by CEB-

FIP 1990.

Table 2.5 Finat shrinkage strains after 70 years of drying (CEB-FIP' 1993)

2.2.7.6 Australíatt Standard (AS 3600' 1994)

The Australian Standard AS 3600 (1994) provides three approaches for determining

the basic shrinkage strain. First approach is to assume a median value of 700

microstrain, although it is also reasonable that the value can vary between 500 to

1000 microstrain. Second is to obtain the results directly fìom measurements on

similar local concrete and third is to conduct shrinkage tests in accordance with AS

I0l2.l3 after eight weeks of drying.

0.000260.000310.000320.000470.000560.00057

6001505060015050

Notional size 2A,l u (mm)

Relative humidity (RH) at 80 %Relative humidity (RH) at 50 %
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Chaptet 2: Tine dependent deþrmalions in reinforced concrele

To calculate design shrinkage strain, the shrinkage strain which is obtained from one

of the three approaches must be modified by a factor, fr¡. Thus, a shrinkage strain at

any time after the commencement of drying is expressed as;

8,,,(t) = 0.0007& Q30)

This factor is incorporated to account for the age of the concrete when shrinkage

strain is to be evaluated by considering various environment effects, namely the

environmental conditions and the size and shape of the member. Values for Ær are

presented graphically in Clause 6.1.7.2 of the code. This is reproduced here in

Figure 2.3, It can be seen also that this graphical representation relates very closely

to the methods presented by CEB-FIP (1970). In fact, the method by 453600 was

initially developed using CEB-FIP (1970) as a basis, but contained several

modifications to account for the local concrete and local environment (Gilbert,

1980 and O'Moore, 1996).

Based on a shrinkage strain of 700 ¡-ra, AS 3600 provides some typical design

shrinkage strains under given four hypothetical thickness and four exposure

conditions in Table 6.1.7 .2. However it is likely that these design shrinkage strain

values can vary within the range of + 30 percent.

ARIO INTERIOR ENVIRONMENTS TEMPERATE INLANO TFìOPICÅL ANO NEAR€OASTAL
r6

1.4

at

10

i 08

0.6

0.4

02

0 1 3 1030toor1 3 1030
days yrs

t 310æ10011 31030
days yrs

r 3 10 30 10o,1 3 10 30 r 3 ro3O10Or1 3 10 30

days Yrsdays yfs

TME FROM COMMENCEMENT OF ORYING

Figure 2.3 Shrinkage factor coefhcient (k1) for various environment in AS 3600
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Chapter 2: Tinte tlepentlent deþrmations ìn reinforced concrele

2.3 Creep

2.3.1 Definition

Test shows that stress and strain of concrete are functions of time. A gradual

application of loading with time will result in gradual increase in concrete strain due

to creep. Thus, creep can be defined as an increase in concrete strain with time

under sustained loading. On the other hand creep can be considered as a progressive

reduction of stress with time when subjected to constant application of strain

Qrleville, l98l).

As in the case of shrinkage, creep has both recoverable and irrecoverable

components. 
'When concrete is unloaded, the accumulated creep strain is only

partially recovered, whereas the elastic strain is nearly complete. Creep can even be

further categorised as basic and drying creep. Basic creep is considered as creep in

concrete under the conditions of no moisture movement to or from the ambient

medium. Drying creep is considered as the additional creep which occurs due to

drying of concrete. In this review, the magnitude of creep will be considered as a

time dependent deformation in excess of shrinkage.

2.3.2 Physical mechanism of creep in plain concrete

Several attempts have been made to explain the mechanism of .r..p in concrete, but

none can be used to fully explain all the observations made during experiments and

practice. The subject of this topic can be found in a number of references, namely

Neville (1981), Bazant and Wittman (19S2) and Gilbert (1988)'

Nevertheless, it is generally believed that the physical process of creep under

sustained load. is contributed, in a varying degree. to a number of mechanisms

(Wittmann, 1982 and Gilbert, 1980). These include:

a the consequence of displacement of hydrated cement paste components,

in particular the Calcium Silicate Hydrate components between the

layers of absorbed water (viscous flow);

the expulsion and redistribution of the inter-laver water within the

hardened cement Paste:

a
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elastic deformation of the aggregate and the cement paste as viscous flow

and seepage occur with the cement paste (delayed elasticity);

local fracture with the hardened cement paste which may occul as a

result of microcracks; and

additional deformation also occurs due to the bond break down between

hardened cement paste and agglegate components at high stresses.

in addition, the magnitude and rate of creep in concrete are known to be influenced

by a number of factors. As with shrinkage, conclete mix and environmental

conditions affect the magnitude of creep. Unlike shrinkage, creep also depends on

the loading conditions.

2.3.3 Factors affecting creep

Similar to shrinkage, factors influencing creep can be both internal and external.

Internal factors include those that occur as a result of chemical reactions between all

the concrete constituents. External factors are mainly contributed from

environmental conditions and loading conditions.

2.3.3.1 Conuete mix

It should be realised at the onset that in proportioning of concrete mix, it is not

possible to modiff one factor without altering at least one other. Nonetheless, all the

relevant factors governing the conc¡ete mix will be treated separately as follows:

2.3.3.1.1 Concrete strength

The compositions of concrete affect creep primarily through their influence upon the

magnitude of concrete strength. Thus, an increase in concrete strength generally

reduces creep and concrete ofhigher strength therefore creeps less. One explanation

of this is that the removal of water from the hydrated cement paste becomes more

difficult as the porosity is decreased through hydration. Since the extent of hydration

rcflccts on the strength ofconcrete, it can be stated that creep varies inversely as the

concrete strength.

The above Statement can be supported by many experimental observations,

including one obtained by Ngab et al.(1981). Their experiments on creep in concrete

a

a

a
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confirmed that increasing compressive strength of concrete can reduce the creep

coeff,rcient and specific creeP.

2.3.3.1.2 Aggregate

It should be realised that aggregate does not undergo creep, but it is the cement paste

which is affected by creep. Since aggregate is stiffer than the cement paste, its

primary role is to restrain the creep in the cement paste. The situation is therefore

identical to that of shrinkage. In effect, the increase in aggregate content and size

and use a stiffer aggregate type would generally reduce creep'

Neville, Dilger and Brooks (1983) found that aggregates with higher modulus

provide greater restraint and therefore offer higher resistance to creep. As with

shrinkage, the elastic modulus of the aggregate can be considered as one of the most

important factor. Rusch, Kordina and Hildorf (1963), as reported by Neville, Dilger

and Brooks (1983) also found the reduction of creep strains under different types of

aggregate.

2.3.3.1.3 Water-cement ratio

The water-cement ratio of concrete affects creep such that its magnitude is

decreased when the water-cement ratio is reduced. This is because a higher water-

cement ratio increases the size of the pores in the cement paste, so that the water

molecules may be easily escaped. This is particular significant for concrete member

under sustained load as more water is expelled, thus resulting in a higher rate of

creep

On the other hand. it can be argued that, its influence is related more with the

concrete strength since the amount of water-cement ratio is inversely proportional to

the concrete strength. Similarly, for a wide range of concrete mixes, creep is

inversely proportional to the strength of concrete. Thus, it is reasonable to say that

creep, strength of concrete and water-cement ratio are all relatecl.

Perenchio and Klieger (1978), as reported by O'Moore (1996) investigated the

properties and behaviour ofhigh strength concrete and concluded that specific creep

increases with water-cement ratio. In addition, the decrease in speciftc creep can
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also be related to the compressive strength which is govemed by the water-cement

ratlo.

2.3.3.1.4 Chemical admixtures

Tests conducted by Morgan (1974) found that the influence of water-reducing

admixtures with or without accelerators is to increase the creep. Newbegin & Bruere

(1992) reported that lignosulphonates and modified lignosulphonates (types of

water-reducing admixtures) increased creep by up to 30 percent and between 50 to

70 percent respectively without any adjustments to the concrete mix proportions and

the water-reducing benefits were not taken into consideration'

2.3.3.2 Loading condilions

The magnitude of creep is depended on the age of the concrete at the time of

Ioading. By delaying the age at hrst loading, creep can be reduced. This should be

expected because strength gained in concrete can offer greater resistance against

creep.

2. 3. 3. 3 Environmental condítions

2.3.3.3.1 RelativehumiditY

Relative humidity can also influence the magnitude of creep. Concrete exhibits

higher creep as the relative humidity increases. However tests conducted by various

researchers, including Bernhardt in 1969 and Hansen and Al-Alusi et al, as reported

by Muller & Pristl (1993) indicated that creeps in concrete members when subjected

to variable ambient humidity are significantly higher than those exposed to constant

ambient relative humidity. Moreover, experiment results by Muller & Pristl (1993)

suggested that the effect of variable humidity in the concrete specimens is to

accelerate creep.

2.3.3.3.2 Temperature changes

A rise in temperature also increases creep because the cement paste deforms at a

higher temperature and drying is accelerated. Gilbert (1988) suggested that

temperature effect on creep is more prominent at elevated temperature and is

negligible for temperature variations between OoC and 20oC.
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2.3.3.4 Effects of shrinkage on ueep

Creep and shrinkage are considered to be closely related, as both phenomena are

associated to the structure of hydrated cement paste. As a general rule, concrete that

exhibits high shrinkage is also expected to have high creep tendency. In fact creep

when accompanied by shrinkage can be significantly larger Q'{eville, 1981).

To summarise. creep and shrinkage effects are interrelated and should not be analyse

without one another. It is also reasonable to assume that the total amount of strain in

a concrete member to consist of:

Total strain (e ,)= elastic strain (¿,) + creep strain (s,) + shrinkage strain (e.,,, )

2.3.3.5 Member shape and size

Larger concrete members tend to creep less than small ones. This is because

concrete at the surface creeps faster under condition of drying than concrete remoted

from the surface where conditions approximate to curing (Neville, 1981). In general,

the effect of member size is expressed in terms of volume/surface ratio. Similar to

shrinkage, the shape of the member plays an insignificant role on creep, but a

reduction in creep is less than the case in shrinkage when the member size is

increased.

2.3.3.6 Type and durøtion of curing

It is possible to reduce the creep strains by using steam curing to accelerate

hydration of the cementitious content, thus achieving desire concrete strength prior

to loading. However it should be recognised that the advantage gained in reducing

creep may be offset by an increase in shrinkage.

2.3.4 Summary

According to the study from the preceding sections, it is possible to draw some firm

conclusions concerning factors affecting creep. Since concrete strength is inversely

proportional to creep, therefore cement content, cement fineness, water-cement ratio

affect creep in as far that they influence the concrete strength. The role that the

aggregate plays in creep, is very much similar to shrinkage. Thus, the amount, type

and properties of the aggregate can directly influence the magnitude of creep. Just
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like shrinkage, the effects of chemical admixtures can vary depending on the type

and the overall adjustments to the concfete mix proportions.

Moreover, creep is affected by the time at f,rrst loading. Generally, a delayed

application of loading affects creep such that concrete has sufficient time to gain

additional strength. Thus, concrete member creeps less when loaded at older age'

Another external influence is the relative humidity of the surrounding environment.

Concrete members which are subjected to variable ambient relative humidities

usually exhibit larger creep than those subjected to constant humidity' In contrast,

the influence of curing remains argumentative and is rather inconclusive. So it

would be more appropriate to consider the process of drying leading up to the

application of load to be more important.

2.3.5 Time effect on creep

Under sustained loading as illustrated in Figure 2.4, ueep increases at a decreasing

rate. V/hen loading is suddenly removed, there is a gradual reduction in creep strain

with time. However, only small proportion of creep strain would be recovered as the

majority of the concrete had permanently deformed. The recoverable part of creep is

referred as recoverable creep or delayed elastic strain while the irrecoverable part is

known as irrecoverable creep or flow. Therefore, creep strain can often be divided

into two major components, irrecoverable and recoverable creeps.

To calculate the capacity of concrete creep, a stress-independent quantity known as

creep coefficient þ(t,r,) is introduced and defined as the ratio ofcreep strain at

time ¡ to instantaneous elastic strain in a specimen subjected to constant sustained

stress at time r,. This is expressed as;

¿(t.t \- E,(t't") (2.31)r\¿ u/ s"(t,,)

Thus creep coefficient at time infinity where creep attains its maximum value €:Q),

is assumed to approach the value /, where;

ø - 
E"(t 

")
E 

"(t ")

(2.32)
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As well as the time to at first loading which influences the value of creep

coefficient þ',,, other influencing factors include the ambient conditions and size and

shape of the member. Since the value of creep coefficient is independent on any

stresses, creep coefficient at the time infinity can be used as a convenient mean to

measure creep in concrete. Thus knowing the value for creep coefficient allows the

rapid determination of creep strain in concrete subjected to constant sustained

loading.

Creep strain

Recoverable creep

Irrecoverable creep

Load removed at fl
Delayed elastic strain, t,

TI Time

Figure 2.4 Recoverable and irrecoverable creep components

Another method which is commonly used, relies on a linear relationship between

creep strain and stress. This is known as specific creep C(t, to) where creep strain is

produced by a unit stress. It is obtained by dividing e,Q,t") by the constant

sustained stress o,, aL time /o. ie.

^t \ á, (/,r,, )
C(t,t ,,) = "" '' (2.33)

o

Furthermore, the relationship between specific creep and creep coefhcient can be

used to include the effect of elastic modulus of concrete. Thus;

1

C(r.t,¡==) ,þQ,t,,) e34)
L,U,,)
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By combining equation (2.33) and (2.34), it is possible to obtain creep strain at any

time using the expression below;

(2.35)

As creep develops with time, its effect is also known to cause a reduction in

stiffness of concrete member. Hence the magnitude of stiffness in concrete has to be

adjusted with time in order to precisely estimate the creep strain. The effect of

elastic modulus of concrete have been incorporated into several techniques in time

deformation analysis including "the effective modulus" and "ages-adjusted

modulus" methods. This topic however is beyond the scope of this reseatch, so

reader is suggested to refer the relevant references.

The choice of either creep coefficient þ(t,t,,)or specific cteep CQ,t,) is largely

depended on whether it is necessary to apply the creep coefficient to stress or strain,

(l.,leville, l98l). Generally specific creep is more convenient for calculation of

deflections and prestressing losses.

Since internal forces caused by restrained and imposed deformation in an

indeterminate structure are proportional to stiffness, the intemal forces would

eventually decrease with time in all concrete and reinforced concrete members.

2.3.6 Methods of predicting creep

There are a number of mathematical expressions that can be used to predict creep in

concrete. In all cases, it is necessary to collect data for concrete properties which in

turn are used to form creep curves in order to obtain the coefficients and constants

for the mathematical expressions. Typically, the experimental data are collected

over a relatively short period of time. O'Moore (1996) reported that it may only take

several months. Based on these short-term data, long-term creep values can then be

predicted. The chosen mathematical expression is only valid for the experimented

concrete since the data obtained, is only generated for the specific concrete mix in

question.

€,(t,t,) = îftr)
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Neville, Dilger and Brooks (1983) reviewed several types of mathematical

expressions using short-term experimental data. They summarised that essentially

creep time functions can be categorised into four major types;

' Hyperbolic

o Logarithmic

. Power

¡ Exponential

Exponential and hyperbolic functions can be used to models the development of

creep where their values reach a limit as time approaches infinity. On the other

hand, logarithmic and power functions that increase indefinitely can be used to

estimate long-term deformations from the short-term tests. Neville (1981) suggested

that for periods under load up to five years, the power expression is more suitable to

fit experimental data for basic creep, and for basic plus drying creep, a logarithmic

power function appears most appropriate.

Nevertheless it is the hyperbolic function which is perhaps the most widely used

creåp time functions, Qrleville, 1981 and Gilbert, 1988)' A number of authors and

concrete codes including ACI Committee 209 (1982), based their equations on this

function. As previously discussed in section 2.2.7, majorities of mathematical

expressions for predicting shrinkage are likewise expressed in hyperbolic forms.

The aim of this research is not to conduct a detail literature review of various creep

functions since they can be quite mathematically complicated. In addition, tests

required to obtain experimental data for various creep curves are not part of the

research and are clearly beyond the scope of this research. The purpose of this

research however is to review alternative approaches to predict creep when

experimental data is not readily available. These approaches are readily available in

most reinforced concrete codes and several of them form a major part of this

literature review,

Similar to the prediction of shrinkage strain. in tl're absence of any experimental

data, designers have to rely on general prediction methods that do not require any

experimental investigations. lvfost of these methods can be found in the existing
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concrete codes and some published literature. A number of influencing factors such

as compressive strength, environmental conditions, loading conditions and modulus

of elasticity are incorporated as input data.

The general prediction methods being considered for review include

t Bazant & Panula (1978,1982)

. ACI Committee 209 (ACI Committee 209,1982)

o CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 (CEB-FIP, 1993)

. 453600-1994 (SAA, 1994)

2.3.6.1 Bazant and Panula (1978, 1982)

Bazant and Panula (1982) presented mathematical equations which separates creep

components into basic creep and drying creep. The effects of the influencing factors

are also depended on the type of creep component being considered' The

coefficients relating to relative humidity and temperature are only incorporated into

the drying creep components while the basic creep component of the equation is

unaffected by the member size. Even though they studied the influence of cyclic

loading, it does not form part of this research and therefore is not reviewed in this

chapter.

From experiment measurements, basic creep usually increases at a constant or

increasing slope in log-time for the duration of the test. Unlike ACI 209 and CEB-

FIP 1990 which are discussed later, BP model does not consider hyperbolic function

to be appropriate since there is no experimental result which would confirm that

basic creep actually approaches a finite value at time infinity. As a result, a double

power law with no limiting value is adopted to model the basic creep. Nonetheless,

Bazant and Panula (1978 &.1982) acknowledged that it is possible for designers to

assume a finite creep value on a basis of practicality when the duration of loading

becomes reasonably large, say 50 to 100 years.

It is often difficult to differentiate between instantaneous strain and creep strain

during loading, As a result. BP model introdtrced a basic creep tlnction <Þ(t,/,,)
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which can be considered as an instantaneous strain plus creep strain at time f caused

by sustained unit stress first applied at age /, as;

/\l
@u(t,t,,)=++ C.(t,t,,) (2.36)

Lo

Chilplet 2: Time dependent deformations in ¡einIo¡ced concrete

and

c,,(t,t,,) = Q,,-" *o\'-',,¡' (2.37)9t
E

where C,,(1,t,,) : the specific creeP

In addition, Gilbert (1988) further modified the empirical equations given in BP

model so that material properties in S,I. units can be used such that;

et : 0.30 +152.21f,(28)l-''

m : 0.28 + 47.5411f"(28)l-'

n : 0.1 15 + 0.611f,(28)1310-6

: [0.0 145 + 3.447(f"(28))' U 0-]1

E

(2.38)

(2.3e)

(2.40)

(2.4r)

It is important not to confuse Eo with modulus of elasticity. In fact, Eo is much larger

than the actual elastic modulus and is referred as asymptotic modulur. ].un U.
E"

considered as a constant which indicates the left hand asymptote of the creep curve

when plotted in log-time scale.

When the component of drying creep is included, the total creep function O(r,r,,)in

equarion (2.36) can be modified by adding a drying creep term to the right hand side

of the equation as shown in equation Q'al;

o(r,r,,) C,,(t, t,,) + C u(t, t,,, t.,t,) - C p(t, t,,, t 
",)

(2.42)
- 

_-L

where C,,(t,t,,,t,t,) : the increase in specific creep due to drying

C n(t.1,,,t,t) = the decrease in specifìc creep after drying
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tr¡ : a;Së at which drying commences

In the equation (2.42), both CuQ,to,t-h)and Cr(t,tn,t,o)can then be explessed as

follows;

c,tU, t 
", 

t,h¡ = ! t,,-i k',,ei,,s uçt, t,,¡-Lo

S u(t,t,,) : r * lot*
t - to

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.4s)

(2.46)

(2.47)

where

and also

where

Q¿= 9¿

2

-C ¿n

c r(t,t,,,t,o) = c 
nl¿;s r(t,t,)c,(t,t")

Sn(/,/,,) = I
In both equation (2.43) and (2.46),the influence of relative humidity is defined as;

k',, =lh),s - ht 
s

k,i, =lh: - h'1l

(2.48)

(2.4e)

where h = relative humidity of environment and is

assumed to be constant

: initial relative humidity before drying

commences,

ho

i,e. f,t < /o and usually is between 0.98 to 1.00

It can be seen from the set of equations above that drying creep is very much

dcpcndentontheenvironmentalhumidit¡landmembersizesimìlartoshrinkage.as

ref-lected in k,, and r,,, terms. The terms Slt, t") and Srú, /r7/ represent the time

shape function sirnilar to shrinkage. The inclusion of shrinkage efïect into equation

l

.¡
u
ì
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(2.43) further reinforced the idea that Bazant and Panula (1978,1982) do not regard

creep and shrinkage as independent phenomenon and simply can not be

superimposed to obtain the value of concrete strain.

Other material parameters ca and (p,t can be obtained empirically while cp was set at

0.83. The terms for shrinkage square half-timer.*and ultimate shrinkage strain e*

were already defined and thoroughly discussed in Section 2'2'7.2

It can be seen that the BP model is quite complicated when compare with other

models being reviewed here. The equations were derived as a result of extensive

data correlation and fitting from various experiments. Since the model attempts to

account for variation in long term behaviour due to fundamental concrete and

environment parameters, this model may not be suitable to estimate long-term

strains by using short-term data (O'Moore, 1996). Due to the complexity nature of

this model, hand calculation is not also practical.

2.3.6.2 ACI 209 (1982)

ACI 209 used hyperbolic expressions and proposed a general equation to determine

the creep coefficient ú(t,t") as;

r,ì
ll,t

't',

(, -, (2.s0)ó (t,t,,) = û'o
d +Q -r"f

where þo' : ultimate creep coeff,rcient at time infinity

d = constant defining shape and size

V : number of days

to : time at hrst loading

(t-r) = duration of loading (days)

Ideally, ACI 209 prefers these constants to be obtained through testing. Based on

srandard conditions set out by ACI 209 (1982), it was found that normal ranges of

these constants were to be:

cl : 6 to 30 days,

V/ : 0.4 to 0.8.

I
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ø:, : 1.3 to 4.15

For concrete loaded at the age of 7 days, either for moist cured concrete at 7 days or

steam cured for 1-3 days, equation (2.50) then can be written as;

þ (t,t,,) =
(t - t,,)o 

u

ø:, (2.sr)
l0+(t -to)ou

r'l
rrj

1

O'Moore (1996) suggested that problems associated with the equation above is that

for conditions which are not within the range or not specified in the above

paragraph, no additional information is provided to assist in obtaining the values of

d and y . It is critical that these values are determined as accurate as possible as

they have large bearing on the rate at which creep strains develop.

In the absence of any specific creep data for local aggregates and conditions, ACI

209 recommended an average value for ultimate creep coefficient /, which is given

AS;

þ) =2.35y, Q.52)

where ¡, is the product of the correction factors which accounts for various

factors as given below;

(a) Age at first loading,l,

//u accounts for the age of concrete at the time at first loading, ro;

For moist cured concrete

/ n = 1.25(t, )-o "t when (t-tò > 7 days (2.s3)

For steam ctred concrete

/ tu = l. 13 1r,)-0 
Oea when (t-t") > 3 days (2.s4)

(b) Ambient relative humidify

When ambient relative humidity is greater than 40 %. 
^CI 

209 included the

correction t'actor / ;.as.

t
Ì

l

*
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Tt=t.27-0.00671 (2.55)

where 2 is the relative humidity in percent

(c) Size and shape of member

Similar to shrinkage, ACI 209 presented two techniques to estimate the correction

factor ¡,,. First technique is based on the average thici<ness ft while the second

technique is based on the volume-surface ratio (tr7^!

In "average thickness" technique, the effect of member size is expressed in terms of

average thickness. When the average member thickness is < 150 fTlrÍt, T n can be

obtained from Table 2.6 shown below;

Table 2.6 Correction factor for the average member thickness (modified from

ACI Committee 209, 1982)

1.001.041.11t.r71.30ln

1501251007550h (mm)

When the average member thickness is between 150 mm and 380 mm, then;

Tn =1.14 - 0.00092h when (t-t") <365 days

/ n = l. 10 - 0.00067 h when (t-tò > 365 days

(2.s6)

(2.s7)

Alternatively, "volume-surface ratio" technique expressed the relationship between

the correction factor and (L7Ð as;

+ 13e (2,s8)

rvhere V/S is the volume surface ratio of member (mm)

(d)Concrete composition

The elfects of concrete slttmp ,i/., percent of fìne aggregate T, and air content ydaÍe

incorporated into the equation. Hence;

2

J

-mrri)

;{

f
I
I

I

*
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/, = 0.82 + 0.00264s where s is the observed slump in mm

/, = 0.88 + 0.0024ty where r¿ is the ratio of the fine

aggregate to total aggregate by weight (%)

T" = 0.46 + 0.09ø where a is the air content in percent

(2.se)

(2.60)

(2.61)

2.3.6.3 CEB-FIP Model Code 1990

Based on data collected from the laboratory tests, CEB-FIP 1990 model obtains

empirical relationships as a mean to calculate the creep coefficient in concrete

structures. The code however includes only parameters which are known to the

designer during the time of analysis. This would largely eliminate the needs to

measure the creep data by conducting experiments. Similar to ACI 209, the

parameters incorporated into the respective equations are identical, only with the

exception of the type of cement which also forms part of the correction factors in the

equations.

As with ACI 209. CEB-FIP 1990 adopted hyperbolic time function which

approaches an asymptotic value as time reaches infinity to estimate creep, even

though CEB-FIP commented on the lack of evidence which demonstrates that this is

valid. Thus the expressions for the creep coefficient P(t,r,,)can be given as;

03

where þ,,

þ,, = 15

'['. 
( t.2!L

100

(2.62)

(2.63)

þ (,,t,,) = þ,,

: a constant obtained using relative humidity and

member size, where;

l8 h 
*250 < 1500

r00

where R.I1: relative humidity of the ambient environment (o/o)

h : the notional size of member (mm), equals To 2Aciu

rvhet'e l. is tl-re cross section and ¿¿ is the perimeter

of the member in contact with the atmosphere.

,1,;, : the notional or ultimate creep coefÏcient
l¡
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The ultimate or notional cleep coefficient therefore can be estimated from;

þ) = þ* P(f,,,)þ(t,)

and in the above equation;

þnn =l+

.RHl__
100

(2.64)

(2.6s)

(2.66)

(2.67)

I

3

0

I
þQ)=

0.1 + (r, )o 
2

where f"^ : the mean compressive strength of concrete at

the age of 28 days (MPa)

CEB-FIP 1990 suggested the equations above should provide good estimation of

creep for up to 70 years of loading. For loading in excess of this duration, the code

expects a variation of 5Yo.

Alternatively, when the degree of accuracy does not warrant detail analysis, CEB-

FIP 1990 provides a set of values for creep coefficient which can be valid after 70

years.

2.3.6.4 A53600-1994

Base initially on CEB-FIP 1970, the Australian Standard provides a simple approach

to calculate design creep factor (refened as design creep coefficient elsewhere) at

time / due to a sustained loading at age fo as;

þu = k'tkrþu o
(2.68)

û,, : long term value as time r approaches

infinity for design creep factor

óu o = basic creep factor 
"vhich 

can be obtained from

the Table 2.7 below:'

where
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Table 2.7 Creep coefficient of an ordinary structural concrete after 70 years of

loading

Table 2.8 Values of basic creep factor (reproduced from 4S3600-f 994)

The data above are median values and were obtained from test at 28 days, thus some

variations of plus or minus 30 Yo can be expected. 'Walsh (1988) commented that the

values of basic creep are relatively high and are based on limited experiment data.

Alternatively, the quantity þ,,can be determined from creep tests conducted in

accordance with AS 1012, Part 16.

The constant k; is incorporated to account for the duration of loading (t-t), the

relative humidity and hypothetical thickness of the member. This value is

comparable to the constant k1 used in shrinkage prediction. Identical to shrinkage,

the values of h are presented graphically in Clause 6.1.8.2 of the code and is

reproduced here in Figure 2.8

The constant k3depencls on the age of the concrete at the time of loading. The values

are expressed in terms of the ratio of mean concrete strenglhf",, al time of loading

and the characteristic strength J','. of 28 days. Again this is showtt in Figure 2'6'

3.0

2.r

1.6

1.3

1.0

3.4

2.4

1.8

1.5

1.1

3.8

2.7

2.0

1.6

t.2

3.9

2.7

2.r

t.t
1.3

4.8

aa

2.6

2.1

1.6

5.8

4.1

3.1

2.5

1.9

1

7

28

90

365

6001505060015050

Age at loading

ro (days) Notional size 2Ac/u (mm)

Humid atmospheric conditions

(out of doors) (RH: 80%)

Dry atmospheric conditions

( indoors) (RH: 50%)

2.02.53.44.2J.¿þ*o

5040322520¡'MPa
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2.4 Comparisons of the predictive methods for shrinkage and creep

With so many alternative methods available, the question which arises is, which

ones should be used. Neville, Dilger and Brooks (1983) advised that any of the

predictive methods could be adopted on the basis of published comparisons. Due to

the variability of material properties and environmental conditions, designers need

to recognised that these methods only give rough estimates'

Symon (i989) commented that good correlation between predicted and measured

values should not be expected. The degree of correlation nonetheless can be

improved if the prediction is based on tests of the actual materials used, under

environmental and loading conditions similar to those expected in the f,reld. Neville

(1981) fuither emphasised that there still remains a lack of reliable test data for both

the development of creep with time and the f,tnal creep coefficient for varying

effective thickness.

In addition, it is probably best to make use of local materials with the knowledge of

local data and experience. It is suggested that the knowledge of local concrete and

conditions can be much more reliable means for determining material properties

than any of the predictive methods contained in structural codes and reviewed here.

INTERIOB ENVIRONMENTS TEMPEFATE INLANO TROPICAL AND NEAF.COASTAL
ARIO
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Figure 2.6 Maturity coefficient (fr3) versus strength ratio by AS 3600

Methods proposed by Bazant and Panula (197S &. 1982) were derived using large

amount of shrinkage and creep data collected during laboratory tests. it can be quite

complicated and require extensive calculation. Thus, this is not really suitable to use

in preliminary or even in detail design where precise accuracy does not justified the

extra effort to carry out the analysis. On the other hand, methods recommended by

453600, ACI 209 and CEB-FIP 1990 require minimal effort to accomplish simple

analysis with a hand held calculator.

It is apparent that numerically accurate estimates of creep, shrinkage and their

effects on structural behaviour can not be achieved. The increase in complexity in

the predictive models does not always guarantee a superior or more accurate results.

This was confirmed by investigations conducted by Mullerand Hildorf (1982) and

McDonald and Roper (1993). Gilbert (19S8) recommended a simple method with no

pretence to great accuracy should be adopted and he suggested the 4S3600 is one of

those methods.

ln their research, M u ller and Hildorf ( 1982) compared the reliability and accuracy

of various predictive methods including ACI 209 and BP model. Tliey tbund that

ACI 209 yielded poor results tbr concrete at higher ages at loading and t.or basic
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creep. BP model on the other hand was inaccurate for very young concrete.

Furthermore, BP model tended to underestimate the effect of member size whereas

ACI 209 method in many cases overestimated the influence of this factor.

Mullerand Hildorf (1982) also suggested both ACI 209 and BP model

underestimated the effect of relative humidity.

Gilbert (1988) further reported that ACI 209 and BP model produce the smallest

estimates of creep. In contrast, Bakoss et al. (1982) found that creep of some

Australian concrete was best predicted by CEB-FIP models. Generally, creep

coefficient can vary between 2.0 and 4.0 for most practical situations.

Recent studies by McDonald and Roper (1993) reported that additional factors

which are incorporated into various predictive methods do not always guarantee a

better result, particularly if no prior information of the performance of a particular

concrete is not available. McDonald and Roper (1993) also made the following

observations when comparing various predictive methods for shrinkage; 4S3600's

accuracy is not as high during the first 10 and 100 days of prediction. Nonetheless,

453600 achieved the best accuracy overall. Surprisingly, BP model came almost

last in their rating for accuracy even though it is the most complex in terms of data

requirement. BP model's prediction became even more non-conservative as drying

period increased. Unfortunately, CEB-FIP 1990 model was not included for the

comparison in their studies.

It should be pointed out also that all the predicting models failed to incorporate the

effect of variable ambient relative humidities in their analysis. Study by Mullerand

Pristl (1992) showed that the reason for this omission could be due to the limited

amount of test data on this matter. Thus, any predictive models would have to be

derived based on these limited existing data.

Since the predictive methods for both shrinkage and creep can vary greatly and even

worst. none can predict the results accurately. Table 2.9 summarises various

int'luencing factors incorporated into each predictive model reviewed in this chapter.
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XXXXAge at loading

XAge at drying

XXXDensity

XSlump

XAir content

XCement/gravel

XCemenVsand

XXFine/coarse
aggregate

XXCement type

XXCement
content

Xw/C

XElastic
modulus

XStrength at
loading

XXXf', at28 days

XXXShape

XXXXSize

XTemperature

XXXXHumidity

BP ModelCEB.FIP
r990ACI 209AS3600

Chopter 2: Time dependenl deformøtions in reinforced concrele

Table 2.9 Influencing factors for prediction of shrinkage and creep (modified

from Muller and Hildorf (1982)' McDonald and Roper (1993))

According to the table, it can be seen that all models recognise the importance of

different external t'actors such as relative humidity, member shape and size by

accounting tbr them at some stages in the analysis of both shrinkage and creep. As

already mentioned. the int'luence of variable ambient relative humidities is not

included in any of the models. but instead constant relative humidity is assttmed.
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Both predictive models from CEB-FIP 1990 and AS 3600 do not require designers

to obtain the information concerning compositions of concrete while BP model

accounts most of the factors associated with concrete compositions. In the

prediction of creep, concrete strength at 28 days is adopted for most models as a

long-term value while the age and strength of concrete are still necessary to

complete the analysis.

2.5 Other causes of restrained and imposed deformations

These sources are equally as important as shrinkage and creep. However, in this

thesis, both temperature effect and differential foundation movement are discussed

in less detail

2.5.1 Temperature effects

Temperature difference affects deformation of concrete members in two distinct

ways. The difference can originate internally from within the concrete itself and

externally between the surrounding environment. Each of these are briefly discussed

rn tum

The first case generally is associated with early-age thermal movement from a rtse

in concrete temperature during cement hydration. The evolution of heat from

hydration of cement causes concrete to expand and upon cooling back towards the

ambient temperature, it contracts. If, on cooling, contraction of the immature

concrete is restrained by adjoining slabs or walls, then early-age cracking may

develop.

Similar to shrinkage and creep, the rate, magnitude, and duration of the rise in

temperature is dependent on a number of factors, including cement type and content,

type of aggregate, possible use of cement replacement materials, as well as the

ambient temperature, tbrmwork used and section thickness (Harrison, 1981).

Hughes (197S) suggested that heat would continue to dissipate as long as the

concrete temperature is higher than that of its surroundings. In a thin structure, peak

temperature usually takes about l5 hours to 3 days, before reaching equilibrium in I

to 2 weeks. In large or massive structures. it may take up to 20 hours before peak
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temperature is attained and several years before cooling to equilibrium condition is

established.

In addition to early-age thermal effects, temperature differences can also occur

between the concrete member and its surroundings. Hughes (1978) reported that

temperature of a structure continued to change in an attempt to keep pace with the

temperature of the surrounding environment which fluctuates daily and seasonally'

As a result, strains that are larger than that of shrinkage can be expected.

Attention is frequently drawn to the need for recognising that the temperature may

not be constant throughout a structural member. When the change in temperature is

uniform through the depth of concrete section, uniform stress usually results, unless

the structure is statically indeterminate. However in deep sections, non-linear

temperature distribution is quite common and it can have adverse effects on the

structure. CEB Manual (1985) considers the effect of the non-linear temperature

distribution to consist essentially of three parts. They are:

o due to average temperature in the section there will be some overall

movement. If the member is unrestrained a temperature strain is induced

throughout the section without stress.

. due to average gradient of the non-linear temperature distribution, a

strain gradient will be induced through the section causing an overall

curvature of the member. If the member is free to assume this curvature,

temperature strain is induced without stress.

o due to the difference between the thermal strain distribution and the

strain distribution which the section can assume (plane sections are

assumed to remain plane), "self-equilibrating" stresses are induced.

These stresses arise due to the self-restraint of the section. Thus, the

magnitude and distribution of the "self-equilibrating" stresses depends

on both the form of the non-linear temperature differential and the state

ofthe section (cracked or uncracked).

For a simple case of an unrestrained reinforced concrete member subjected to

uniform change in temperature. it is possible to calculate the overall contraction or

expansion as;
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õ : aL(LT) (2.6e)

where ä : total deformatron

d : coeffrcients of thermal expansion of

material

AI : temperature difference

L : length of member

Although, reinforced concrete is considered as a non-homogeneous material. the

coefficients of thermal expansions of both concrete and steel are essentially

identical, thus it is reasonable to neglect the effect of differential internal strains.

The coefficient of thermal expansion in concrete can be obtained with the

knowledge of the coefÍicient of thermal expansion in aggregates. Hence it is not

possible to assume average values of coeff,rcients of thermal expansions. However,

as an indication the average value of coefficient of thermal expansion in concrete is

about 12 x i0-6/Co, except those with limestone and lightweight aggregate

(Alexander and Lawson, 1981).

2.5.2 Differential foundation movement

Differential foundation movement can occur as a result of a number of causes'

These are briefly summarised as follows:

. differential settlement under loading between two or more adjoining

structures;

. consolidation of compressible soils due to changes in loading or moisture

content; and

. ground subsidence due to mining or tunnelling.

In addition, differential movement is also contributed to the variations in shape, size

and bearing pressure of individual foundations. The topics concerning these matters

are beyond the scope ofthis research, but can be found in other references including

Bowles (1988).
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2.6 Summary

In summary, this chapter presented literature reviews of load independent and time-

dependent deformations in reinforced concrete buildings. They have been identified

as shrinkage, creep, temperature effects and differential foundation movements. All

of which need to be considered seriously so that the structure does not encounter

problems during the design life.

All the factors that affect the magnitude of both shrinkage and creep were presented'

Those factors which affect both shrinkage and creep include the concrete mix and

environmental conditions, but creep also depends on the duration of loading. Thus

creep can be considered as time and load dependent deformation phenomenon. In

addition, different methods of predicting shrinkage and creep were discussed.

However, due to the variability of the material properties and environmental

conditions, it should be recognised that these methods only produce rough estimates.

There are other methods which may provide results with greater precision, but they

require greater effort and time in order to achieve such outcomes. Unless these

effects are very serious and require very accurate means to obtain the results, any of

the methods presented should be suitable for the majority of building structures.
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Chapter 3

Cracking
tension

mechanism in RC slabs rn

3.1 Introduction

In reinforced concrete structures, cracking is generally regarded as unavoidable at

service loads. Flexural cracks are rarely a problem if adequate reinforcement is

provided to satisfu the deflection and ultimate strength requirements. On the other

hand, the effects of pure tensile cracking are often overlooked or underestimated by

designers. This type of cracking can be quite severe, whether or not the member is

also subjected to flexure, and the cracks that occur can propagate over the full depth

of the section. Such cracks can occur because the member is subjected shrinkage

and temperature effects, which in turn generate longitudinal tensile forces as a result

of restraint and imposed deformations. Because this type of cracking only occurs as

a result of axial tensile force, it is commonly known as "direct tension cracking".

On the other hand, in a reinforced concrete member which is subjected to little or no

restraint and imposed deformation, direct tension cracking is rarely a problem. This

is best explained by considering an unrestrained reinforced concrete member

subjected to unifbrm shrinkage strain, eu,, as shown in Figure 3.1. As shrinkage

develops, a compressive stress. d,, is induced in the reinforcement, while a uniform

tensile stress. ø', is generated in the concrete to maintain equilibrium'

Since there is no external restraint. equilibrium imposes the following relationship

between the compressive stresses in the reinf-orcement and concrete;
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A.rar, = Arar, (3. 1)

Moreover, the compatibility condition of the two elements must be satisfied. Thus it

can be seen that the total uniform shrinkage strain, ei, can be expressed as follows;

(3.2)

where á'c : compressive strain in the steel reinforcement

á"r : elastic tensile strain in the concrete

L

Un¡estrai ned reinforced concrete member before shrinkage

ad

t,h=€sc+€cr

#Arc

# o""

Stresses at an interior cross section

TL
JC

e,L

Figure 3.1 Un¡estrained reinforced concrete subjected to uniform shrinkage

Equation (3.2) can be further modified as;

, o..

"t

o..,

E,
(3.3)

By substituting the reinfbrcement a ,c, thg

relationship in equation (3.4) is obtained. This canbe used to examine the likelihood

ratio, P = 4:- and eliminating

o

a

o

a
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of cracking in the extemally uffestrained reinforced concrete member' If the tensile

stress, o,, in concrete is greater than the concrete tensile sÍength, cracking should

occur.

co 
-¡h (3.4)õcl 11

-+- E,

In order to investigate this effect, values of o,t are calculated using the following

propertles:

ei, : 500 ¡tâ

E, :200,000 MPa

and E, :28000 MPa

The values of concrete tensile stresses corresponding to different reinforcement ratio

are tabulated as shown in Table 3.1

Table 3.1 Values of tensile stresses in concrete for ei, at 500 and l000pe

It can be seen that for the range of reinforcement ratios, the resulting concrete

stresses obtained are generally lower than the stress at which cracking would occur.

Even with a shrinkage strain of 1000 pe and one percent of reinforcement, the

concrete tensile stress would be 1.9 MPa. With two percent steel, however, the

stress would be 3.5 MPa and cracking might occur at this stage. Thus, it can be

concluded that unrestrained reinforced concrete members do not usually experience

severe cracking as a result of shrinkage effect. This suggests that some form of

restraint is needed in order to produce signifìcant cracking due to shrinkage'

3.51.90.970.5t.'t 50.750.390.20
Tensile stress in

concrele,

o., (MPa)

0.020.010.00500.00250.020.010.00500.0025
Reinforcement

ßlio, p

ei,,: 1000 ¡teeir:500 ¡te
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It is emphasised that this analysis is approximate, and tends to overemphasise the

magnitude of the concrete stresses because the effect of shrinkage is ignored. The

mechanism of cracking will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.

Furthermore, in partial or fully restrained reinforced concrete slabs with large spans,

the effects of shrinkage are small compared to the effect of flexural loading and as a

consequence flexural cracking tends to dominate. Any tensile cracks caused by

shrinkage can then be absorbed by small increases in the widths of the numerous

flexural cracks. In fact, Base and Murray (1982) suggested that tensile cracking due

to shrinkage (and temperature changes) does not exist in flexural loaded concrete

members.

On the other hand, the situation is more complex when the flexural loading is small

and the restrained longitudinal deformations predominate. This occurs in the lower

range of spans of fully restrained suspended concrete slabs (Gilbert, 1988). Axial

tensile forces also occur in the transverse (no moment) direction of one-way slabs

and can produce unsightly wide cracks if insuffrcient secondary reinforcement is

provided.

It can be seen that the development of direct tension cracking and the effect of

restrained and imposed deformations are closely related. There are also several

factors which can influence the degree of cracking, namely member span, degree of

restraint and amount of reinforcement. A one-way reinforced concrete slab that

spans between two simple supports allows almost free movement under the effect of

any deformations and hence no induced cracking. In contrast, a one-way reinforced

concrete slab which is fully restrained at both ends, large longitudinal tension forces

develop when the member is subjected to shrinkage or temperature strains. This can

result in severe cracking throughout the span. Hence the relationships between the

restraints and the development of cracking in a reinforced concrete slab can be

explained by considering the following cases.

The flrrst case considers an unrestrained reintbrced concrete member subjected to

applied tensile force at each end as shown in Figure 3.2a As the tensile force is

increased, the member gradually elongates freely. 'When the stress reaches the
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Reinforcing bar

F F a

(a) Reinforced concrete member subjected to axial tensile forces

F

F rvhen concrete

stress 6. =/,

lst crack

I st crack

F

(b) Development of tensile force and average strain of the

member after a first crack

4th crack

3rd crack

2nd crack

Tension
stiffening

€

Fully cracked

(c) Development of tensile forces and average strains of the

member after several cracks

Figure 3.2 Development of cracking in a reinforced concrete

member subjected to applied tensile lorces
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I : Cross sectional area of steel
J

+F

I = Cross sectional area of

(a) Fully restrained reinforced concrete slab subjected to shrinkage

Restrainin-q force continues to increase

as more shrinkage takes place

F

c

F

F when concrete

stress o" 7,

F

F rvhen

6 
":/',

lst

Reduction in axial stiffness El of the

slab due to a crack

€
"sh

(b) Development of restraining force and shrinkage after a

first crack in full restrained member subjected to shrinkage

4th crack

3rd crack

2nd crack

Fully cracked

Tension
stiffening

x
I st crack

//

¿z/
+

€.rtrt €rtry €shj 6rt t

(c) Development of restraining forces and shrinkage strains after

several cracks have occured

Figure 3.3 Development of cracking in a fully restrained
reinforced concrete member sujbected to unifbrm shrinkage
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tensile strength of concrete, the first crack abruptly forms. This is funher shown ln

Figure 3.2b and 3.2c. As the tensile force is gradually increased, more cracks form

along the member until a freely developed pattern of cracks exists. As more tensile

forces are applied, there is a subsequent increase in widths of the existing cracks.

When the reinforcement starts to yield, these crack widths can be excessive. As each

crack forms, there is an increase in deformation of the member. However, the

internal forces of the member remain unchanged as long as there is no change in the

applied tensile stresses.

The second case considers a reinforced conc¡ete slab spanning between two rigid

supports subjected to uniform shrinkage as shown in Figure 3.3a. As the structure is

indeterminate, cracking can influence the reactions, intemal forces, and area

properties, and, therefore, the stresses and strains in individual cross sections

(Elbadry and Ghali, 1995). The creep effect that generally occurs simultaneously is

ignored for simplicity. As the shrinkage strain increases with time, the restraining

forces continue to increase. Due to the initiation of the first crack, there is a sudden

reduction of member axial stiffness, .Ðl (This analysis is discussed in details in

Chapter 4) and so the restraining forces decrease immediately after first cracking.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.3b. The magnitude of this reduction depends on the

stiffness and the length of the member. When the slab undergoes further shrinkage,

the restraining forces again increase until the second crack forms. The same process

continues to repeat itself with third and subsequent cracks and accompanying

immediately after each crack, there is a sudden loss in member stiffness and a

reduction in the magnitude of restraining forces, as shown in Figure 3.3c. As with

the reinforced concrete member subjected to applied tensile forces, the number of

cracks continues to increase until a fully stabilised cracking pattern develops. Any

further increase in shrinkage in the slab simply leads to a widening of the existing

cracks. and, possibly, yielding of the reinforcement.

In continuous building structures, situations of unrestrained slabs as explained in the

first case rarely occur. In most cases. one or both of the support conditions are in the

lorm of exterior or interior columns or transverse beams. Elbadry & Ghali (1995)

reported that it is often ditficult to attain stabilised cracking patterns in a fìrll,v

I
I
,-,
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restrained slab whereas stabilised cracking pattern in unrestrained reinforced

concrete members can be expected in most cases. This is attributed to the fact that as

more cracks develop along the span, larger restraining forces (after each crack) are

required to cause the subsequent cracks to occur. In a real structure, a restraining

force of such magnitude may not be attainable because shrinkage is decreasing with

time. For these situations, a small number of very wide cracks at large spacing may

instead exist along the member (Leonhardt,1977).

In this chapter, the aim is to study cracking mechanisms in a reinforced concrete

slab due to a direct tensile force, and also due to tension induced by restrained and

imposed deformation. Since the formation of this type of cracking is quite complex

because of the contribution from various factors such as concrete properties, bond

strength, time dependent effects in concrete etc, this chapter also investigates the

influence of bond stress on cracking behaviour.

At present, there are relatively few research publications on the subjects of cracking

relating to bond stress and the effects of shrinkage and temperature. However there

is a large number of experimental and analytical studies of the relationship between

cracking and bond stress in the case of an applied axial tension. It will be shown in

the following sections that these various types of cracking are closely related, and

are essentially bond-related phenomenon.

Hence the first section of this chapter deals with cracking due to an applied tensile

force, and reviews the work of various researchers. The review is divided to cover

the following topics that affect this type of cracking:

. Cracking due to applied tension force;

. Effect ofbond stress on cracking behaviour;

. Methods of calculating crack spacing and crack width due to

applied tension force.

The second part of this chapter deals with cracking due to restrained and imposed

det-ormation. A number of methods by various researchers and organisations to

calculate crack spacing and crack width are discussed.

r'ù

u

:

t

I

*
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:'l
!J

'i

3.2 Cracking due an applied tensile force

3.2.1 Introduction

Direct tension cracking in reinforced concrete structures involves bond break down

and slip at the reinforcement and concrete interface. It is therefore necessary to study

the effects of bond stresses on development of cracking in order to form a proper

working model.

3.2.2 The relationships between direct tension cracking, bond

stress and slip at the reinforcement - concrete interface

Studies of the development of cracking were commenced in the early 1930's by

Vetter in 1933 and Saliger in 1936. As reported by Rawi and Kheder (1990),

Vetter's 1933 research was the first to recognise that there is slip at the

reinforcement and concrete interface adjacent to the crack. However his theory did

not address cracking due to temperature and shrinkage effects. In 1943, Watstein

and Parsons, as reported by Cambell-Allen and Hughes (1981), developed a general

theory of cracking based on axially loaded prisms which leads to the derivation of

equations for crack widths and crack spacings. Their hypothesis, which is now

termed the "bond-slip" hypothesis implies that cracks form in conjunction with the

loss of adhesion, and "slip", between the concrete and reinforcement. Based on this

hypothesis, both crack widths and crack spacings were believed to depend on the

reinforcement diameter and inversely proportional to the bond strength and the

reinforcement ratio.

Since the early 30's and 40's, various researchers have conducted further studies and

experimental test programs in order to improve the understanding of the relationship

between bond stress and cracking behaviours. Some of the significant findings

include papers presented by Beeby (1979), Kemp and Wilhelm (1979), Nilson

(1972), Goto (1971), Lutz and Gergely (1967), Perry and Thompson (1966) plus

numerous others. Initially, the "bond-slip mechanism" was thought to be valid for

concrete members in both flexure and direct tension. However. turther studies by a

number of researchers, including Base (1976), Campbell-Allen and Hughes, (1981)

and Beeby, (1979), have shown that for flexural cracking, the hypothesis is

I

k
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unacceptable. A different approach has therefore been adopted for flexural cracking

(Beeby, 1979).

In order to discuss the relationship between the bond stress and direct tension

cracking, the behaviour of a reinforced concrete slab will be considered at various

stages ofcracking under increasing tensile force.

Consider a reinforced concrete member subjected to a gradually increasing axial

tensile force, Fat each end as shown in Figure 3.4a. As the tensile force F increases,

the reinforced concrete member remains uncracked provided that the tensile stresses

are still below the tensile strength of concrete. In the pre-cracking stage, the tensile

force F is resisted by both concrete and reinforcement.

le. F=Aro,+4,o., (3.s)

When the concrete strength / is reached (o,= f,'), the first crack forms. After

cracking, the member consists of 2 regions, an uncracked region (1) and a cracked

region (2) which includes the sections adjacent to the actual fracture where the

concrete stress varies.

Consider the cracked region 2 surrounding the first crack. At the crack, the concrete

stress is zero and the reinforcement alone carries the tensile force, as shown in

Figure 3.4c and 3.4d

F = A.,o,, (3.6)

where os2 = tensile stress in the reinforcement at

the crack (subscript 2 conesponds to

region 2 where area inside region 2 is

influenced by the effect ofthe crack)

Within region 2, the stresses in the concrete and reinforcement vary with distance

from the crack and depend on the distribution of bond stress. As the tensile stresses

are transferred from the reintbrcement to the concrete by bond, stress in the concrete

increases, until at some distance So, from the crack. the concrete stress again

resumes a constant value. Since the concrete surface stress within the distance So on

r{
rj

I

*
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.4 = area of concrete A,= area of reinf-orcing steel

F# >,F

(a) Reinforced concrete member subjected to a gradually

increasing tensile forces,F

I st crack

F+
-+, 

F

(b) Restraining forces,Fat each end cause a first crack to develop

L

Region I Region2' Regionl

(c) Concrete stresses along the length of reinfored concrete member

6s2

os1

Regionl 'Region2 Region I

(d) Tensile stress in the reinforcement

Figure 3.4 Conditions after first cracking in a reinforced

concrete member subjected to âppl¡ed tensile forces

ds

q

l

t
I

I

I
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both side of the crack is below the tensile strength, no other cracks form between

these distances. At some distance,So away from either side of the crack (region 1),

the stress distribution remains unaffected by the crack (Figure 3.4a) and the force F

still is resisted by both concrete and reinforcement. In addition,

F: F"r + F"r (3.8)

: A"16 
"t 

+ l"ro", (3.e)

F: ArrErrE, + lr,er,-E, (3.10)

For full strain compatibility,

t=Ec=€s (3. 1 1)

So that

F :e (AaE, + AilE,) (3.12)

Rearrangement gives

F : ArrEE"(l+np) (3. 13)

: A"rc ,r(I + np) (3.14)

where ø., : tensile stress in the concrete of region 1

o,,: tensile stress in the reinforcement of region 1

Act : cross-sectional area of concrete in region I

151 : cross-section area of steel reinforcement in region 1

In order for subsequent cracks to form in uncracked region along the member, the

concrete stress term o", must be increased to the tensile concrete strength f) i"

equation (3.14) and the location must occur away from the distance So. It is

important to note that the value of tensile strength of concrete .f', in an uncracked

region is directly proportional to the applied tensile force F. Since the magnitude of

f',îna member is also depended on time and can vary from section to section; as a

result, cracks do not form at the same level of applied tensile force F. However, it is

reasonable for the purpose of this study to assume that the tensile strength of
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concrete /', is constant through out the cracking process, thus resulting in identical

force F at which each crack occurs.

If two adjacent cracks form at a distance greater than 25, as shown in Figure 3.5b,

there will be an area in which the full concrete stress ocl occurs, this area is not

affected by either of the cracks. This is where another cracks can form. On the other

hand, if cracks form at a spacing less than 2So, then the concrete stresses will be

reduced over the whole length between the two cracks and cracks will not formed

(Beeby,1979).

This is illustrated in Figure 3.5c. In general, the distance S, is regarded as the

minimum crack spacing between 2 cracks whereas the distance 25, is considered as

the maximum crack spacing. After all the cracks have developed, it is considered

that the development of cracking has reached a stabilised state. This theoretically

means that no more cracks can form (with the exception of small secondary cracks)

and additional increase in tensile stress simply results in widening the existing

cracks or yielding of the reinforcement. In this state, cracks generally consist of

those having distribution of spacing within the range of S, and 2 S,.

From the above discussion, it can be seen that bond stress has large a influence on

the development of cracking, since the variation of concrete and reinforcement

stresses is depended on bond stress along the distance t ,S,. The following section

explains the effects of bond stress on the cracking behaviour as well as the relation

between bond stress, stresses in concrete and reinforcement within the cracked

regions, crack spacing and crack width in reinforced concrete member.

3.2.3 Effects of bond stress on cracking

Bond stress can be considered as the shear stress at the interface of the

reinforcement and concrete. For both materials to behave compositely, bond stress

has to develop and transfer stresses from the reinforcement to the surrounding

concrete and vice versa. Bond between concrete and reinforcement is considered to

consist of three components:

o chemical adhesion;
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o friction; and

. mechanical interaction between concrete and reinforcement

Even though all three components can affect the bond properties, mechanical

interaction between concrete and reinforcement is thought to primarily dominate the

bond properties in deformed bars (Lutz and Gergely, 1967). Hence, the attainment

of satisfactory performance in bond is the most important factor in minimising

cracking in reinforced concrete structures. In most cases, the studies of tensile

cracking and bond stresses in reinforced concrete members have been made from

axial loaded tests conducted in laboratory.

Slip between the reinforcement and concrete results in differences between strains in

the reinforcement and concrete. The slip of a deformed bar is mainly caused by

either crushing of the concrete at the ribs or by the ribs pushing the concrete away

from the bar (Lutz and Gergely,l967). Depending on the facing angle of the ribs,

one of these actions can dominate, but in the case of a reinforcing bar with good

frictional properties and rib face angles greater than 40 degrees, slip mainly occurs

by progressive crushing of the porous concrete paste structure in front of the rib.

When the tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength of concrete, cracks

perpendicular to the member axis develop and the concrete pulls away from the

reinforcement in the vicinity of the crack. At the crack, there is bond break down

between the two materials. Experiments conducted on axially loaded reinforced

concrete specimens by Goto (1971), found that the formation of internal cracks

adjacent to the primary cracks can have a great influence on the bond mechanism

between reinforcement and concrete. Within the length where these internal cracks

are formed, the bond is considered almost lost. This behaviour is shown in Figure

3.6. Leonhardt (1971) roughly estimated this length of lost bond in standard

deformed reinforcement to be

(3.15)I =a'= d
4)
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ss,,

Concrete stresses remain
unaffected on both sides ofthe
crack and 2nd crack can occur
anywhere along this region

f,

oc2: 0 at the
crack

Re 2 Region I

(a) The state

occurred
concrete stresses after a first crack has

lst 2nd crack fJl

(b) The state
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concrete stresses after two cracks have
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f

orr= 0 at the

crack

(c) The condition at a stablisd cracking stage where no

additional cracks can develop

Figure 3.5 Conditions of concrete stresses during the development of cracking
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ACI224 (1986) stated that the primary cracks generally are widest at the surface of

the concrete, but become narrowest at the surface of the reinforcement. The width at

the concrete surface also increases at a faster rate than the width at the reinforcement

as the magnitude of the tensile force is increased. In contrast, internal cracks were

considered to increase in width with distance away from the reinforcement prior to

narrowing and closing before reaching the surface of concrete. This is again shown

in Figure 3.6.

The stress condition in the vicinity of the crack is very complex. At the crack, the

tensile stresses that existed in the concrete before cracking, have disappeared and

the reinforcement alone carries the tensile forces. Away from the crack, there is a

gradual transfer of tensile stresses from the reinforcement to the concrete. The

distance for this transfer to be effective is defined in Section 3.1.2 as S, and is often

referred as transfer length.

Three main approaches have been developed for the analysis of bond stress, the

vicinity of the crack or within the distance So on either side of the crack. These are

referred to as "the bond stress-slip relationship", "the bond stress distribution" and

"the average bond stress distribution". The following sections describe these

approaches and present some of the equations proposed by various authors.

However for full details of the equations, the original references should be

consulted.

Loncitudinal section o@ Cross section

internaI crack force on conclete tiohtênino lorce on bar
ldu-e to w-edoe ect¡on ånd'delormåtion- of teeth of
comb - like concf ete )primary crack lorce comPonenls on bar

Figure 3.6 The formation of internal cracks around the reinforcing
bar near the main crack (Goto , 197l)

ryr
bar (wilh lateral lugs)

;\
I

.I

lnterna
. /c

uncracked zonr
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3.2.3.1 Bond stress-slip reløtionship

Several researchers have studied the relationships between bond stress, slip and

cracking. These include Nilson (197L), Edward and Picard (1972), Tassios and

Yannopoulos (1981), Jiang et al. (1984), Yang and Chen (1988), Gupta and

Maestrini (1990), and Russo and Romano (1992).

The relationships between bond stress and slip can be influenced by many factors,

CEB (1981) considered the followings to be irnportant:

. surface ofreinforcing bar;

. concrete strength;

o position of the reinforcement during casting;

. type of loading;

. confinement of concrete; and

o concrete mixes.

Generally, the relationships between bond stress and slip can be determined

experimentally from tests. From the test results, bond stresses and slip along the

member are plotted to generate a curve which can be used to analyse the relationship

between bond stress and the stresses in the reinforcement and concrete along the

length of transfer So.

Nilson (197L) defined the average unit bond stress at any location along the

interface, at any load, to be proportional to the slope of the strain distribution curve

in the reinforcement at that point and load. This average unit bond stress can be

taken as

A,E, dC,

Ðrd dr
(3.16)

Slip at the reinfbrcement and concrete interfàce is defined as the difference ln

displacement of the reinf-orcement and concrete.

(3. l 7)

(3,1 8)

A=d.-â.te.

n= Jte. -t.)clx
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This expression is only valid within the distance * S, from the crack, and

displacement functions for the concrete and reinforcement can be obtained by

integrating the strain functions of both materials. Since the strain in the

reinforcement e. is continually decreasing while the strain in the concrete á. is

increasing towards the distance So, these two variables are often very complicated to

analyse due to the non-uniformity of bond stress distribution.

As the applied axial force is increased incrementally, a series of points can be used

to construct a bond stress-slip curve. Bond stress and bond slip can be calculated

from the slope of the reinforcement strain curve using equation (3.16), and equation

(3.17) respectively. As an example, a typical bond stress-slip curve can be

illustrated as shown in Figure 3.7

Bond
stress

Slip

Figure 3.7 A typical bond stress-slip curve

Gupta and Maestrini (1990) fuither simplified the curve by approximating it as a

bilinear curve as shown in Figure 3.8. For a given bilinear curve, the slope of the

inclined line and the horizontal line representing the maximum bond stress are

intluenced by material properties. eeometry, and the loading parameters. Gupta and

Maestrini (1990) proposed a bond stress-slip relationship for the incline part of the

cLlrve as,

r = AA (3.19)
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where I : the slope ofbond stress-slip curve and is referred as

slip modulus

Furthermore, Gupta and Maestrini (1990) suggested the following displacement

functions for the reinforcement and concrete along this part of the curve as,

Fx Cl
á., (frxcosh(kS,) - sinh h) (3.20)

(3.21)

(3.23)

A E 1+ np

6. = ys)-(hr cosh(kS,, ) - sinh,bv)
I+np

A2r d

4"8, 
Q + nP)where k: (3.22)

x = the distance measured from the reference point

which is taken as the distance between two

cracks (ie. Distance So from the crack)

F: applied axial force

In addition, the following boundary conditions were assumed so as to calculate the

constant Cr: when Jt : So, force in reinforcement : F and force in concrete : 0,

when r : 0, ä., and á": 0. The expression for Cr can be given as,

In addition, the following boundary conditions were assumed so as to calculate the

constant C¡: when f : So, force in reinforcement : F and force in concrete : 0,

lvhen x : 0, d, and á.: 0. The expression for Cr can be given as,

F (3.23)cl
A,Er kcosh(kS,,)

Using similar assumptions, Edwards and Picard (1972) suggested two techniques to

study the bond stress. The tìrst techniqtre assumes that the bond stress-slip

relationship is linear up to a critical slip which they dehned as the point where bond

I
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Bond
stress

Gupta & Maestrini (1990) approximatedthe curve by a
bilinea¡ curve ( dashed lines )

Slip

Figure 3.8 A simplified bond süess-slip curve (Gupta & Maestini, 1990)

Bond stess

Experimenøl
cl¡rve

Idealisation

Slip
Critical slip

Figure 3.9 Bond stess-slip relationship assuming linea¡

up to critcal slip (Edwa¡d & Picard, 1972)

stress becomes constant. This is shown in Figure 3.9. The analysis then proceeds

with the determination of bond stress equations for cases where bond stress is

assumed below its maximum value and where bond stress is constant (horizontal

line).

With reference to Figure 3.10a, the bond stress distribution function where bond

stress is below its maximum value can be expressed as'

(3.24)ko . ( eÍr,(2s"-¡)l _r(rrx) )t(x)= K¿,t- "'6^" +r J
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where r (x)

k

6t?

2So

Kt

: bond stress at any distance x from the crack

: slope of the bond stress-slip curve

: tensile stress in reinforcement at the crack

: assumed maximum spacing between each crack

: another expression which is given as,

K,= (3.2s)

A, : cross-sectional area of reinforcement

: cross-sectional area ofconcrete

: a factor which averages the tensile stress in

concrete ocr over the area A,

A,

In the second technique, Edwards and Picard (1971) assumed bond stress to be

constant up to the distance /,, from the crack as shown in Figure 3.10b. Beyond this

distance, the distribution of bond stress remains the same as for the case previously

described. However, the value of /,, is not allowed to approach the distance So

because there is a discontinuity of bond stress distribution at distance S,. In order to

obtain a thorough understanding of the theory behind this hypothesis, readers are

recommended to refer to Edwards and Picard (1972).

As with the previous authors, Tassios and Yannopoulos (i981) idealised the bond

stress-slip curve by replacing the non-linearity curve by four segments. The detailed

of their studies is omitted from this study.

In comparison to Edwards and Picard (1972) and Tassios and Yannopoulos (1981),

the CEB-Model 1990 (CEB-FIP, 1993) provides a general law for the bond stress-

slip relationship based on deformed reinforcing bars under monotonic short-term

loading. The bond stress-slip curve is shown in Figure 3.11. It should be realised

that this tìgr.rre is only applicable for confìned concrete subjected to short-term

monotonic loading. According to Wicke (1990) who studied the method by CEB,

cracking at the serviceability stage only occurs on the tìrst branch of the curve and

the bond stress within this range can be expressed as

z!L( ,-i{ì
,4,8- \ VA,)

V
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^l_t
Lr)

d

- 'mÃ (3.26)

The value of constant d are suggested to range from0.22 to 0.40

Furthermore, in the vicinity of the crack, there is a zoîe where bond between the

reinforcement and concrete is reduced. As aresult, Wicke (1990) advised that bond

stress and slip should be reduced to within a distance of x < 5þ from the crack by a

factor 2 where

.L: l-st Q.27)
sø

By modiffing equation (3.26) further, an equation to describe the distribution of

bond stress along the length of transfer,So can be obtained:

2a

r (x) = k,x'-o (3.28)

It is necessary to point out that the previous method by CEB is only valid for

monotonic loading cases. Thus, long-term or repeated loading would need

additional consideration.

By using curve fitting of the experimental data to a bond stress-slip curve,

Bruggeling (1991) presented an exponential equation which can be used to calculate

the length of transfer. The equation expressed bond stress as a function of the

distance x away from the crack and can be written as,

r (x) = ç6u (3.2e)

where C and N are factors which depend on the shape of the bond stress-slip curve

and the bond strength respectively.

Bruggeling (1991) recommended the values of N to range from 0.18 to 0.28 for

normal reinforcement while the values of C are expressed as the ratio of

compressive strength of concrete and are between 0.38 and 0.32 for normal

reinforcement. The rest of the analysis can be found in the reference provided.
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.ç

Crack Crack

Case 1: f(o) < T,'*

T(o)

T(t)

(a) Bond süess-slip relationship is assumed linear up
to a critical slip

Case 2: Í(o):Í,",

T(o)

(b) Bond stress is assumed to be constant up to the distance /,

Figurc 3.10 Bond stress distribution betwen two cracks
(Edwards & Picard, 1972)

Even though the relationship between bond stress and slip has been used as a basis

for describing cracking behaviour in most of the analytical models mentioned

herein, experimentally, it is extremely diffrcult to measure the local bond stress and

local slip along the stressed reinforcement in a tension member. The experiments

were also found to be error prone. The relationship between bond stress and local

T
mat(

_\__s/2

\ \

lo
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slip has been observed to vary from section to section (Jiang et aI.,1984), (Tassios

and Yarnopoulos,lgSl) and (Somayaji and Shah, 1981).

With these objections in mind, many researchers have directed their attention

towards an altemative approach based on bond stress distribution to predict the

cracking behaviour. The discussion of this topic is covered in the following section.

r
Træ

2

bond conditions

1,0

coses

0,30

s [rnml
0,ó
s1

1,0 2 5

Figure 3.ll Bond stress-slip curve for deformed reinforcing bars under monotontc

loading as recommended by CEB-FIP 1990 Model Code (Wicked, 1990)

3.2.3.2 Distribution of bond stress

Several anal¡ical methods exist which can be used to predict the behaviour of

cracking based on an assumed distribution of bond stress. The method is based on

sets of bond stress distribution equations which must satisfu the equilibrium and

compatibility conditions. These equations then are integrated or differentiated so

that the reinforcement and concrete strains and bond stresses at any sections can be

evaluated. These eqLlations in turn can also be used to predict other quantities such

as crack widths and tension stiffening in concrctc.

In order to form a model tbr the analysis, bond stress distribution tinctions between

two primary cracks are considered as sho'uvn in Figure 3.12.
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The following observations are also made in order to establish the function:

. bond stress is zero and changes its sign at the centre between two cracks

due to the anti-symmetry;

o bond stress at the crack face and inner end of the length of transfer is

zero, and reaches its maximum value within a short distance from the

cracks compared with length of transfer. This is again shown in Figure

3.10.

Somayaji and Shah (1981) proposed an analytical model using an exponential

function for bond stress distribution. This is also demonstrated in Section3.2.4.l'2

By integrating this equation further, it can be used to determine crack width. Instead

of assuming a relationship between local bond stress and local slip, they proposed a

general exponential bond stress distribution function as given below,

(3.30)

The constants A, B and C can be obtained from various boundary conditions. Using

this method, the maximum bond stress can generally be found at the centre of the

length of transfer. Yang and Chen (1988) claimed that this improvement makes the

function easier to integrate and differentiate, thus making it possible to calculate the

exact distribution of stress in reinforcement and concrete. However, Yang and Chen

also argued that maximum bond stresses usually occur at a section closer to the

crack face than to the other end of length of transfer. Hence they developed another

equation which relates bond stress to the slip, but incorporates parabolic and cosine

terms to improve the shape of the bond stress distribution as shown.

#-- Ae' + Be-' +c

r (x) =KA(,r) + (Cx2 + D) + f cosl{.};"2 5,
(3.3 1 )

where K: bond constant (bond stress per unit slip)

A, B, C, D and.E are constants and as in Somiyaji and Shah's work, they have to be

determined from a set of boundary conditions.
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V

1$ crack 2nd crack

F<- -Þ F

s

- 
Maximum bond stress

In¡er ends
of .t,

J
I s"

Mæ<imum bond

Figure 3.12 Bond stress distribution between two primary cracks

as idealised to form a model for bond stress distribiton fi¡nction

Despite this, Chan, Cheung and Huang (1992) conrmented that the Yang and Cheng

(1983) model is very diffrcult to obtain experimentåIly. In their anal¡ical model,

various bond stress distribution functions are propos€d for different loading stages.

They claimed that the value of bond stress is zero at the end of length of transfer and

develops into the peak value at a location near the crack. The distribution of the

bond stress also changes its form as the tensile stresses increase. In addition, the

peak bond stress also develops into the ultimate bond stress where from this point,

the bond stress is assumed to be constant regardless of any axial force increased.

Another bond stress distribution function was presented by Jiang et al. (1984) who

assumed a parabolic bond sûess distribution function as shown,

t(x)=r,-[1-(1- þ1
(3.32)

where 2So

r (x)

= assumed distance between two primary cracks

= bond süess at a distance x from the end of the member
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: maximum bond stress which depends on material properties

and expressed in terms of bar diameter, concrete strength,

and stress in reinforcement. Thus, the equation is expressed

âS,

r,n* = 0.034ø,, (l - 0'0lo', ) (3.3 3)

where a,o : stress (ksi) in reinforcement at the end of

member

By considering material properties, equilibriurn and compatibility conditions, it is

possible to calculate stresses in reinforcement and concrete slip using equation

(3.33). Moreover, Jiang et al. (19Sa) suggested that different bond stress distribution

functions do not significantly alter the results as long as identical values are selected

for the maximum bond stress.

So far, it can be seen that the use of bond stress distribution functions is not any

easier or less complicated when compared to the method of bond stress-slip

relationships. In fact, both methods require the determination of several variables

which can not be obtained accurately using empirical results. In addition, the costs

associated with setting up experimental tests and the time consumed to obtain these

variables may not justifli the accuracy that might be obtained'

Therefore, several researchers and design codes have adopted an alternative method,

which simpliff the calculation of stresses in reinforcement and concrete along the

cracked region. Instead of assuming a variation of bond stress along the member,

bond stress is assumed constant in the region of cracking.

By using this method, many researchers have developed equations for the

determination of crack spacing and crack width in reinforced concrete members

spanning between both unrestrained and restrained supports. The results obtained

generally agreed well with the experiments. Some of these researchers include Base

(1978a, 1978b), Leonhardt (1977), Hughes (197L, 1973, 1974), and Evahs and

Hughes (1960). A number of design codes including CEB-FIP Model Code

leeO (1993)

md
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Chapter 3: Cracking mechanism of reinJorced concrele slabs in tension

adopted a similar approach in order to simplifr the calculation of crack spacing and

crack \Midth.

The CEB-FiP Model Code 1990 (1993) simplified the distribution of bond stress

over the length of transfer under short-term monotonic loading by assuming average

bond stress over this length. The value of the average bond stress can be obtained

simply by multiplying the average tensile stress of concrete by 2.0.

3.2.4 Application of bond stress theory to predict crack spacings

and crack width

There are several ways in which crack width can be determined. One is by

employing the bond stress-slip relationship approach discussed in Section 3 -2'3.1' A

second way is by adopting the bond stress distribution approach in Section 3-2-3'2.

However, the simplest and probably most frequently used by engineers is the

approach where average bond stress is assumed in the cracked region rather than

analysing the non uniformity of the bond stress along the cracked region. All three

ways are now considered.

3.2.4.1 Averøge bond stress

In general, a basic equation for crack width can be given as;

w=25,(e,_e,)

where á. : tensile strain of reinforcement within the distance 25,

6c : concrete strain within the distance 2^S,

(3.34)

From the above equation, it can be seen that the magnitude of the crack width is

only influenced within the area inside of the cracked region (region 2, Figure 3.4).

Therefore, the distances So on both side of the crack are only considered. On the

other hand, in some approaches, the average crack spacing and average tensile strain

of steel reinforcement are used instead in equation (3.34). It is also the slip that

occurs due to the difference in displacement between the reinforcement and concrete

within this region which is the most concern.

+

ú
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In addition, several researchers also proposed other equations to calculate crack

width based on either the experimental observations or modif,rcations of the

equation (3.34). These equations are examined in this section to understand the

assumptions used behind their derivations. Hence, the general predicting methods

for crack spacing and crack width being considered for review are those contained in

the following references;

o Leonhardt(1977)

o Beeby (1979)

o CEB Manual "Cracking and Deformation" (1985)

o ACI 224 "Cracking of concfete members in direct tension" (1986)

o Christiansen and Nielsen (1997)

3.2.4.2.1 Method by Leonhardt (L977'¡

Leonhardt (1977) suggested that crack width should be calculated within the area of

cracked region which he defined as the length of lost bond, /o, defined earlier in

equation (3.15), plus the length of transfer S,.

le. lo+ So

Using Goto (1971)'s experiments which suggested that crack width decreases from

the concrete surface towards the reinforcement as a basis, Leonhardt (1977)

included the effect of concrete cover in his expression for length of transfer So as

follows;

:I
rr!

I

,s, + kr(c,a) (3 .3 s)

The variable A,l is the area of concrete under tension before cracking. The term fri

(c,a) is the factor representing influence of concrete cover c and spacing of

reinforcem ent a. Leonhardt (1977) suggested that this term is the length in which

stresses spread out from the crack and can be expressed as;

t
I

,

kt =1.2c for a < 2c (3.36)

k. :1.2(c *a-2c, lor a>2cwitha < I4d (3.37)t\4

þ
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In addition, the ratio i-rrnow replaced by a factor k2 , which depends on the type
T or"

of reinforcement being used. Leonhatdt(1977) suggested a value of 0'4 and 0.74 for

standard ribbed and smooth hot rolled reinforcement respectively. Likewise, the

rcr^ :1" -is rewritten relating it to the ratio between percentage of reinforcement
Zttd

and the tensioned area of concrete multiplied by a lactor È:. which depends on the

shape of the tensile stress diagram.

4,, _
Lnd

k3 (3.3 8)

Pq¡

where kj : 0.25 for Pure tension

P".¡: effective reinforcement ration relating to the

concrete àt9à Aç¡

Hence, with these factors, equation (3.38) can be rewritten as;

d
IC

(3.3e)

Due to the assumptions for which his analysis are based on, the mean values for the

tensile strength of concrete and bond strength have to be modified by a scatter

factor, k¡. The crack width calculated then would be the 95% maximum crack width

for cracking in the stabilised stage. For pure tension and moderate bar spacing, the

value of ka caî be taken as 1.4.

Another factor, k5 is also introduced to accounts for load repetitions or sustained

load. This generally causes the crack width to increase due to the effect of È5 on

tension stiffening. Usually, Æ5 is between 0.8 to 0.4

At a stabilised cracking stage. cracks are considered to distribute having a minimum

spacing equals to;

S, =k' (c,a)+krkrl
Poül:l

lrl

n

I
I

,

=L*.s1"
L

(3.40)

!

.s,"
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where both /, and 
^So 

were already discussed in equation (3.15) and (3.39)

respectively

With the relationships between concrete, reinforcement and all the relevant factors

being established, the maximum crack width can now be determined using the

relationship between displacement in the distance IoandS, as follows;

w^o=loerr+S (3.41)
o

where t,, : mean reinforcement strain, measured over

the cracks and can be obtained by neglecting

the cracking strain in concrete as;

: tensile strain at the crack€12

En = €,2¡r-1914;21 (3.42)
a12

By substituting equation (3.42) into (3.41) and incorporating the factors ka and k5,

the following expression is obtained;:{
el

r

wss=kol"?+k45"
L.

(o,r-or*,I (3.43)

where w95

o12

4... ^

E,

:95 Yo fractile of maximum crack width

: tensile stress in the reinforcement at the

crack

: tensile stress in the reinforcement at the

crack when the tensile stress exceeds the

tensile strength in concrete (ie. when crack

develops)

t
I

l

According to Leonhardt (1977), the crack width is primarily influenced by the bond

quality of the reinforccment, the ratio between diameter and reinforcement ratio and

the spacing of the reinf'orcement.
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3.2.4.1.2 Method by BeebY (1979)

Beeby (1919) developed his theory of cracking using the classical cracking theory

proposed by R. Saliger and another theory by J. Ferry Borges which rather

contradict the assumptions proposed by the former researchers. The basis behind

this theory considers both "slip" and "non-slip" approaches from both researchers to

actually provide different components of the problem'

Beeby's theory considers the development of cracking to be influenced by the

concrete cover to the reinforcement and the internal cracks that develop near the

main cracks. It is suggested that the degree of internal crack failure can greatly

determine the magnitude of crack spacing.

V/ith these conditions in mind, Beeby (1979) recommended the following

assumptions as a basis to explain development of cracking:

. a crack initially forms with minimal width at the reinforcement surface;

. as the load is increased, there is a loss of adhesion adjacent to the crack

resulting in load being transferred to the rib of the reinforcement;

. internal cracks form close to the main cracks;

. additional loads cause more internal cracks to form at successively greater

distances from the main cracks;

o the spacing of the cracks would largely depend on the development of the

above events;

. crack spacing can range from a minimum value of So close to the value of

concrete cover if a significant amount of internal failure has occurred after

an adjacent crack has formed to substantially larger than the concrete cover

if significant intemal failure has occurred prior to formation of the adjacent

crack.

Using the above assumptions, Beeby (1979) gave an equation for average crack

spacing which incorporated both the effects of concrete cover and average increase

in the distance S, resulting from the average amount of internal failure occurring

prior to f'ormation of the adjacent crack as;

I
I

I
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(3.44)

The first term on the right hand side of equation (3.44) represents the effect of

concrete cover c, being factored by a constant K¡. The second term on the right hand

side of equation (3.44) represents the development of tensile stress along the

cracked region which is considered proportional to the rate of development of

internal failure. Thus, this is proportional to the ratio between the reinforcement

diameter and the reinforcement ratio. In order to evaluate Kr and K2, Beeby (1979)

provided the following table;

Table 3.2 Values of Kr and K2 (Beeby, 1979)

0.28r.942%

0.201.865%

0.t21.5920%

0.081.33Mean

K2KtProbability of exceedence

Having established the relationship for the crack spacing, it is now possible to

obtain an expression for crack width. This simply can be taken as;

Sr,=Krc**rl

wn,=(K(+KrL)e,, (3.45)

where w,n = crack width over the bar

t|t = average strain

P al = effective reinforcement ratio

The average strain given in equation (3.45) can be expressed as;

€' = E"' -Kf'o"'"'s2 
E,po.,r.

(3.46)

The constant K depends on thc type of reinforcement, the modulus of elasticity of

reinforcement. the reinf'orcement ratio and the tensile strength of concrete.
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According to the above relationships, it can be concluded that Beeby's crack width

equation is influenced by several factors, namely the concrete cover to the

reinforcement, diameter of the reinforcement, effective reinforcement ratio, and the

bond qualities of the reinforcement.

3.2.4.1.3 Method by cEB Manual "cracking and deformation" (1985)

The CEB Manual, "Cracking and deformations", developed a model for cracking in

reinforced concrete members subjected to pure tension. As with other cracking

theories, CEB considered the tensile stress and bond stress distributions after

cracking to vary along the member. The actual conditions change continuously

from the uncracked state at a distance S, for each crack to the fully cracked state at

the crack.

However, to reduce the complications involved in analysing the non-uniformity of

both tensile and bond stress distribution functions, CEB proposed a reinforced

concrete member after cracking to consist of uncracked and cracked states, which

are defined as state I and II respectively. A distribution coefhcient ( is then

introduced to account for the effects of tension stiffening in the concrete in tension

as shown in Figure 3,13. For member with possible restraint, this can be assumed as

0.5.

This idealisation allows a fully cracked state to be equivalent to a length of 2Ç5,,,

while the uncracked state to be the remaining length (I - O25,. Based on these

assumptions, it is possible to calculate a crack width, which can be considered as the

extension of the reinforcement over the length 2(S, minus the contraction of

concrete due to shrinkage or temperature effect.

As a result, the average crack r,vidth at the stabilised cracking state can be expressed

as follows;

!rr,,, = S,r(á.,,, - á.r¡) (3.47)

where S,,, : the average crack spacing

: the average strain in the reinforcement over

fullv cracked state
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€,h : shrinkage strain in the concrete

According to equation (3.47), the average crack spacing, S. is influenced by a

number of factors, namely bond properties, reinforcement latio, reinforcement

Spacings, reinforcement diameter, conclete cover and distribution of tensile StreSS

within the section. As a result, an equation for average crack spacing relating to the

above factors can be given as;

s., =2(c++)**f,L (3'48),r \ 10. - 
P,

where c :concretecover

a : reinforcement spacing

Kt : coefficient accounting for bond properties of

the reinforcement and can be taken as 0'4 for

normal deformed reinforcement

K 2 : coefficient accounting for the distribution of

tensile stress within the section and can be

taken as 0.25

d : reinforcement diameter

p, : reinforcement ratio

By observing the term on the right hand side of equation (3.48), it can be seen that

effectively, it is the minimum crack spacing similar to the ones ploposed by other

researchers, including Hughes (1972,1975)' The two coefficients, rt and12 were

incorporated to account for the average bond StreSS, Tou"and tensile strength of

concrete, /.

With the average crack spacing determined, the relationship between the average

tensile strain,¿..,, in reinforcement and the localised reinforcement strain, 6.,, at the

crack can be defined as;

€ru, = Ç€rz Q'49)

where Ê,2 : tensile strain in the reinforcement at the

crack and can be calculated u, 13
E,
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o os/
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Figure 3.13 Idealisation of stress distribution in the reinforcement

near a crack by CEB Manual (1985)
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According to CEB, an extensive numbel of tests had been carried out in order to

form this model and the procedure developed for calculating crack widths therefore

can be considered as reliable. In general, the crack widths calculated should

guarantee that the widths exist in practice will not exceed these values'

3.2.4.1.4 Method bY ACI 224 (1986)

Under the title "Cracking of concrete members in direct tension"' ACI Committee

224 presented another approach to determine crack spacing and crack widths' The

causes of direct tension were identif,red as the applied loads which directly induce

axial tensile stresses in the member and axial forces which occur as a result of

restramt.

In both situations, the member is axially loaded. As the forces increase, the

development of cracking was assumed to take place until the crack spacing is

approximately twice the concrete cover which is measured from the surface to the

centre of the reinforcing bar. ACI 224 estimated that the average crack spacing in

normal reinforced concrete members with concrete cover ranging from 30 to 75mm

would not reach the maximum value of twice the concrete cover until the tensile

stress in the reinforcement reached about 138 to 200 MPa'

Furthermore, the maximum clack spacing was approximated to equal to twice that

ofthe average crack sPacing.

l.e.
c :îq
Ð rnlt Lotll (3.s0)

S^^: 4c (3.51)

ACI 224 suggested that this range of crack spacing is generally 20 percent greater

than crack Spacing observed in flexural members. In order to reduce the number of

cracks (which are visible), for a given tensile force, it is possible to increase the

concrete cover so that a larger percentage of the cracks would remain as internal

cracks.

With the crack spacing determined, the maximum crack width can be estimated by

multiplying the maximum crack spacing by the average strain in the reinforcement.

In addition, the actual concrete cover is replaced by an effective concrete cover fe'
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which is defined as a function of the reinforcement spacing, a, and the concrete

cover measured from the centre of the reinforcing bar. ACI 224 used an expression

for the effective cover r, (in.), from a study conducted by Broms and Lutz (1965) as;

t" = c '.(fJ
(3.s2)

According to equation (3.52), the effective cover, r, is directly proportional to the

reinforcement spacing, ø. Therefore, a reinforced concrete member with relatively

large reinfolcement spacing would expect to develop in proportion larger crack

widths. Similar to Brom and,Lutz (1965), an expression for the maximum crack

width (in.) can be estimated as;

w*^ = 4trê ,, (3.s3)

where €,,, : average strain in the reinforcement

Similar to crack spacing, the maximum crack width in direct tension is generally

expected to be larger than those in flexure at the same stress level.

3.2.4.1.5 Method by Christiansen and Nielsen (1997)

A recent investigation into cracking of reinforced concrete structures by

Christiansen and Nielsen (1997), has led to another physical model to predict

cracking in a member subjected to axial tensile load. The basis for the theory is still

very much similar to the previous models by others, but with additional

modifications to further refine the model.

As a result, the average bond stress is assumed to equal to the tensile strength

f 
'times 

a faclor ¡t

Tur"=/Jf, (3.s4)

According to the experimental data, Christiansen and Nielsen (1997) suggested that

tlre fàctor p can be taken as 1.0 in most cases'
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Using Goto (197i)'s concept of internal cracking, the influence of internal cracks

can have significant effect on the bond mechanism between the reinforcement and

concrete. Similar to Leonhardt (1977)'s paper, it was assumed that no bond length

exists between the reinforcement and concrete. This is mainly due to punching

failure caused by the ribs of the reinforcement bars near the main cracks' As was the

case with Leonhardt (1977), this no bond length is equal to /, on each side of the

1

crack. Beyond the distanc, ;r" 
from each side of the crack, tensile stresses are

transfened from the reinforcement to the concrete via bond stress. The stresses in

concrete would reach the effective tensile strength of concrete at the distance tl4 *

S, ). The distance ^So 
is considered as the length required for the concrete Uy ¡í¿ to

reach its effective tensile strength' It can be shown as;

So=
0.54" (3.s s)

N oort d

where Nbo,= number of reinforcing bars

The effective tensile strength of concrete was defined as the tensile strength of

concrete multiplied by a factor introduced to account for the variation between tests

and actual results.

I

In practice, the sum of + and so is considered as the minimum crack spacing s'¡n.

The stress distribution Ul,*..n two cracks is illustrated in Figure 3.!4a-According

to this figure, it demonstrated that the concrete stress between the two lenglh of

transfer So, is carrying a stress equivalent to its effective tensile strength.

Christiansen and Nielsen (Igg7) refened to this region as the yield zones' If the

average crack spacing S,, becomes less than (lu+25), stress distribt¡tion adopted in

Figure 3.14a is no longer valid and the stress distribution in reinforcement as shown

in Figure 3.14b is now used. This basically means that concrete stress would no

longer reach its optimum value and no additional cracks would form between the

1

2

two cracks.
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Christiansen and Nielsen (lgg7) provided an equation for the no bond length /o as;

I =0+o'=\d'Í/ \ 100'
(3.s6)

where

: concrete cover

: reinforcement spacing between centers

In addition, Christiansen and Nielsen (1997) identified three stages of cracking

which can take place. First is the condition before cracking. Second is when cracks

have already taken place, but the yield zone between the cracks still remain (

5,, ) 1,,+ 2S,, in Figure 3. 14b ). In effect, the mean crack width can be determined as

the elongation along the no bond length /o and the length of transfer So on both side

of the crack;

a,2 : tensile stress in reinforcement at the crack (MPa)

(,

a

wn
or2 ,

E,
* 1 o'z * d''l 

25o E, 2 --o (3.s7)

(3.s 8)

Also in the above equation;

oo )

where o,t : tensile stress between two cracks

Thus, by substituting equation (3.58) into (3.57) and simpliffing further yields;

*,,, =!ro.,(/,, *2s")- o*Ë, (3.59)
Lr

This equation is only valid for cases where stress in the reinforcement at the crack

lies between StreSS in reinfbrcement at first clacking, cr.,. and stress in

reint-orcement prior to the establishment of stabilised cracking stage, o., ' The latter

ls express as;
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(3.60)

(3.62)

The constant a and á can be determined from a set of boundary conditions set out in

Christiansen and Nielsen's paper'

A third stage recognised is when the yield zone no longer exists between the cracks

(Figure 3.14b). This implies that concrete is not going to yield in this region and as a

result, no addition cracks will be formed. Generally, when no yielding zone occurs

throughout the member, cracking is considered to have reached a stabilised cracking

stage. This is a well-known cracking phenomenon which was also explained

elsewhere in this chapter

in effect, mean crack width can be determined as the average strain in the

reinforcement times the average crack spacing;

(3.61)wr, = Sr8r,

where S,, = 1.33(l/, + s")

(3.63)

Unlike equation (3.60), equation (3.62) is also valid in cases whers 6rt> o *21

3.2.4.2 Varìation of bond stress

When bond stress is assumed to vary along the cracked region (region 2), the

analysis can become quite complicated as can be seen in the bond stress functions

presented earlier. Methods considered in this section include:

. Rizkalla and Hwang (1984)

. Edwards and Picard (1972)

. Somayaji and Shah (1981)

In all cases, analytical procedures were proposed and later compared and verit-red

with the experiment results,

1 P -f,' (5,, -/o)t,
8,,, =[r\a,t- d 5,, '
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Crack Crack
2

Concrete yield
zone

o orl
sl

rt2l,, .s s,-2so-i.,, s,, 1/21,,

(a) Tensile stress distribution of the reinforcement between two

cracks (only valid forS,, > (25"-1"))

Crack I Crack 2

o-sl os2

| 121,, t/2s m-l/21,,
U2sn-v21,) ll2l,,

(b) Tensile stress distribution in the reinforcement when the

concrete is no longer yielding (stabilised cracking stage)

Figure 3.14 Tensile stress distribution of the reinforcement during the

development of cracking (Christiansen & Nelson, 1997)
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3.2.4.1.1 Method by Rizkalla and Hwang (1984)

Rizkalla and Hwang (1984) proposed a methodology for predicting crack width and

crack spacing subjected to tension at any given loading stage from the initiation of

the first crack until the stabilised cracking stage. At the time their paper was

published. it was suggested that there was no information available regarding the

prediction of crack width and crack spacings between the stage at first crack and the

stabilised cracking stages.

The concept of crack spacings had been discussed elsewhere in this report by

Hughes (1970, lg72), Goto (1971) and others. Rizkalla and Hwang (1984) agreed

that at the stabilised cracking stage, crack spacing can vary between S¿¡a and 2S^*'

They also expressed the relationship between minimum, maximum, and average

crack spacing as follows;

s''n 
= 0.67

S,,
(3.64)

(3.6s)

Based on experimental results and observation of cracking behaviour, the average

crack spacing can be determined by adopting either Leonhardt (1977) or Beeby

(1978) equations which were introduced in equation (3.39) and (3.44) respectively.

Alternatively. Rizkalla and Hwang proposed their own equation as shown;

t-* 
= t.ro

^s,,

S,,, = 5(d -7.2) + Kr(a,c)+ 0.0s4
p

(3.66)

where Kt = ã factor accounting for the effects of concrete cover c

and reinforcement sPacing a

In addition, the presence of transverse reinforcement is considered to influence the

average crack spacing at the stabilised cracking pattern, thus equation (3.66) is

tirther modifìed by introducing another factor p such that;

(3.67)s, = þ s,,
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3.2.4.2.1 Method by Rizkalla and Hwang (1984)

Rizkalla and Hwang (1984) proposed a methodology for predicting crack width and

crack spacing subjected to tensioî at any given loading stage from the initiation of

the hrst crack until the stabilised cracking stage. At the time their paper was

published, it was suggested that there was no information available regarding the

prediction of crack width and crack spacings between the stage at first crack and the

stabilised cracking stages.

The concept of crack spacings had been discussed elsewhere in this report by

Hughes (1972, Ig73), Goto (1971) and others. Rizkalla and Hwang (198a) agreed

that at the stabilised cracking stage, crack spacing can vary between S*¡¡ aîd 2S^*.

They also expressed the relationship between minimum, maximum, and average

crack spacing as follows;

S,nin 
- 9.67

S,,
(3.64)

t,r* 
= r.ro

S,,

5,,, = 5(d -7 .2) + K,(a,c) + o.os4
p

(3.6s)

Based on experimental results and observation of cracking behaviour, the average

crack spacing can be determined by adopting either Leonhardt (1977) or Beeby

(1979) equations which were introduced in equation (3.39) and (3.44) respectively.

Alternatively, Rizkalla and Hwang proposed their own equation as shown;

(3.66)

where Kt : à factor accounting for the effects of concrete cover c

and reinforcement spacing a

In addition, the presence of transverse reinforcement is considered to influence the

average crack spacing at the stabilised cracking pattern, thus equation (3.66) is

further modified by introducing another factor B such that;

(3.67)s"=þsu,
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The value of P depends the spacing of transverse reinforcement and average

spacing,S,,,

Therefore, the total crack width at any stage of cracking can be considered as the

total crack width Iw for a given length Z multiplied by the average crack strain

le lw = e*L (3.68)

Base on experimental results,

ên =3.I45t,,,t2 (3.6e)

In effect, the average crack width can be calculated as;

The value of average strain € m caî be evaluated using the equation (3 'a6) presented

by Beeby (lg7g).N is the number of cracks at any stage until the stabilised cracking

stage and can be determined according to the following conditions;

(3.70)

when 8,, = 0.001 (3.71)

when e,, < 0.001 (3.72)

N- = L*t
"S.

or else

N=Nr
a 

-c

0.001- e,

According to Rizkally and Hwang (1984), the first condition generally corresponds

to the stabilised cracking stage and the average strain of this magnitude is assumed.

Moreover, minimum crack width w^,, and maximum crack width wrú:c can be

derived according to the following ratios;

w = 0.67wtntn L
(3.73)

(3.74)w,no* = 1.551u,,,
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Based on the experimental result, Rizkalla and Hwang (1984) claimed that the

accuracy of using this proposed methodology is within * a crack for most

measurements of crack number, and overall avelage ratio for predicted to measured

crack widths of 1.17 has been achieved.

3.2.4.2.2 Method by Somayaji and Shah (f981)

Earlier in Section 3.2.3.2,Somayaji and Shah (1981) developed an exponential bond

stress distribution function which was given in equation (3.30)' This is reproduced

here as;

d'!=Ae'+Be-'+c
dxt

By integrating the above function twice, an expression for crack width can be

established as;

L,=Ae'+Be-'*C++Dx+E
2

(3.7s)

where A, : the local slip at a distance x from the crack

The constants A, B, C, D and E can be determined from a set of equations given in

Somayaji and Shah (1981)'s paper. These constants were found to depend on the

length of transfer S,. An equation to calculate the length of transfer So is given as;

A,nE,n€ (3.76)
'Ltrd

The use of equation (3.76) is subjected to 2 conditions. When the member strain e

is below the strain at cracking, then the segment length is equivalent to the distance

2S,, On the other hand, if the member strain is large enough to cause cracking, the

actual crack spacing can be assumed to be between S,r¡, = 5o and S^^: 2So.

After all the constants in equation (3.75) are determined, it is then possible to

calculate the strains in reinforcement, concrete and bond stress along any section at

So =K
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a distance x from the crack by successive differentiation of equation (3.71)' In

addition, the average crack width can be calculated when f : 0 as;

wou":2L, Q'77)

With this in mind, it should be noted that other influences such as the cover and

reinforcement spacing were not considered in Somayaji and Shah (1981)'s analysis'

In fact, they suggested that these influences can be included in the equation for the

length of transfer or the value of Kp. Furthermore, they observed that crack spacing

and crack width were sensitive to the variation in the value of Kr.

3.2.4.2.3 Method by Edwards and Picard (1972)

This analytical model of cracking in concrete was previously discussed in Section

3.2.3.2.3ased on bond stress-slip relationship, equation for bond stress distribution

was presented in equation (3.24)'

Likewise, Edwards and Picard (1972) developed an equation for crack width at the

surface of the reinforcement. However, only final derivation of the equations will be

given. A full derivation can be found elsewhere (Edwards and Picard, 1972)' With

the knowledge that crack width in general can be calculated as the difference

between the displacement in reinforcement and concrete along the crack region and

the bond stress distribution function presented in equation (3.24), it is possible to

derive a crack width equation based on these relationships' Thus, crack width at the

surface of the reinforcement can be expressed as;

(3.78)

(3.7e)

In the above equation;

where a,2 : tensile stress in reinforcement at the crack
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v/
: a factor which averages the tensile stress

concrete o ct oveÍ the area A,

: a constant previously def,rned in equation

(3.25)

Kt

It is necessary to recognise that the equations present thus far are only valid for

cases where bond stress is below its peak value. This criterion was already discussed

in Section 3.2.3.I.

Similarly, Edwards and Picard (1972) also developed equations to determine crack

width and tensile stress in reinforcement at the crack for cases where bond stress is

assumed to have reached its maximum value. A complete derivation of the

equations is given in their report.

From this investigation, Edwards and Picard (1972) concluded that crack width

depended mainly on the maximum bond strength of the reinforcement while crack

spacing is influenced by the constant t¿, reinforcement ratio p, tensile strength of

concrete f,' , and the maximum bond strength.

3.3 Cracking theory due to shrinkage and temperature

effects in fully restrained members

At present. there are only a few reports on the subjects of cracking relating to bond

stress and the effects of shrinkage and temperature. However there are obvious

similarities between this type of cracking and cracking which occurs as a result of

applied tension forces, as described earlier. Both types of cracking are essentially

bond-related phenomena. The effect of bond stress, as studied in the previous

section. can therefore exert similar influences on this type of cracking.

Nevertheless, there are several clear distinctions between the two types of cracking.

First, concrete strength in members subjected to applied axial tension force at the

time of loading are generally higher or have already attained their ftlll strength,

whereas shrinkage and temperature changes usually take place when the concrete is

still immature. Furthermore. the steel reinf'orcement of the member undergoing
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shrinkage can be initially in compression, whereas the steel reinforcement in the

former case always is in tension.

The case considered next is a fully restrained reinforced concrete member subjected

to gradually increasing uniform shrinkage strain after it was poufed' See Figure

3.15. The following discussion has similarities with applied axial tension force,

discussed previously in Section 3'2

It is assumed that the structure is only subjected to uniform shrinkage strain, as

shown in Figure 3.15a. As the concrete shrinks, restraining forces Fdevelop at each

restrained end. Initially, the concrete carries all the restraining force. The steel strain

is zero, and o., = 0

F- a a- (3.80)t - n"6"

When the restraining forces are large enough, and the tensile concrete strength of

concrete / is reached (ie. a, = f,), the first crack forms. The shrinkage strain, e,,

to L. As a result, the slab
E"

after cracking consists of2 regions, the uncracked (region 1) and the cracked (region

2) which includes the sections adjacent to the actual fracture in which the concrete

stress varies. As in the case of cracking due to an applied tensile force, the concrete

stress is zero at the crack and the reinforcement alone carries the tensile force as

shown in Figure 3.15c and 3.15d

F = 4,o,, (3.8 1)

where 6s2 : tensile stress in the reinforcement at

the crack (subscript 2 corresponds to

region 2 where area inside region 2 is

influenced by the effect ofthe crack)

The conditions within region 2 can also be explained by adopting similar

assumptions as to those in Section 3.2. Within region 2' stresses in the concrete and

reint-orcement vary depending on the distribution of bond stress. As the tensile

.I

!t!

at which the hrst crack occrus is therefore equalled

H
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stresses are transferred from the reinforcement to the concrete by bond, stress in the

concrete increases, until at some distance ,So, from the crack, the concrete stress

again resumes a constant value.

Since the concrete surface stress within the distance ,S, on both side of the crack is

below the concrete strength, no other cracks can form between these distances. At

some distance ,So away from either side of the crack, the stress distribution remains

unaffected by the crack (Figure 3.15d). Since the total length must remain

unchanged, the reinforcement in this region must be in compression to satisfu the

equilibrium condition between cracked and uncracked sections. This equilibrium

relationship can be expressed as;

Araz = Artort-Ararl (3.82)

where o., : tensile stress in the concrete of region 1

ø'.r = compressive stress in the reinforcement of regionl

Act = cross-sectional area of concrete in region I

A, = cross-section area of steel reinforcement

In addition the equilibrium relationship in region I can be given as;

rl
!J

F=F.r +F,1

: Artart + Aro r,

F : A,tE,tE, + A.rt rrE.,

The compatibility condition in region I also requires that

t = 8c = E*

(3 .8 6)

where 6 c = tcla.¡ttc * t rh I trruup

But the creep strain is ignored fbr now

le (3.83)

(3.84)

(3,8s)

(3.87)

t
I

l
Then

F :e (A,tE, + A,ês)
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stresses are transferred from the reinforcement to the concrete by bond, stress in the

concrete increases, until at some distange ,So, frOm the crack, the conCrete StreSS

again resumes a constant value.

Since the concrete surface stress within the distance S, on both side of the crack is

below the concrete Strength, no other cracks can form between these distances. At

some distance ,So away from either side of the crack, the stress distribution remains

unaffected by the crack (Figure 3.15d). Since the total length must remain

unchanged, the reinforcement in this region must be in compression to satisfy the

equilibrium condition between cracked and uncracked sections. This equilibrium

relationship can be expressed as;

Araz=Arto"t-Arart (3.82)

where d., : tensile stress in the concrete of region I

o.rr: compressive stress in the reinforcement of regionl

Art : cross-sectional area of concrete in region 1

A, : cross-section area of steel reinforcement

in addition the equilibrium relationship in region 1 can be given as;

I
ll,t

:

F= F.l + F'r

-- Arta rt + Aro ,,

F= A"rtrrE, + A*€rrE*

The compatibility condition in region I also requires that

€=Ec=es

where E, = €"lorr¡" + €rh + trru"p

But the creep strain is ignored for now

le (3.83)

(3.84)

(3.8s)

I
I

,

(3.86)

(3.87)

þ

Then

F :x (AaE, + l,rE,)
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Modifying further gives

F = A"rt Er(l+np)

: Arro rr(l + nP)

(3.88)

(3.8e)

.i
rl,!

',:

As with the case in Section 3.2,the tensile concrete strength is assumed constant for

the duration of the cracking process. In effect, the force .F as determined from

equation (3.89) would be identical for each crack (after 1't crack) that occurs. After

the first crack, the development of additional cracks is not be discussed in detail as

the processes are similar to the cracking due to applied tensile force described

earlier in Section 3.2. After all the cracks have developed, it is considered that the

development of cracking has reached a stabilised state. In this state, cracks

generally consist of those having distribution of spacing within the range of S, and 2

So where So is considered as the minimum crack spacing.

3.3.4 Application of bond stress theory to predict crack spacing

and Crack widths

Most of the literature studied for cracking due to shrinkage and temperature effects

in restrained members assumed only the average bond stress distribution within the

cracked region (region 2) discussed in Section3.2.4. Unfortunately, no references

were found which associate cracking due to time dependent deformation with

variation of bond stress. As a result, the following methods being considered for

review assumed average bond stress distribution within the cracked region to

propose for crack spacing and crack width.

¡ Hughes(1972,1973)

. Brickell and Hoadley (1976)

. Base and Murray (1978, 1982)

. Gilbert (1992)

In addition, several other references concerning cracking behaviours are also briefly
I

I

discussed.
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A : area ofconcrete
c

A, = area of reinforcing steel

F+ F

F

(a) Fully restrained reinforced concrete slab subjected to shrinkage

I st crack

F

(b) Restraining forces,Fat each end cause a first crack to develop , the

retraining forces immediately reduce t{,

Region I Region 2 Region I

(c) Concrete stresses along the length of the slab

as2

as1

Regionl 'Region2 Region I

(d) Tensile stress in the reinforcement

Figure 3.15 Conditions after fìrst cracking in fully
restrained reinforced concrete slab

6s1

I

i
,l

rl

I
I

I

r
I

¡
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3.3.4.1 Method by Hughes (1972) and (1973)

This method was initially proposed to study early thermal cracking behaviour in

fully imposed reinforced concrete member. At the crack, tensile stress is transferred

from the reinforcement to the concrete by bond. The full transfer of tensile stress is

established when the bond force between the reinforcement and concrete is equal to

the tensile strength of concrete, thus;

r*"SoZrd=f,A, (3.e0)

(3.e1)

By noting that;

where r o," : the average bond strength between concrete and

reinforcement

Zn d : surn of reinforcement perimeter

rd2
A,

4p

and rearranging the equation (3.91), an expression for S, can be given as;

(3.e2)

The value of S, in equation (3.92) can be considered as the minimum crack spacing

I
in a cracked member. The ratio /' is a constant, which is determined from tests.

T uuo

Normally, it can be taken as 1.0 for plain round bar and 0.4 to 0.67 for deformed

bars, (Hughes,l972 and Base,l981). Leonhardt (1977) suggested a value of 0.4 for

standard deformed bars and 0.74 for smooth hot rolled bars.

After a stabilised crack pattern is established, the minimum crack spacing So, is

given by the equality sign and the maximum crack spacing, is twice this value.

Thus, the final crack pattern consists of cracks containing some distribution of

spacing within the range;

(3.e3),s,, <^s<2.s,,
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le.
f'd 

=r= 
f'o

4T or"p 2T o,"P

(3.e4)

The average crack spacing is often assumed as 1.5.Só, but Beeby (1978) suggested

that there are sufficient theoretical reasons to use instead a value of 1'33S,.

In order to establish an equation for crack \À/idth, Hughes considered its maximum

value is assumed to cause most problems. As a result, the maximum crack spacing is

used as a primary factor. Since concrete strain adjacent to the crack relative to the

free shrinkage strain is zero, the average concrete strain between cracks is therefore

i.. Thur. after the establishment of a stabilised crack pattern in the fully restrained
2

member, subjected to tensile strain, a general equation for maximum crack width in

its simplest form can be given:

êl
) (3.es)w = 2So(€,, -

€,,

t

n¿\
2

where wrr*

25o

: maximum crack width

: maximum spacing as defined in equation

(3.es)

: total resultant shrinkage strain and thermal

strain

: ultimate tensile strain in concrete

Note also that the average crack width, w^ is assumed to be 0.75w,n* for the

stabilised crack pattern, since the average crack spacing is 0.75 times maximum

crack spacing.

Liker.vise, an equation similar to (3.95) was also proposed by Evans and Hughes

(1968) in which a crack width is given by the difference bel.ween the total restrained

c
movement and the restrained movement in the concrete over the distance i tiom

2

both side of the crack.
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(3.e6)

The distance S in equation (3.96) was recorrmended by Evans and Hughes (1968) as

the crack spacing other than the minimum spacing S,. The equation was also

proposed to determine the crack width in a stabilised crack pattern. They fuither

advised that it is the average width for cracks in a stabilised stage, rather than the

average width for all cracks which should be given primary consideration.

3.3.4.2 Method by Brickell and Hoadley (1976)

Brickell and Hoadley (1976) proposed an expression for crack width which was

given as the total relative movement between concrete and reinforcement. This can

be determined by integrating the changes in strains over the transfer length, S, , on

both side of the crack;

ie. , = l{Lt ,, + L,e "r)dx QS7)

By using the average bond stress over the cracked region of length l, a genetal

equation for interface crack width is obtained as;

, =2f' Le ,rdl*, f' L'r ,rdl (3'98)

The change in strain of reinforcement Aá,rand concrele Lt", at a distance / from

the face of the crack can also be determined from;

aá,2 = +f rg)dr (3.ee)

and 
rd tAt,t=#f'r@ax (3'100)

where r (x) : average bond stress measured at a point

distancer from the face ofthe crack

By expressing equation (3.98) in terms of the change in strains of reinforcement and

concrete obtained in equation (3.99) and (3.100), another expression for the

interface crack width is as shor,vn;

w = S(e.,, -ft1
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(3.101)

The above equation gives the absolute maximum \Midth of a fully developed crack

and the derivation was based on the assumption that a new crack is formed only

when the width of previously formed cracks reaches the fully developed value.

Brickell and Hoadley (1976) further commented that this could result in over-

estimation of the amount of bond slip by approximating the bond stress distribution

as constant. In order to overcome this problem, an upper bound of bond slip crack

width is imposed as;

* =t(:ry!) f f' r¡)¿r¿t
E"d Jo J/

* =l* 
np ;,s.

np
(3.102)

The above equation is also based on the assumptions that reinforcement strain being

less than yield and the tensile concrete strength is achieved when bond stress

between reinforcement and concrete is equal to the tensile strength of concrete.

3.3.1.3 Method by Base ønd Murrøy (1978a,1982)

In some of the crack width equations proposed thus far, crack width is directly

proportional to the resultant tensile strain and inversely proportional to the

reinforcement ratio. The traditional approach to crack control, as explained by

Base and Murray (1982), was to reduce maximum tensile strain and thus the

maximum number of cracks as a means to control crack width. However, following

extensive experiments and research of thermal and shrinkage on walls, they

introduced new findings which contradicted earlier proposals to determine crack

width in reinforced concrete subjected to shrinkage and thermal effects.

According to their experimental observations, crack widths rapidly approach a

limiting value as shrinkage increases. They also suggested that crack widths

generally could not be kept very small by using a sufficiently large reinforcement

ratio. As a result, Base and Murray (1978a) concluded that crack width is

independent of shrinkage strain (as suggested by Hughes (1971, 1972) and also

stated " the simplistic model of shrinkage cracking suggested by most researchers to

date is fundamentally in error".
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Chapter 3: Cracking mechanisn oJ reinJorced concrele slabs in tension

In addition, a new set of equations which claimed to accurately predict the

relationships between crack width, reinforcement ratio and shrinkage in fully

restrained concrete was proposed. Full details of this analysis and experimental'

results can be found in a thesis presented by Munay in 1977 and other publications

including, Base and Murray (1978a,1982) and Murray (1991)'

The following set of equations was proposed by Base and Murray (1978a) to

calculate the number of cracks, the stress in the reinforcement across the cracks and

the average crack width of the crack, in a fully restraint reinforced concrete slab

subj ected to increasing shrinkage strain similar to the case shown in Figure 3 . 1 6

*=t*ff(* I (3.1 03)

(3.104)

(3.106)

L- 2ma
o,=Ern'E,

npL+2ma

wn t"(?*"*) (3.10s)

: number cracks at any time

: lenglh of the member

: total potential contraction shrinkage strain at any

tlme

: tensile cracking strain for concrete

= reinforcement stress across a crack

= the average crack width

= "no bond length" for the reinforcement near a crack

and for deformed bar reinforcement, it can be

expressed as;

where m

L

osh

c

a12

wm

g

0.08d
La-

p

Equation (3.103), (3.104) and (3.105) are also subjected to the condition that a crack

can not reach its fully developed value unless the member has reached the stabilised
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Chapter 3: Cracking nechanism oJ reinJorced concrete slabs in lension

cracking pattern. A typical solution to the equations above can be represented in

graphical form as shown Figure 3.I6a.

It can be seen that as shrinkage increases, the crack width that starts at a threshold

value approaches a limiting value while the number of cracks increases linearly. On

the other hand, the steel stress increases maginally from its threshold value after the

first crack and then decreases as more cracks develop.

When these equations were introduced in 1978, the effect of creep was ignored

which could result in an overestimate of the number of cracks. Therefore, Base and

Murray (1982) modified equations (3.103), (3.104) and (3.106) to incorporate the

creep effect. This was easily achieved by reducing the shrinkage strain E,h to

approximately a third of its original value,
€'o 

andcan be shown as;
3

m=l+ (3.107)

,,=(T.";) 
"(

L-2ma
nrL + 2ma

(3.108)

"I
o",'-+ +) (3.10e)

Similarly, equation (3.107), (3.108) and (3.109) can be presented in graphical forms

as shown in Figure 3.16b and c, In addition. Base and Murray (1982) also provided

a simpler equation to calculate the crack width as;

)at,
*,,= 

3rl@P+3)
(3.Ilo)

In all cases, the modified equations generallv agreed well with the observation made

during the experiments

2w
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Figure 3.16c Revised design aid for the development of shrinkage cracking in fully

restrained reinforced concrete (L : l0m, e,:0.000t, n: 16, a:200) by Base &

Murray (1982)

3.3.1.4 Method by Gilbert (1992)

Gilbert (1992) discussed the mechanism of cracking in a fully restrained ¡einforced

concrete member subjected to shrinkage. He then presented an anal¡ical method to

control cracks due to shrinkage and the investigation were compared with the

provisions for shrinkage and temperature reinforcement in the ACI Building Code

(ACI3l8-89) and the 1988 edition of AS 3600.

From the analysis, the stresses in the reinforcement and the concrete in the cracked

region can be determined. It is also possible to calculate the restraining forces

immediately befbre and after cracking. As a result. the conditions immediately after

the formation of a crack can be used to determine the average crack width. Due to

the length of the analysis, only basic equations are presented here. Complete

intbrmation on the method should be obtained from the original paper.

Tire mechanism of cracking. tiom the f-trst crack to tl're f,rnal crack (when a

stabilised cracking pattern is established). is treated. At the final cracking pattern, a

reintbrced concrete member containing lø cracks, with the distribution of stress in
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Chapter 3: Cracking mechanism olreinlorced concrele slabs in lension

the reinforcement and concrete as shown in Figure 3.77a, b and c. In the cracked

region. it is assumed that stress and strain follow a parabolic function.

The average crack width is obtained by integrating the concrete strain over the

length of the member, This is expressed as;

t- " I
=I 9ars -'s..)*r,,,'s,,, I

L E. t""' 1 -t) / - \/r -"' 
I

where õ,1 : concrete stress in the uncracked region

á.,rt: ultimate free shrinkage strain

$n : average crack spacing

So : approximated crack spacing

(3.111)

It should be noted that steps leading to the determination of o,r, S^, So in the

equation (3.110) are not included this review. Stress in the reinforcement at this

stage can also be determined to ensure that the yield strength has not exceeded.

#_, V s-:*

w

(a) Portion of a resFained mcmber afrer all cracking

cl

(b) Average concretc stess after all sbrinkage

6'¡1 o's2

otsl o'sl

so so 5o 5o so

(c) Sucss in rcinforcement aRcr ¡lI shrinkage cracking

Figure 3.17 Final state of cracking after shrinkage has tìnished (Gilbert, 1992)
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Using this analysis, Gilbert (1992) claimed that the predicted number and width of

shrinkage cracks generally agreed well with the observed cracking in practice and

provided good guidelines for the crack control provisions in 1988 edition of AS

3600. It should be noted also that the second edition of AS 3600 (SAA, 1994), made

no alteration to the section in predicting of creep and shrinkage'

3.3.4.5 Other approaches

In addition to those researchers previously discussed, there are also other cracking

theories that were proposed to analyse the stress mechanism in the cracked region.

Hanison (1981) presented another method to calculate the crack width. However,

his theory was very much based on Hughes's work and concentrated on early

thermal cracking in concrete. The crack spacing is suggested to range from the

minimum distance So to the maximum distance 25, . As was the case with Hughes

(lg7r,, lg73), these values have already been dehned in Section 3.3.4.1.

An equation to calculate maximum crack width was expressed as the difference

between the restrained total movement and the restrained movement caused by the

interaction between the reinforcement and concrete. The restrained total movement

can consider to be influenced by the combination of shrinkage and thermal strain.

This can be illustrated in the form of;

le. w,or =25"[Re,, -)l (3.i 12)

where R = the restraint factor, a factor of I is used for fully

restraint member

2Sr: maximum crack sPacing

á.,, : total resultant shrinkage and thermal strain

Ei, : tensile strain capacitY

Harrison (1981) also pointed out that in countries where early-age thermal

movement dominates the cracking, early age concrete properties are mostly

appropriate inequation (3.112). On the other hand, in a countrylike Australia,
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shrinkage often is the dominant movement and the long-term values of the concrete

properties should be used instead.

Another approach was also presented by Campbell-Allen and Hughes (1981), but as

was the case with Hughes (1972, 1973 and 1974), crack spacing and crack width

equations are similar and thus will not be shown here.

3.2 Summary

In summary, it can be seen that the restraint provided by the supporting members has a

large influence on cracking of reinforced concrete members. Members that are fully

restrained between supports, generally exhibit higher degree of cracking since the

restraining forces being generated are much larger. However, as more cracks form

along the member, the magnitude of these restraining forces reduces quite

significantly due to a progressive reduction in member stiffness after each crack form.

Also immediately after each crack, there is a reduction of restraining forces as a result

in loss of member axial stiffness. Therefore, additional increase in restraining forces

require to develop further cracks is needed. As long as the reinforcement does not

yield, cracking can progress up to a state where no additional cracks can form. This

state is often referred as a stabilised state or stabilised cracking pattern. In this state, a

further increase in tensile stress in the member simply causes widening of the existing

cracks or yielding of the reinforcement. However, it was also observed that in member

with fully restraint supports, a stabilised cracking state might not be achievable.

The phenomenon of cracking mechanism in reinforced concrete relating to direct

tension cracking was explained in twofold. First, a literature review of cracking

mechanism in reinforced concrete member subjected to applied axial tensile forces is

conducted. This is followed by a literature review of cracking mechanism in fully

restraint reinforced concrete member subjected to shrinkage and temperature effect' In

general, it can be concluded that there is a strong connection between the two cracking

mechanisms from the two cases and this can be directly related to the bond stress

between reinforcement and concrete. At the crack, there is a bond break down

between the two materials. Some researchers also considered the effect of internal

cracking which occurs close to the primary cracks in the predicting models. Adjacent
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from both side of the crack, the bond stress varies. The analyses of non-uniformity in

bond stresses within the crack vicinity can be quite complex, depending the approach

taken. This chapter investigated three approaches, namely

¡ Bond stress-sliP relationshiP;

. Bond stress distribution; and

¡ Average bond stress'

The first two approaches using bond stress-slip relationship and bond stress

distribution require the most efforts in terms of complexity and the time consumed'

Both methods were found to be complicated as well as unreliable' In practical terms'

both of these methods may not warrant extra effort and the time to achieve results

which are in most cases, estimates. In addition the literatures found were mainly

related to cracking in reinforced concrete member subjected to applied axial tensile

forces.

In contrast, it was found that the best and probably the simplest approach is by

assuming the average bond stress in the vicinity of each crack as ploposed by a

number of researchers, Hughe s (1972) and (1973), Brickell & Hoadley (1976)'

Leonhardt (Lgll), Beeby (lg7g) Base & Murray (1978a, 1978b) and (1982), CEB

Manual (1985), Gilbert (lgg2) and Christiansen & Nelson (1997)' Based on average

bond stress, several equations for crack spacings and crack widths in reinforced

concrete nembers subjected to applied axial tensile forces and shrinkage and

temperature effects were developed'

Reinforced concrete members with applied a,rial tensile forces are generally loaded

when concrete is already mature. Most of the researchers also considered the effect of

additional bond break down by introducing the length of "lost bond" at cracking'

based on Goto (1971). On the other hand, reinforced concrete members subjected to

shrinkage and temperature effects generally occur when concrete is still immature and

the length of "lost bond" was not taken into consideration from most researchers'

Table 3.3 suurmarises a number of crack width equations which are proposed by

various researchers using either one of the three analysis of bond stress mentioned

previously.
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Based on these findings, it is reasonable to conclude that crack width in member

subjected to shrinkage stlain should be calculated by considering only the area within

cracked region. This can be shown to correspond to the extension of the reinforcement

over this region minus the contraction of conclete over the same length'

le u,=25,,(€,r- €rz) (3.113)

In order to calculate the distance ,S,, it is also reasonable to used most of methods

discussed even though each equation for So was derived based on two different types

of cracking.

In addition, Table 3.4 is used to identifi various influencing factors incorporated into

each crack width equations reviewed in this chapter' According to the table' cracking

of this nature depends on the bond properties of the reinforcement, concrete properties

at the time of cracking, an increase in tensile strain of the reinforcement, arrangement

and amount of reinforcement, concrete covel, and magnitude of the induced forces

such as shrinkage and temperature changes. On the other hand, 
^CI224 

assumed that

the concrete cover to the centre of reinforcement alone affects the magnitude of the

crack spacing.

It can be summarised that there are a large number of methods which can be used to

predict cracking in reinforced concrete members subjected only to axial tension' Each

equation can differ from each other depending on the assumptions made and the

importance of various parameters being considered. It seems that there is a lack of

agreement amongst most researchers as to which crack width equations correctly

represent the actual values on Sites or in experiments' Nonetheless' all equations

ciaimed to produce the crack rvidths which in general ensLlre the actual values do not

exceed these values

Later in Chapter 4, numerical calculations are presented to compare the results of

crack widths obtained using the methods shown in Table 3.4.
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A,E,
L

knrtob = (4.14)

l+ np

As a result, the equation (4.14) can be used to represent a general expression for the

axial stiffness of the slab prior to and after the first crack.

(c) Subsequent crøckíng

After the first crack, the restraining force at each Subsequent cracking case can be

calculated by assuming the mean tensile strength of concrete f,' to minimise the

complexity. Therefore, the restraining force at concrete cracking always has the

same magnitude. In effect, an expression to solve for the restraining force just

before each crack after the first crack can be given as;

F", = f, A"(1+ nP) (4.15)

Similar to the condition after the first crack, the analyses for subsequent formations

of cracking follows the same principle. The stiffness of the slab has to be modified

each time a new crack occurs in the span. An additional assumption is also made

such that the cracked region of length lz", is assumed to be identical for each crack

that occurs. In effect, equation (4.14) can be modified to represent the axial stiffness

of the slab immediately after each crack such that;

(a\( L\.('-a
I r )\"p) [ ¿

( 'q,t, /\| /Llfrnsah-(t t l.l,_%Y_--]-)I L )1,'pJ- ['- L )\i,p )

1

(4.16)

where ftt = 0,1,2, ....-.. maximum number of cracks

at the stabilised cracking state in the span

Similarly, equation (4.8) has to be modihed since the crack region does not

contribute to any free shrinkage when the springs are disconnected even though the

concrete within the crack region would undergo shrinkage. This is expressed as;
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11
-+-kro kn,tob )= 

u,, (4.r7)

(4.1e)

where 6 ,n = (L - mWu)e "o 
(4.1 8)

Hence it is now possible to calculate the restraining force just before and

immediately after each crack has formed and the corresponding shrinkage strain by

using the equations (4.8), (4.18) and (4.17). By plotting the values of the restraining

forces and their corresponding shrinkage strains, a graph similar to that in Figure

3.2c ofChapter 3 can be obtained. This is re-illustrated as shown in Figure 4'6.

F.rtub

lrt
crack

¡rdJ2nd

F,, Restraining force at cracking

assuming constant ;{ in

concrete

€shl €shz tsh3 ê
sn

Figure 4.6 Restraining forces VS shrinkage strain after cracking in

one way slab

4.2.1.2 Creep effect is included

In order to incorporate the effect of creep, a simple technique called "the effective

modulus method" can be used. In this method, creep is simply treated as a delayed

elastic strain and is taken in to account by reducing the elastic modulus of the

concrete. As a result, the effective modulus for concrete can be defined as follows;

E,

crack crack

Eu
1+ú

where / = creep coefficient which is already discussed in

ChaPter 2

Thus, equation (4.19) can be modified to account f'or the effect of creep by replacing

the modulus E" with E" as follows;
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t-_ (4.20)

Reinf'orced
concrete
core

( vY-\( ' 
'l*l' 

- 
ffiw*

( r )l"p) \ ¿

4.2.2 Analysis of slab wall-wall subassemblage

Reini-orced

concrete
core

Fully restraint reinforced

concrete slab

F
â,¡

k rrtob

where 6,u =(L- mIil',,)e,n

Figure 4.7 One-way reinforced concrete slab spanning

between two concrete cores

The analysis now considers fully restrained supports at both ends of the span as

shown in Figure 4.7. Equation (4.17) can be modified so that it accounts for the two

rigid concrete cores on both ends of the span. This is easily achieved by making the

spring stiffness fr." term in the column infinitely large to reflect the large restraint

provided by the concrete core. Hence, equation (4.17) can be rewritten as;

(4.2r)

(4.22)

4.3 Two and multiple spans one-way RC slab

Consider a two span reinforced concrete slab as shown in Figure 4.8. The f,rrst slab

(span l) spans between an exterior column artd au interior column while the second

slab (span 2) spans between the interior column and a rigid concrete core' Uniform

shrinkage is assumed to develop in both spans with time, and as a result, restraining

fbrces develop. The amount of deformation in the slabs depends on the restraints

provided by the columns and concrete core'
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Exterior
column

Interior
column

RC slab
(span 1)

A spring
representing

interior
column

Lt

RC slab
(span l)

Reinforced
concrete
core

RC slab
(span 2)

Figure 4.8 Two spans one-way reinforced concrete

slab spanning between exterior column, interior column

and a concrete core

For this analysis, the assumptions previously used in one-span reinforced concrete

slab are applicable. The amount of restraint in the columns is represented by using a

spring to represent the stiffness of each column' The deformation of each spring due

to the restraining force depends on the spring stiffness and as a fesult, the structure

can be simplified as shown in Figure 4'9'

A spring
representing

exterior
column

Dr+_

Reinforced
concrete
core

>"F

Lt
RC slab
(span 2)

Figure 4.9 Springs are used to represent stiffness of columns

The analysis commences with an introduction of shrinkage strain into the structure

similar to the single span reinfbrced concrete slab, resulting in restraining forces to

develop at both colLlmn supports and rigid core. For the uncracked condition, both

members are analysed using uncracked Sections, but for post cracking condition,

Llncracked sections are only valid for regions which are not afTected by cracking.
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When the concrete begins to crack, the locations of the cracks depend mainly on the

relative magnitude of the tensile forces in spans 1 and 2 arÅ the stiffnesses of the

members in the pre cracking and post cracking conditions. The first crack occurs in

span 2. However, to determine Subsequent cracking, it is necessary to predict the

magnitude of the restraining forces in each span'

4.3.1 Creep effect is ignored

4.3.1.1 (Jncracked case

The slabs are allowed to sh¡ink freely by removing both springs as shown in Figure

4.10a. Once the slabs have fully shrunk, a force,F is introduced into the springs and

in the slabs to restore the compatibility. Thus, the slabs in both spans are only

allowed to deform as shown in the Figure 4.10b. As can be seen from these figures,

the notations used are explained as follows;

: original position of section,4

: position of section,4, if span 1 and span 2 are free to shrink

: position of section after span I and2 are allowed to shrink, but are

then reconnected to the springs at A and B

: original position of section y'

= position of section ,8, if span I and 2 are free to shrink

: position of section after span I and2 are allowed to shrink, but are

then reconnected to the springs at A and B

: position of section which does not move

According to Figure 4.10a, when the slabs are free to shrink in both spans, the

following relationships can also be given as:

6,h,=(Lr+ Lr)",,, (4.23)

A

A

A

B

B

B

C

õ,ho =(Lr)",n

: tiee shrinkage at I (compressive)

: fiee shrinkage at.B (compressive)

(4.24)

lvhere á.,,

õ ,t,u
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adjusting maximum span lengths so that an optimum design is achieved;

and

introducing movement joints when all crack control provisions fail.

4.2 Single span one way RC slab

Consider a one-way reinforced concrete slab which spans between a reinforced

concrete column and a rigid concrete core as shown in Figure 4.1. After casting of

the members, shrinkage develops in the concrete and restraining forces develop as

illustrated in Figure 4.2. The amount of restraint provided by the supports depends

on their stiffnesses. The concrete core which is considered very rigid, provides fuIl

restraint against any movement of the slab. The amount of deformation in the slab

therefore depends on the degree of restraint provided by the column, ie. by its

flexural stiffness.

a

a

Reinforced
concrete
column

,+

One-way reinforced concrete

slab

Reinforced
concrete
core

Figure 4.1 One-way reinforced concrete slab spanning between a

column and concrete core prior to shrinkage

Shortening of slab due to shrinkage

Restraining force
developed at each

end

F

L

Figure -1.2 One-lvay reinf'orced concrete slab subjected to shrinkage

effect rvith restraining force developing at both ends
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In order to calculate the amount of restraint in the column, a spring is used to

represent the stiffness in the column. As a result, the structure in Figure 4.1 can now

be simplified as shown in Figure 4.3. The spring stiffness is essentially the flexural

stiffness of the column which can be determined from basic structural mechanics.

A spring representing

column
One-way reinforced
concrete slab

F? >,F

Figure 4.3 A spring is used to represent the stiffrress of the

column

The analysis of this model is undertaken in two steps. The first step only considers

the effect of shrinkage to simpliff the analysis and to demonstrate the basic

mechanism behind this concept. In this case, shrinkage is the only driving force and

is assumed uniform throughout the span. In fact, shrinkage and creep take place

simultaneously. The second part of the analysis then considers the effect of creep to

further improve the accuracy of the results

4.2.1 Analysis of slab column-wall sub-assemblage

4.2.1,1 Creep ignored

(a) Uncracked case

To carry out the analysis, the spring in Figure 4.3 is disconnected and the slab is

allowed to shrink freely. As soon as the slab attains its maximum deformation due

to shrinkage, a tensile force F is introduced into the spring and in the slab to restore

compatibility. See Figures 4.4aand4.4b. The notations is as follows;

= original position of section I
: position of sectionl, if the slab is free to shrink

: position of section after the slab is allowed to shrink, but is then

reconnected to the sPring

: position of section rvhich does not move

L

A

,4

A

B
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When the slab is free to sh¡ink, the following relationships apply:

6,,, = L€.,0

,ÞF

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(1.4)

where 6 *¡ : free shrinkage strain in the slab

á.,,, : total deformation in unrestrained slab

By reconnecting the spring to the slab, the free uniform shrinkage, is now reduced

by the spring. The following compatibility equation applies:

õrr+6r,ou: õ,t,

where â.0 = deformation in the spring (tensile)

6,tob: deformation in the slab (tensile)

Free shrinking RC slab BSpring
discon nected

AA

(a)

F+

(b)

6

AAA' Restrained deformation

in RC slab

B

õ
SP

Figure 4.4 Position of the slab caused by disconnecting and

reconnecting the spring

To solve for the restraining fbrces, the following constitutive equations are writtetl

at position I and slab;

O: Fsn: Fshb

F=F*=õ,rk,n
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where F'

F=Froo=ïrtookrtoo
: restraining forces developed at each support

: tensile force in the spring

: tensile force in the slab

: axial stiffness of the slab

= stiffness of the spring

(4.s)

(4.6)

fsp

Fshb

krhb

ksp

By substituting the constitutive equations into equation (4'2), the following

equations are obtained:

6,n

F
T

k,o

(4.7)

(4.8)= 6-n

(b) Cracked case

Since the first crack develops when the shrinkage strain is equalled to the tensile

strain of the concrete (ie. á,,,, - E', =å), .O,ru,ion (4.8) can be used to determine
Lc

the corresponding restraining force F.r.

The analysis now considers the condition after the first crack has formed. This

requires considerations of uncracked and cracked section of the slab separately'

Initially, the analysis in Section 4.2.1.1(a) was caffied out based on uncracked

section throughout the span. The formation of first crack results in a reduction in

slab stiffness and aS a consequence, the magnitude of the restraining force, F"ro,

immediately decreases. A more comprehensive discussion of this mechanism is

corìtained in Chapter 3. In effect, the stiffness of the slab mttst be modified to

account f'or the crack within the span-

To estimate a new axial stiffness of the slab after cracking, the following

assumptions are used;
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o the axial stiffness of the slab consists of an uncracked part and a cracked

part as shown in Figure 4.5

. over the cracked part of length Wr,, coîcrete is insufficient and the

restraining force Fr¡o¿ is carried entirely by the steel;

. over the rest of the uncracked part (ie. (L - ,V", )' the bond between

concrete and steel is still effective and therefore behaves in the same

manner as the member before cracking;

. any cracks which occur, must be at least a distance, So away from both

side of the existing cracks;

o the length ll,, equals to 2 ç So where S, can be regarded as the minimum

crack spacing and this variable can be calculated using several methods

discussed in Chapter 3. An empirical coefficient çis introduced to

account for the tension stiffening effect by CEB Manual (1985). For

member with restraint, it can be taken as 0.5.

A new expression for the axial stiffness of slab can be developed using the

following steps. First consider the relationship between the deformation in an

uncracked and cracked region afterjust one crack as follows;

õ,toh =(r-w,,)t,t -wu€,2 (4'9)

where € s2 : steel strain within the cracked region

E,t = concrete strain in the uncracked region

By using the relationships between restraining force, strain, area and elasticity,

equation (4.9) can be exPressed as:

õnuo

Sirnplifoing the equation further gives;

w,,,)ffi;-w,,L
Frto¡

A
(4.10)

(4.r l)

E

L_'V- W"
6,tuh = F,,,,0( AË * i.E ,)
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Since ' F,to¡ 
'k,,toh = ffi 

*n"rê knsrab is the new axial stiffness after cracking, the new

axial stiffness after a first crack can be given as:

Uncracked
region

Cracked
region with a

I tt crack

F?

F+

L

Figure 4.5a Reinforced concrete slab composes of uncracked

and cracked region after a first crack

I st crack 2nd crack

-->
k-----l

W,,

+F

F

L

Figure 4.5b Reinforced concrete slab composes of uncracked and

cracked regions after two cracks

It- _fr nslah -
(4.r2)

(4. r 3)

But, the area of transformed section in the uncracked region Aes A"(l +np) , thus

k t sloh

S implifying further gives

( r-w. tv,,\
l- 

--r-l
\ .1. (t + np) E, A-8, )
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krrtob = (4.r4)

(4.1s)

(4.16)

(u\( L\.('-Y-
Ir)\"p) [ ¿

As a result, the equation (4.14) can be used to represent a general expression for the

axial stiffness of the slab prior to and after the first crack.

(c) Subsequent uøcking

After the first crack, the restraining force at each subsequent cracking case can be

calculated by assuming the mean tensile strength of concrete f,' to minimise the

complexity. Therefore, the restraining force at concrete cracking always has the

same magnitude. In effect, an expression to solve for the restraining force just

before each crack after the first crack can be given as;

F,,=f,A"(l+nP)

Similar to the condition after the first crack, the analyses for subsequent formations

of cracking follows the same principle. The stiffness of the slab has to be modified

each time a new crack occurs in the span. An additional assumption is also made

such that the cracked region of length ll/", is assumed to be identical for each crack

that occurs. In effect, equation (4.14) can be modified to represent the axial stiffness

of the slab immediately after each crack such that;

krrloh =

(+)(;).('-+
where flt = 0, 1,2, ....... maximum number of cracks

at the stabilisecl cracking state in the span

similarly, equation (4.8) has to be modified since the crack region cloes not

contribute to any fiee shrinkage when the springs are disconnected even though the

concrete within the crack region would undergo shrinkage. This is expressed as;
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11
-+-k", kn,tob

= 6rn (4.r7)

where 6,, =(L-mW*)e* (4'18)

Hence it is now possible to calculate the restraining force just before and

immediately after each crack has formed and the coffesponding shrinkage strain by

using the equations (4.8), (4.18) and (4.17). By plotting the values of the restraining

forces and their coresponding shrinkage strains, a graph similar to that in Figure

3.2c of Chapter 3 can be obtained. This is re-illustrated as shown in Figure 4.6'

Fsb

Irt
crack

2"d
crack crack

nrd
J

F", Restraining force at cracking

assumingconstant f, in

concrete

:'i
u

I
I

tshl tr¡2 trh3

where /

c
.1n

Figure 4.6 Restraining forces VS shrinkage strain after cracking in

one way slab

4.2.1.2 Creep effect is included

In order to incorporate the effect of creep, a simple technique called "the effective

modulus method" can be used. In this method' creep is simply treated as a delayed

elastic strain and is taken in to account by reducing the elastic modulus of the

concrete. As a result, the effective modulus for concrete can be defined as follows;

I
I
t,

E = E, (4.19)
" l+ú

= creep coefficient which is already discussed in

Chapter 2

Thus, equation (4.19) can be modihed to account lor the elfect of creep by replacing

the modulus E" with E, as follows;
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L_
tunslab -

(4.20)

Reint-orced
concrete
core

( rY-\( l_l * l' - 
mLY,,

( r )\,p) ( ¿

4.2.2 Analysis of slab wall-wall subassemblage

Reinf'orced
concrete

core

:'l
!I

Figure 4.7 One-way reinforced concrete slab spanning

between two concrete cores

The analysis now considers fully restrained supports at both ends of the span as

shown in Figure 4.7. Equation (4.17) can be modified so that it accounts for the two

rigid concrete cores on both ends of the span. This is easily achieved by making the

spring stiffness k-n term in the column infinitely large to reflect the large restraint

provided by the concrete core. Hence, equation (4.I7) can be rewritten as;

F

Fully restraint reinforced

concrete slab

âr, (4.2r)

I

k rrlob

where 6 n, = (L - m\il,,)e,o (4.22)

4.3 Two and multiple spans one-way RC slab

Consider a two span reinforced concrete slab as shown in Figure 4.8' The first slab

(span l ) spans between an exterior column and an interior column while the second

slab (span 2) spans between the interior column and a rigid concrete core' Uniform

shrinkage is assumed to develop in both spans with time, and as a result, restraining

t'orces develop, The amount of deformation in the slabs depends on the restraints

provided by the colttmns and concrete core.

t
I
I

i

ï
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Exterior
column

Interior
column

RC stab
(span l)

A spring
representing

interior
column

Lt

RC slab
(span l)

Reinforced
concrete
core

RC slab
(span 2)

Figure 4.8 Two spans one-way reinforced concrete

slab spanning between exterior column, interior column

and a concrete core

For this analysis, the assumptions previously used in one-span reinforced concrete

slab are applicable. The amount of restraint inthe columns is represented by using a

spring to represent the stiffness of each column. The deformation of each spring due

to the restraining force depends on the spring stiffness and as a result, the structure

can be simplified as shown in Figure 4'9'

,l+

!J

: A spring
representlng

exterior
column

Dt?

Reinforced
concrete
core

af

L,
RC slab
(span 2)

I

Figure 4.9 Springs are used to represent stiffness of columns

The analysis commences with an introduction of shrinkage strain into the structure

similar to the single span reinforcecl concrete slab, resulting in restraining forces to

develop at both colllmn supports and rigid core. For the uncracked condition, both

members are analysed using uncracked sections, but for post cracking condition,

uncracked sections are only valid for regions which are not afïected by cracking'
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When the concrete begins to crack, the locations of the cracks depend mainly on the

relative magnitude of the tensile forces in spans I and 2 and the stiffnesses of the

members in the pre cracking and post cracking conditions. The first crack occurs in

Span 2. However, to determine Subsequent cracking, it is necessary to predict the

magnitude of the restraining forces in each span.

4.3.1 Creep effect is ignored

4.3.1.1 (Jncrucked case

The slabs are allowed to shrink freely by removing both springs as shown in Figure

4.10a. Once the slabs have fully shrunk, a force .F is introduced into the springs and

in the slabs to restore the compatibility. Thus, the slabs in both spans are only

allowed to deform as shown in the Figure 4.10b. As can be seen from these figures,

the notations used are explained as follows;

: original position of section I
: position of section ,4, if span 1 and span 2 are free to shrink

: position of section after span I and2 are allowed to shrink, but are

then reconnected to the springs at A arrd B

: original position of section,4

: position of section .8, if span 1 and 2 are free to shrink

= position of section after span I and2 are allowed to shrink, but are

then reconnected to the springs at A and B

: position of section which does not move

According to Figure 4.10a. when the slabs are free to sh¡ink in both spans, the

following relationships can also be given as:

õ,¡ (4.23)

6,ho = (rr)t,,

l
rl.l

'I

A

A

A

B

B

B

C

,l
=(L,+ L, )",.,,

(4.24)

t
I

l
'"vhere á.r, : fiee shrinkage at I (compressive)

õ,t,, : fiee shrinkage at ,B (compressive)
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After springA and B are recorinected to the slabs as shown in Figure 4'10b, they

both deform at an amosnt â,2., and 6-pu respectively. AS a fesult, the following

compatibility equations can be obtained as;

Spring RC slab (span 2)

CSpring
disconnected

L¡ Lz

RC slab (span l)
(a)

Spring
Reconnected RC slab (span 2)

CAAA BB"B'
sPa

SPA 
i

F< >F'

L:

disconnected B B

44
i 6*^t

ei
õ

sh

õ
6 õA

Spring
Reconnected

(b)

Lt

RC slab (span l)

A B' C

F*^ <- )F,

(4.2s)

(4.26)

Frnu

(c) Free body diagram offorces in the slabs

Figure 4.10 Postion of the slabs before and after the springs are

reconnected to the structure

6n,,,

6,0 *6,.,=õn,

õ,n, + 6, =

sPt

I

where å : detbrmation in spring,4 (tensile)
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6,ou : deformation in spring B (tensile)

6 A : deformation of section A from shrinkage'

zero force Position

õ B : deformation of section B from shrinkage,

zero force Position

In addition, the extension of span I is given by the relationship

6rtot

Similarly, the extension of span 2 is given by:

=6o-6a (4.27)

(4.28)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34)

6rto¡z = 6a

To solve for the restraining forces, the following constitutive equations can be

written for both springs at position A andB and slabs in span 1 and2:

t-
fu

sP.r
(4.2e)F,o - 6,p

I

where F,r.,

F,,,,

Frr" = 6rrukrru

Frtohl = k-rto¡tõrtott

F,tobt=k,bht(õA-68)

F.rtut 2 = krtotLïrtn¡z

Frto¡2 = krto¡zõa

: tensile force in spring at,4

: tensile tbrce in spring at B

: tensile force in span I

: tensile force in span 2

: stiffness of spring I
: stifTness of spring B

: axial stiffness of sPan I

Fshbl

F:lab2

k,,,

k

k,hb t
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ksrab2 : axial stiffness of sPan 2

Note also that the transformed.area sections are used to define the stiffness in both

span 1 aîd2. By using the equilibrium requirements as indicated in Figure 4.lla,

4.11b and 4.1Ic to satisfu the conditions at position A, B, and C, the following

relationships can be expressed as:

AIA
F,n, : Frlr¿l (bothtension) (4.35)

AtB

F
' slob2

k noo,

F
'sloh1T
k noo,

(4.36)

(4.3e)

(4.41)

Fstabt* F-pr:Frtob2

AT. C
Fshb2: Fc (4.37)

where F, : reactive force at C

By substituting the constitutive equations into equation (4.25) and noting that

6,t = 6,to, + á, and F,r. = F,tabt, the following equations are obtained:

6,0, (4.38)

F,toht Frtahl

k,r, k,toht
4u,

Simpliffing further yields:

Frnn(
k

) + Fn^r( )=4r,
k uno, k stabz

ll (4.40)
¡?r

Similarly, by substituting the constitutive equations into equation (4.26) and noting

that á, = õ,tnh2, the following equations are obtained:

trt Jahl

-=/1

r- "shn
fr slah)

It can be shown fiom equation (4.36) that .Fr, = F,t,h2 - Frno,, thus equation (4.41)

can be re-written in tertns ol Fr¡a6¡and Fr¡¿¿: as shown below:
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(4.42)

S implifying fuither yields

r,,"u,(*) * F,tot z(*. *, 
: 6,hu (4.43)

From the above Steps, it is now possible to calculate the unknowns, namely the

restraining forces, F,¡s61 and Fshb2. By drawing an axial force diagram in both spans,

it is obvious that the first crack forms in span 2. An equation similar to equation

(4.8) can be used to solve for concrete stress just before the second crack occurs'

Both span I and2 is rewritten in general form as.

(4.44)

where oc

E,

n

p

F

: concrete stress before lst crack

: modulus of elasticity of concrete

: modular ratio of cross section

: steel ratio ofcross section

: restraining force in the slab

By setting the concrete stress in span 2 equal to the tensile strength of concrete in

equation (4.44) (i.e. o., =.f,'),the restraining force Fs¡o62ú first cracking can then

be obtained. Once this is achieved, the restraining force F,¡o61 and the shrinkage

strain at which hrst cracking occurs can be determined by substituting the value of

F"1o¿2 into equations (4.40) and (4.43) and solve both equations simultaneously'

4.3.1.2 After crocking

Further analysis is now carriecl out to determine the subsequent formation of the 2nd,

3'd cracks until no further cracks can form in either span. The formation of the first
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ATA

ATB

AIC

Ft slobL

Equilibrium conditions

Figure 4.11(a) Free body diagram at position,,4

A

B

Fro"

Figure 4.11(b) Free body diagram at position B

Fr*,

C

FC

Figure 4.11(c) Free body diagram at position C
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crack in span 2 causes a reduction in stiffrress of the member and as a result, the

magnitude of the restraining force F,¡o62 decreases quite significantly. To estimate a

new axial stifTness of span 2, the same assumptions as those in Section 4.2.1.1 are

adopted and an equation similar to equation (4.15) for the new axial stiffiress in

span 2 after a crack has occurred can be expressed as;

t-_
Ñ ¡rlab2 -

The process of determining the restraining forces, F"*rand F,¡o62 CùÍt now proceed

using the same analysis as before, but with ks¡qb2 Írow being replaced bY lh,mz'

Furthermore, equation (4.23) and (4.24) are modified as shown below since the

cracked region does not contribute to any free shrinkage when the springs are

removed, even though the concrete within the crack region would undergo

shrinkage:

(?y,#).['?)(¿*)

6r,n = Q" * ," -W",r)t*

õ,n" = (tr-w",r)t"o

o*^(*. frl * r,^0,(*) = õ"nn

p","',(t) * F,ntz(*. fi;, = u,o,

(4.45)

(4.46)

(4.47)

(4.48)

Thus, equation (4.40) and (4.43) can be re-written using equation (4'46) and (4'47)

as;

(4.4e)

By following the Same procedures as the case before cracking, both F,¡o61 and F,¡o62

can be calculated and the location for the formation of a second crack can thus be

predicted. Then it is possible to obtain the shrinkage strain simply by letting the

stress ofthe uncracked concrete equals the tensile strength ofconcrete.

Once the second crack has taken placed, a new axial stiffness has to be defined. If

the crack again appears in span 2, equation (4.45) only has to be modified slightly
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by including a second cracked length W"r2into the equation. (ie. '17'rr2 is replaced by

2Wu). Onthe other hand, if the second crack occurs in span 1, the axial stiffness

used in equation (4.48) must be replaced by a new stiffness. This is achieved by

adopting the same method as in span 2 and can be given as follows:

"t/r,)
(t-ry^\( t=l
['-t^r+n,pi )

(4.50)

(4.51)

(4.52)

(4.53)

(4.s4)

where lhstabt : new axial stiffrress in span 1

W",t : cracked length in span 1 and is equal to 2^S,

Hence, it is obvious that as mors cracks form in both spans, the analysis becomes

very repetitive. Both spans are fully cracked when the number of cracks, t711a;îd tfl2

in span I and 2 reaches a state which no further cracking can form. Therefore,

equation (4.45) and (4.50) can be rewritten to account for stiffness at different

stages of cracking up to the fully cracked stage.

ktutobt

k*p*z =

ffitWnt

Lr

llrl *(r-ffizwnz
)lnrp, ) \ L2

And similarly, the two free shrinkage strain equations can be expressed in general

form as

õ,h., = (L, - mrW*, * L, - mzWuzÞ,n

6,h,=(Lr-*rw",r)r,,,
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where rltt: 0,1,2,......'.'maximum number of cracks where n is the

maximum number of cracks in sPan 1

lfi2: 0,1,2,..........maximum number of cracks where n is the

maximum number of cracks in sPan 2

4.3.2 Creep effect included

The method to include creep into the analysis is exactly the same as in one span

reinforced concrete slab. Thus this topic will not be discussed in this section.

Basically, the concrete modulus, E, andthe modular ratio, n terms in equation (4'51)

and (4.52) are replace dby E, and n, terms respectively.

4.4 Determination of crack width

The analysis methods previously discussed in Section 4.2 and 4.3 allow the

calculation of the restraining forces just before and immediately after each crack

forms in a single span and two span reinforced concrete slab. In turn, these values

can be used to calculate the corresponding tensile stresses in the reinforcement at the

cracks during the process of shrinkage. Because the reinforcement alone carries the

restraining force at the cracks, a general expression to calculate the tensile stress can

be given as;

ie. o,2 = F,øaA, (4.55)

In general, limiting the values of tensile stress in the reinforcement should ensure

that crack widths through out the slabs do not become excessive. In addition, it was

shown in Chapter 3 that the crack width depends on the tensile stress in the

reinforcement along the crack region (ie. the length ['/,, used in the analysis).

Therefore, another useful relationship which can be established is the variation in

crack width and reinforcement stress as a function of applied shrinkage strain.

Beeby (1993) pointed that the crack width is greatest immediately before the

lormation of a further crack. This can be demonstrated in Figure 4.I2a and 4)2b

respectively.

To calculate the crack widths in the slabs, the equation given in Chapter 3 is used as

tbllows.

w = 2ç5,,(e,r - ácr) (4'56)
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õ^ crack 2nd crack 3rd crack
crack

4rh

lst

E €.
sh

Figure 4.12a Variation of tensile stresses in the reinforcement at

the cracks with shrinkage strains
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Table 4.1 Results of Example I

Table 4.2 Results obtained using procedures from Gilbert (1991)

0.383126625

Maximum
crack width (mm)

Reinforcement tensile stress

at each craclq a r(MPa)
No. of cracks at 

";
wn

(mm)

From these results, the method predicted the number of cracks which developed

until shrinkage strain of 600 pê is attained. Further cracking that developed beyond

this range are ignored. Table 4.1 also shows the associated tensile stress in the

reinforcement at each crack which in turn are used to determine the crack widths.

By comparing these results with those calculated by Gilbert (1991) in Table 4.2, it

can be seen that the number of cracks obtained using slab wall-wall sub-assemblage

are varied from Gilbert's analysis by + 2 cracks, depending on which crack spacing

equation is used. Similarly, crack widths obtained, are ranged from 0.22mm to

0.6mm. Unlike Gilbert's analysis, creep effect was not considered in this example

and therefore, the results could be over-estimated.

Example 2 Gilbert (1991)

Consider the same structure as in Example 1, but the reinforcement, A, is now

reduced tiom 750mmt per m to 375mm2 per m. The main objective of this example

0.490.220.360.400.300.520.6
Maximum crack

width(mm)

327372347330343300298

Reinforcement'

tensile sbess at

each crack

o r(MPa)

48546J3

No. of

cracks at s,,

300t2l206244174348402W-(rnm)

Christiansen
& Nelson

(1ee7)
^c[224(1e86)

CEB
Manual
(le8s)

Rizkally &
Hwang
(1e84)

Beeby
(1e79)

Leonhardt
(re77)

Hughes
(r97r,te72)
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Chapter 4: Anaþsis ofreslrained reinÍorced concrele slabs in buildings

is to investigate the effect of reinforcement content on the development of cracking

and the associated crack widths. Using the slab wall-wall sub-assemblage method,

the results from the analyses as well as those from Gilbert (1991) are tabulated in

Table 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.

Table 4.3 Results of ExamPle 2

Table 4.4 Results obtained using procedures from Gilbert (1991)

It can be seen from the results of tables that after the first crack has developed, the

reinforcement yielded. As a result, excessive crack widths are obtained. This clearly

demonstrates the need to ensure that suffrcient reinforcement is provided in the

member to avoid this type of serviceability failure.

Examole 3

Consider the same one-way reinforced concrete slab in Example 1, but with

different support conditions as shown below, The column is 6 m in height and also

is assumed to be flrxed at both ends. As shrinkage develops with time, the column

provides partial restraint to the slab movement, while the rigid core does not allow

any movements. The column sizes vary f¡om 300mm x 300mm to 1000 mm x

1000mm. The final shrinkage strain is assumed to be 600 microstrains.

The main objective of this example is to investigate the effect of restraint provided

by the end support. As a result, the slab column-wall sub-assemblage discussed in

Section 4.2.1 is used to carry out the analysis. In each case, reinforced concrete

columns of various cross-sections are analysed. The crack spacing equation

suggested by CEB Manual (1985) is selected to calculate the lengh of cracked

region,Il',r.

,|

Í
J

2I1I11I
No. of

cracks at .'

599122321387318480804W",(mm)

Christiansen
& Nelson
(ree7)

^cr224(1e86)

CEB
Manual
(1e85)

Nzkally &
Hwang
(1e84)

Beeby
(1e78)

Leonha¡dt
(re77)

Hughes
(re7r,re72)

1.37reinforcement yieldedI625

Maximum
crack width (mm)

Reinforcement tensile stress

at each cracþ 6r r(MPa)
No. of cracks at r',

l/",
(mm)
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¿l

6m

One-way reinforced concrete slab

with reinforcement distributed
evenly

5m.

RC column

li
q

:

In effect, the results of these analyses are tabulated in Table 4.5 as shown. The

results of CEB manual (19S5) in Example I are also included for comparisons.

It can be seen that as the columns become smaller in size, the number of cracks

significantly reduced. This is due to the fact that smaller columns provide less

restraint against slab deformation due to sbrinkage and therefore will tolerate more

movement, resulting in smaller restraining forces at the same shrinkage strain. In

fact, no cracks developed when the column sizes were reduced to 400mm by

400mm or smaller when the shrinkage strain reached 600 pe. On the other hand,

when the column sizes were increase to 900mm by 900mm, the number of cracks

that occurred was similar to those with fully restraint supports.

Table 4.5 Results of ExamPle 3

5Example I

51100 mm x 1100 mm

51000 mm x 100 mm

5900 mm x 900 mm

4800 mm x 800 mm

4700 mm x 700 mm

3600 mm x 600 mm

0500 mm x 500 mm

0400 mm x 400 mm

Number of cracksColumn size

t
I

I
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Chapter 4: Analysis ofreslrained reinforced eoncrele slabs in buildings

Example 4

Consider two spans one-way reinforced concrete slabs as shown. The exterior and

interior columns are assumed to be 500mm x 500mm in dimensions. The concrete

and reinforcement properties are the same as Example 1 and apply to both spans.

The ultimate shrinkage is assumed to develop to 600 ps . 
^s 

with Example 3, the

crack spacing equation suggested by CEB Manual (1985) is selected to calculate the

length of cracked region, [il'",

Exterior Interior

500 nmx500 mø column

5m 5m

6m.

RC slab

(span l)
RC slab

(span 2)

r'l
rl,t

1

I

As shrinkage occurs in both spans, the magnitude of the restraining force would be

higher in Span 2 due to the higher restaint. As a result, cracking would first appear

in span 2 before developing in Span 1. The results of this analysis are tabulated in

Table 4.6

Table 4.6 Results of ExamPle 4

Based on these results, cracking would not develop in Span 1 until the restraining

force is sufhcient enough to cause the concrete tensile stress to exceed f'. The

first 3 cracks only occur in Span 2 before causing the next cracks to develop in Span

þ

0.380.33Crack width (mm)

63No. of cracks

206206W", (mm)

Span 2Span 1
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Chapter 5

Control Recommendations for crack
widths and crack control in restrained
members with imposed deformations

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, methods to calculate crack spacings and crack widths in reinforced

concrete members subjected to shrinkage and temperature effects were presented. In

this chapter, acceptable crack widths and methods for controlling crack widths to

satisff the required limits are considered. Crack control is basically achieved either

by allocating sufficient reinforcement with appropriate details, or by introducing

movement joints.

In regard to crack widths, a comparison is made of various guidelines and design

provisions set out by design and building codes as well as those suggested by other

independent researchers in control of cracking. However, it should be understood at

the onset that "control of cracking" in this case relates to the service load which

occurs as a result of restrained and imposed deformations'

The following guidelines and recommendations are those that are widely used and

accepted by the majority of most designers and building authorities:

. CEB Manual (CEB, 1985)

. ACI 224 "Cracking in direct tension" (ACI, 1986)

. ACI 3 l8-89 (ACI Comrnittee, 1989)

. BS 8110: Structural use of concrete:1985 (BSI' 1993)

. CEB - FIP Model Code 1990 (CEB-FIP, 1993)

. AS 3600-1994 (SAA. 1994)

:,1

r

f
I

l
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|l,1

'l

a Other researchers

For simplicity, the method suggested by the Australian code AS3600-1994 (SAA'

I9g4) will be referred as 453600, while the methods developed by CEB Manual

and cEB - FIP Model code (CEB-FIP, 1993) will be mentioned as cEB and the

Code respectively, Likewise, the methods reported by ACI 318-89 (ACI Committee,

1989), ACI224 (ACI, 1986) and BS 8110 Structural use of concrete: 1985 (BSI

1993) will be identified as ACI 3 I 8, ACI 224 and BS 81 10'

5.2 CEB Manual (CEB' 1985)

cEB Manual (1985) provides several methods to control cracking due to axial

tensile forces. These include direct calculation of both crack spacing and crack

width. The procedules 'ù/ere already discussed in Chapter 3. Appropriate limits for

crack width can then be used in conjunction with crack width calculations. Due to

the semi-random process of crack formation and scatter in the material properties,

the calculated crack width is factored. Thus, a design crack width, w¿ (95 percent

fractile) for a member with some restraint is taken as;

wo =1.3w^ (5. 1)

lvhere w, = average crack width calculated using equation (3.69)

in ChaPter 3

As well as a limit on for crack width equation, CEB also specifies that a minimum

amount of reinforcement should be provided so that the tensile stress in the

reinforcement does not exceed the yield strength. This can be achieved by using the

following relationships;

D =- - f' 6.2)r ilrn A".q l,

The effective area of concrete, Ar,el, is used instead of the gross area of the section

and is based on the assumption that only a part of the gross section is affected by the

distribution of tensile stress in the reinforcement. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1. It

should be noted that the tensile strength of concrete should be the value at the time

I
I

I
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Chupter 5: Control Recommendations for crack widths and crack control in restrained membe¡s with imposed deformations

of loading. For cracking due to shrinkage, the values at 3 to 7 days after casting are

appropnate.

x
o
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^
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- 
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Figure 5.1 Dispersion of tensile stress into concrete between cracks

(CEB Manual, 1985)

In addition, crack widths can be reduced by the use of smaller reinforcement at

closer spacings. However, the possibility of reinforcement corrosion then increases.

This is because the advantage gained by reducing the crack width in some particular

cracks may be compromised by the overall increase in the quantity of reinforcement

and larger number of cracks which in effect would contribute to the total risk for

corïosion. In effect, CEB suggests an alternative method to reduce crack width by

increasing the reinforcement ratio and reducing the tensile stress in the

reinforcement.

As well as providing direct calculations for crack control, CEB develops a design

chart which can be used to achieve adequate reinforcement ratios and minimum

reinforcement size. This is reproduced in Figure 5.2. The derivation of the chart is

based on the assumptions that concrete cover increases with increase in severity of

the environment. as shown in Table 5.1 below, and reinforcement spacing should be

the lesser of l5 times the reinfbrcement diameter or 300 mm'
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Table 5.1 Crack width vs. concrete cover (reproduced from CEB Manual (1985) )

200.4

250.2

350.1

Concrete cover (mm)Crack width (zrm)

Additionally, CEB suggests two methods of check for the crack limit state. These

are represented in the Table 5.2 and 5.3 respectively

Table 5.2 Crack control b¡' limitation of bar diameter (reproduced from CEB

Manual, 1985)

where o. is the tensile stress in the reinforcement in the cracked section

Table 5.3 Maximum reinforcement spacing for crack control (reproduced from CEB

Manual, i985)

x indicates that any practical reinforcement spacing should be

satistàctory

(l) 2S0 (2) 350 correspond to 0.7J1,, tbr reintbrcement ot 400 MPa

1220020280

25t2025240

5010050200

Maximum
reinforcement
diameter (mm)

Tensile stress in
reinforcementt

o' (MPa)

Maximum
reinforcement
diameter (mm)

Tensile stress in
reinforcement,

o. (MPa)

Allowable crack width (0.2 mm)Allowable crack width (0.4 mm)

0.4 X x x t'7 5 125 75

0.2 X 100 75 50

0.1 60

r20 160 200 240 2g0(t) 350(2)

Design
Crack width,

u¡ (mm) Maximum spacing (mm)

MPa)d_(
Tensile stress in reinforcement'

Note that
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Chapter 5: Control Recommendations tbr crack widths and crack control in restrained members with imposed deformations

and 500 MPa respectivelY

In all methods recommended, CEB emphasised that the prediction of crack widths

can only give rough estimates. However, these methods should ensure that the

cracks developed would be below the calculated widths. Nevertheless it is not

possible to ignore the possibility that some cracks will exceed this limit. These

situations often arise in locations where there is a change in section or reinforcement

is curtailed or lapped. To overcome this problem, special design provisions may be

required.

I [mml
32 c25 5

c45

25
/2

l¡
c,u
oe
ll

¡¡
¡l 20 $\b c25

c45

1.8

p [v.J

16

12
10
8
6

-- O''
\t.¡ $

04 0.6 0.8 1,0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Figure 5.2 Design chart to calculate minimum reinforcement ratio and

diameter (CEB, 1985)

When using methods suggested by CEB, it is necessary to understand that CEB

specitìes them for cracking which occurs as a result of axial tension. This may not

be the same as axial tension caused by shrinkage and temperature changes. As an

example, CEB accounted tbr the effect of restraints by modiffing several factors in-

some of the eqr-rations. including the tàctor 1.3 in equation (5.1) instead of 1.7 fot

unrestrained members. Hence. it will be necessary to make some alterations in the

analytical procedure in qrder to obtain appropriate results tbr crack widths.

r
/./

,/
)'

/
:/
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Cltoptetir Control Recommendations for crack widths and crack control in restrained members with imposed defomlations

5.3 ACI 224 " Cracking in direct tension" (1986)

ACI 224 treats control of cracking due to direct tension by minimising the

maximum crack width. This is achieved at the design stage by providing sufhcient

reinforcement and at the construction stage by stage placing of concrete. The first

provision is considered most effective when the reinforcement diameters as well as

the spacings are kept as small as possible for a given total area of reinforcement.

However, the report does not actually speciff any limitations for the reinforcement

in the member. The second provision is achieved by minimising shrinkage and

temperature effects from taking place during and immediately after construction so

that there is sufficient time for concrete to gain adequate strength. The methods in

which these are carried out are described in many references concerning

construction practices and guidelines, and therefore will not be elaborated further.

5.4 ACI 318-89 (ACI Committee' 1989)

The American Building code, ACI 318-89 gives provision for crack control in the

slab due to shrinkage and temperature changes in the regions of low moment or

where flexural stress is small. These situations can occur in the span direction where

cracks caused by shrinkage or temperature changes can be accommodated by

flexural cracks, while in the orthogonal span direction, additional reinforcement is

needed to control these direct tension cracking.

As a result, ACI 318-89 requires designers to provide shrinkage and temperature

reinforcement at right angle to the flexural reinforcement in a member where

t'lexural actions are more significant. For shrinkage and temperature reinforcement.

the following the minimum reinforcement ratios are recommended.

(a) Deformed bars with grade 40 or 50 in slabs 0'0020

(b) Deforrned bars with grade 60 or welded wire

fabric ( plain or deforured ) in slabs 0'0018

(c) Reinforcement with yield stress exceeding

60,000 psi measured at a yield strain of 0.35 %

0.0018 x 60,000

.t ,,
is used
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The above requirements do not have to be satisfied in every situation' Gilbert (1992)

has commented that these values are merely the absolute minimum and

reinforcement in excess of these may be necessary in some restrained members to

provide adequate crack control.

5.5 BS 8110: 1985 (BSI, 1993)

BS 8l l0 gives allowance for cracking due to shrinkage and temperature changes by

providing sufficient reinforcement to distribute the amount of cracks along the

member. The majority of these provisions were given in reference with cracking

which occurs in reinforced concrete walls. As a guide, the Code recommends a

maximum crack width of 0.3mm, unless the environment to which the member is

exposed to, is particular aggressive. To achieve this, the Code suggests minimum

reinforcement ratios, p,nin , depending on the grade of reinforcement.

(a) For grade 460 and above

(b) For grade 250

pu,¡n= 0.0025

Pr,¡í,:0'003

The Code assumes that minimum reinforcement ratios should ensure that excessive

cracking does not occur and the determination of crack widths is no longer

necessary. As an alternative, the foregoing provisions can be ignored and crack

widths can be calculated analytically to prove that they are satisfactory. However,

the equation given applies to cracking due to flexure. BS 8110 suggested that

cracking due to axial tension can also be used, but with "caution". By ensuring that

0.8 f
the strain in the tension reinforcement is limit to -L, the design surface crack

E,

width can be given in accordance to the following relationship;

3a*e,, (5.3)llk = (a,, - c ur,, )l+
h

'uvlrere ctcr .., : distance from the point considered to the

surf.ace of the nearest longitudinal

reinf-orcement
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C mtn = minimum concrete cover

: average at the level considered

: depth of the member

8,,

h

It should be noted that equation (5.3) is valid only for members subjected to axial

tensile force. A similar expression for crack width for members under flexure is also

available and can be found in the Code.

In addition, when the crack width being considered is directly above the

reinforcement, (when acr: cntin), then equation (5.3) is reduced to;

w o = 3c n,rl,, (5'4)

On the other hand, when the distanc e arris increased towards infinity (a", -) co ), the

crack \ /idth in equation (5.4) approaches;

wo =3hen, (s.s)

By inspection, it can also be seen that the crack width can not exceed the value

given below;
w, =3arr:,, (5'6)

BS 8ll0 advised that using either the empirical recommendations or the analytical

calculations, should ensure that crack widths remain satisfactory' However, cracking

is a semi-random process, occasionally, cracks which are larger than the one

predicted, may occur. They can be treated as normal unless a significant number of

these cracks exceed the calculated width'

5.6 CEB - FIP Model Code 1990 (CEB-FIP' 1993)

This Code stipulates that crack control is one of the criteria which must be satisfied

tbr the serviceability state.

The Code requires that sufficient is provided to avoid yielding of the reinforcement

aftcr cracking, The satisfaction of this requirement eliminates the need to calculate

crack widths. By appropriately choosing the size and spacing of the reinforcing bars

Lrsing Table 5.4 given by the Code. the majority of crack widths occurring along

reinf'orced concrete members should not exceed the value of 0.3 mm. In most
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circumstances, this should satisry the crack width limitation criterion (usually 0'3

mm).

The calculation of the tensile stress in the reinforcement in both cases can be carried

out using the method discussed in Chapter 3. For cracking due to restraint, the

maximum diameter of the reinforcing bar should be further modified using the

equation given as;

d = d,,o*
f' (s.7)
2.9

where d,,or : maximum diameter of reinforcing bar

given in Table 5.4

fi : the Code recommends the use of mean tensile

strength of concrete, at the time when crack

occurs

Table 5.4 Maximum size and spacing of deformed bars in reinforced concrete

section (CEB-FIP, 1993)

5450

6400

608360

100l0320

150t4280

20020240

25025200

30032r60

Maximum reinforcing bar

(mm)

Maximum reinforcing bar

(mm)

Tensile stress in the reinforcement

(MPa)
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Furthermore, for members with an overall depth less than or equal to 200 mm and

only subjected to axial tension, the Code allows the maximum spacing not to be

greater than 300 mm. even when a more accurate calculation is adopted.

In some extreme cases where excessive crack width is considered a major failure, it

is necessary to explicitly calculate the crack widths in the reinforced concrete

members. An example is where crack widths need to be maintained very small to

ensure watertightness and to prevent cotrosion of the reinforcement from an

aggressive environment. The Code provides an analytical procedure to calculate the

design crack width for transverse cracks based on the relationships between the

maximum distance over cracked region which can be assumed as the maximum

crack spacing, and the average tensile strain in the reinforcement and concrete and

strain in the concrete caused by shrinkage over this distance.

Wo=Sr^(t.,o,-€"r,-€) (s.8)

In the above expression , S,^ can be determined by adopting either of the equations

below;

For single crack formation

le.

(5.e)

or for a stabilised cracking stage

d
s (s.10)

3.6 p al

In both equation (5.9) and (5.10), the value of the average bond stress, rave caîbe

considered as 1.8 times the mean tensile strength of concrete at the time of cracking

while the modulus ratio ne irird effective reinf'orcement ratio, P"¡ csin be obtained

from the table and methods outlined in the Code respectively

Ìr¿(
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In this case, minimum reinforcement ratio, P,¡, is equal to 0.0035 if the

reinforcement containing 400 MPa is used.

5.8 Other researchers

A number of researchers including Hughes (197L) and (1973), Campbell-Allen and

Hughes (l9g l) and Beeby (1979r) proposed methods to calculate a minimum amount

of reinforcement in the member. In all cases, they were developed for a reinforced

concrete member with fully restrained supports subjected to shrinkage and

temperature changes. A general equation for a minimum reinforcement ratio, p-,,

can be derived based on the following considerations:

First, consider a stage after which a crack has formed and equate forces in the

regions ofuncracked (region 1) and cracked (region 2) regrons as shown in Figure

53.

õr1

Rcgim 1 Regim 2 Rcgim I

(a) Concrete stresses along the length of the slab

as2

Rcgim I Rcgim2 Rcgim I

(b) Tensile stress in the reinforcement

Figure 5.3 Equilibrium of forces in uncracked

and cracked region

An equilibrium equation can be obtained as shown;

Ara r2 = A"a"r - Ara rt

where ø,r: the tensile stress in reinforcement in region 2

o"t : the tensile stless in concrete in region 1

(5 13)

ocl

as1asl
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o,t : the compressive stress in reinforcement in

region I

The reinforcement ratio is also defined as;

A
p s (s.14)

A

By rearranging equation (5.14) and substituting it into equation (5.13), the following

relationship can be obtained as;

arl (s.1 s)p
o12-art

Therefore, a minimum reinforcement Iatio, P^¡n QM then be obtained by assuming

that the tensile stresses in the reinforcement and concrete approach their yield

strength simultaneouslY.

Hughes (1972) presented several techniques to determine the value ø",. The

analysis by Brickell and Hoadley (1976) accounted for a,t by equating

compatibility equation for the compressive strain in the bonded regions remoted

from the crack. However since the value of o., is much Smaller that o'r', it is

quite reasonable to ignore or approximate it to'zero, (Hughes, 1978). Hence when

a,z= f,y ar.d o,t: f,' ,the minimum reinforcement ratio can be given as;

P o,,,
J' (s.16)
f,,

where f,' = the tensile strength of concrete

/u = the yield strength of the reinforcement

Hughes (1978) furrher modihed equation (5.16) to allow for the possible variation

in material properties and adopted tensile strength of concrete after 3 days forf

value. Therefore, another equation for critical reinforcement ratio was proposed as

tbllows.

c
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(5.17)

where Kt : afactor to provide for the possible variation in

materials properties, and in general can be taken as 1' 1

Similarly, Campbell-Allen and Hughes (1981) suggested the following expression

for the minimum reinforcement ratio,

î,
Pcr¡t = nt 

f,

t.2f;
11 =-I'cnl

J,,

(5. i 8)

In general, direct tension cracking causes by these effects, develops when concrete is

still immature. Therefore, tensile strength of concrete in its immature state must be

used in equation (5.18). Brickell and Hoadley (1976) suggested that a first crack is

likely to form after 24 hours of concrete casting. Hughes (1971) and (1972)

recommended an expression for tensile concrete strength after 3 days as an upper

limit should be substituted into the equation (5.1S). Both Vetter and Evans' as

reported by Brickell and Hoadle y (197 6) used concrete strength of either 7 or 28 day

concrete strength to evaluate the minimum reinforcement ratios in their studies'

Most researchers, Evans and Hughes (1968), Hughes (1972) and (1973) and

campbell-Allen and Hughes (1981) agreed that yielding of reinforcement and the

subsequent formation of wide cracks would not occul provided that p is kept above

p,,,,n. Brickell and Hoadley (1976) fuither commented that even though the critical

reinforcement ratio is satisfied, crack widths may not be within limiting values for

durability, serviceability or strength. In effect, additional reinforcement may be

required to obtain finer cracks. Murray (1991) fuither advised that maximum tensile

stress of 200 MPa should also be imposed in the reinforcement to ensure a

reasonable crack widths'

As already discussed in Chapter 3, Base and Murray (1978) and (1982) disputed the

accuracy and suitability of the traditional approaches (as suggested by Hughes

(1912)and (1973) to control cracking. Hence they proposed an alternative method
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which contradicts the traditional believes and assumptions in direct tension

cracking.

So far in this review, the equations for minimum reinforcement ratio are directly

depended on both the area of concrete A, and area of reinforcement lr' The problem

lies whether to adopt the gross section area or just the effective area which

contributes to the restraining action. Harrison (1981) explained that only a hnite

area within an effectiv e zone around the reinforcement restrains the contraction of

.concrete. Therefore this effective zone must be used for area of concrete rather than

the gross section. In addition, the use of concrete gross section of concrete in the

design can be uneconomical and unnecessary for the control of surface crack widths.

This is applicable in particular to a massive concrete section where strain

distribution across the cross-section can not assumed to be uniform since shrinkage

and thermal strains only occur close to the surface'

Hughes (1972) advised that the reinforcement ratio should be based on an effective

,,surface zone" where an effective thickness that only contributes to surface cracking

be used in the analysis. These arguments generally agreed favourably with the

recommendations from CEB Manual (19S5) discussed in Section 5'2

5.9 Summary and conclusion

From this review, it can be seen that a minimum amount of reinforcement is

typically specified by codes and standards to ensure that yielding of the

reinforcement does not take place. The values may be influenced by subjective

decisions made by the designers, as well as by the contribution from external factors

such as environment, climate and exposure conditions'

In the design codes ¡eviewed, CEB Manual (i985) provides the most comprehensive

treatment for reinforced concrete members subjected to only axial tensile forces.

Although, it is not as straight forward as some, the requirements apply to many

situations where restrained and imposed deformations are the cause of cracking' A

procedure is also given to calculate crack spacing and crack width for design' even

though it is stated that for a restrained reint'orced concrete member, it may not be

necessary to carry out such calculations. This is because cracking in restrained
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members may not actually reach a stabilising state. In addition, a minimum

reinforcement ratio is specified, but an effective area section of concrete is used

rather than the gross area section.

In many ways, the CEB-FIP 1990 (CEB-FIP, 1993) adopted similar design

assumptions and analytical procedures to the CEB Manual (19S5). As with the CEB

Manual (1985), it was developed based on long experience and research output of

the Euro-International Committee for Concrete (CEB) which carried extensive

experimental investigations on this topic. As a result, it should be expected that

fundamentally, both methods are closely related. In fact, the existing CEB-FIP 1990

(CEB-FIP, 1993) is a revision of the preceeding code published in 1978 to improve

the understanding of the performance of concrete and improving the analytical and

design techniques over the previous ones.

A53600 (SAA, 1994) and ACI 318-89 (ACI Committee, 1989), on the other hand,

briefly treat the topics of cracking due to shrinkage and temperature effects. Neither

requires the calculation of crack width as a standard procedure' The conect

interpretation of terms like "degree of restraint" and "primary and secondary" in AS

3600 can also have a large influence on the amount of reinforcement provided.

Unlike A53600, ACI 318-89 does not relate direct tension cracking to other factors

such as degree of restraint, degree of crack control etc. In addition, both codes

assume that the reinforcement for flexure in the span direction is sufficient to

accommodate cracking caused by shrinkage and temperature effects, while in the

direction orthogonal to the span, a minimum amount of reinforcement is specified'

While 
^CI 

224 (ACI, 1936) emphasises the importance of crack control due to

direct tension, it does not impose any specific values for reinforcement. It does

stress however that the reinforcement can be used to control both crack spacing and

crack width most effectively when it is closely spaced and the diameters are kept as

small as possible.

Likewise, BS8l l0 specifies a minimum reinforcement ratio to control shrinkage and

temperature cracking. The Code assumes that a similar amount of reinforcement to

reinfbrced concrete walls subjected to shrinkage and temperature should ensure

similar satisfaction in other members. The anal¡ical method to calculate crack
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width is however more complicated. It seems that the equation was developed

mainly for cracking due to flexure and, as is the case with other design codes, they

tend to assume that cracking due to flexure is the primary concern. Once it is

satisfied, clacking due to axial tension becomes a secondary concern which only has

to satisff the minimum reinforcement ratio'

Methods developed by Hughes (1972) and (1973), Hughes (1978), and Cambell-

Allen and Hughes (1981) provide similar approaches to those of the design codes'

Unlike some codes, however, they were specifically developed for shrinkage and

temperature cracking rather than cracking due to axial tension' The experiments

conducted were based on reinforced concrete walls subjected to shrinkage.

Nevertheless, it should be applicable to other type of structures, including the slab

system. The equations flom Hughes (1978) and Cambell-Allen and Hughes (1981)

are actually derivatives of the original equation from Hughes (1972) and (1973)'

Hughes (1978) refined the equation given by Hughes (1972) and (1973) by

accounting for the possible variation in material properties and adopted tensile

strength of concrete after 3 days for /' value'

In summary, it can be concluded that control of cracking due to restraint

deformation is possible through the use of sufficient reinforcement in the member'

A large number of literature and design codes reviewed, provide a minimum value

of reinforcement to ensure that excessive cracking does not occur. As a result, it is

not necessary to calculate the crack widths if this is satished. Table 5.5 summarises

these recommendations to demonstrate their differences. Moreover, it is also a good

practice to use the reinforcement with smallest diameter and spacing as practical as

possible to effectively control the magnitude of crack spacing and crack widths'

Nevertheless, it should be understood also that designers should not merely accept

these simple code methods for determining crack control reinforcement areas

without questioning or understanding the limitations in certain cases'
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Table 5.5 A summary of various minimum reinforcement ratio equations

Hughes (1978) Pr¡n = Kl

Campbell-Allen and Hughes (1981) P,,u,
1.21'

Hughes (1972,1973)
_t'

.fo
Pn¡n

BS 8r l0
= 0.0025 for reinforcement with grade 460 or above

p,,,,= 0'003 for reinforcement with grade 250
P m¡n

CEB Manual (1985)
J,

f"Pn¡n

ACI3l8-89

Pn,¡n:0.002 for deformed bars with grade 40 or 50 in slabs

Pm¡n:0.0018 for deformed bars with grade 6031 May, 1998

or welded wire fabric in slabs

A53600

P,,¡n:0.0063 for deformed bars with yield strength of 400

MPa where severe exposure condition is critical

P,¡n:0.005 for deformed bars with yield strength of 400

MPa where exposure condition is less critical

Methods of crack control Minimum reinforcement ratio' pmin
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Chapter 6

Design of reinforced concrete buildings
for restrained and imPosed
deformations

6.1 Introduction

Design of a reinforced concrete building for restrained and imposed deformations

must be considered in the preliminary stages to ensure that all the potential problems

are properly examined. If a building is poorly designed or the effects of imposed

deformations are neglected, problems associated with excessive cracking can occur.

In normal circumstances, design for restrained and imposed deformations becomes a

specific and unique problem for each building since it is not possible to develop a

general design technique to satisfy all potential distress conditions in all buildings.

Nevertheless, several strategies can be used to ensure that a good design is achieved.

This chapter considers these design strategies and investigates how they can

improve the design of reinforced concrete buildings to minimise the effects of

restrained and imposed deformations.

The fìrst strategy follows on fiom the findings of previous chapters. A trial design is

analysed to calculate all the lorces involved and whether the scrviccability can be

satistìed. A second strategy is to control the restrained and imposed deformations so

that <io not compromise the serviceability of the members. A third strategy is to

allow lor partial or total detbrmation at discrete locations within the building

structLlre so that there is relief of the tensile stresses in the concrete. This is achievecl
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by incorporating movement joints. As a matter of fact, a combination of these

strategies may be needed in order to come up with the most feasible design solution.

6.2 Strategy 1: Analysis of members using sub-assemblage

systems.

For a trial design, it is best to consider a structural system that avoids the use or

incorporates the least number ofjoints as possible. For such design, Jürgen(1995)

suggested that existing tables and rules of thumb for estimating the necessary

numbers of joints should be avoided. In order to estimate the magnitude of the

imposed deformations and the restraining forces, the results from previous chapters

can be used. This is achieved by considering sub-assemblages in critical regions of

the structure. The crack widths and crack spacings are then calculated and

compared with the design requirements. If the design requirements are not satisfied,

then modification of the trial design can be made by increasing reinforcement

content to provide adequate control ofthe cracking.

Usually, reinforcement exceeding the minimum requirement is needed to control

excessive cracking in regions where the section of the member is weakened by

service shafts and stairwells or by the reductions in member thickness and sizes.

Rogers (1972) designed a very long horizontal structure, in which cracks were not

permissible at all by over reinforcing so that they could withstand the effect of

temperature changes. After many years in service, the structure was still reported to

perform as intended.

6.3 Strategy 2: Limiting the restraining forces and deformations

There are several ways in which the restraining forces and deformations can be

restricted to an acceptable level. Some are applied during the design phase; others

during the construction phase, to achieve a satisfactory outcome.

6.3.1 Controlling the causes of deformations

Ruth (1995) suggested a number of possible means to reduce the effects of

shrinkage and temperature change. Controlling the construction process can reduce

deformation due to shrinkage in a structure. As long as it does not significantly

affect the schedule, the completion of any shrinkage-sensitive regions should be

rl
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delayed so that tensile strength of concrete can gain sufficient strength to

accommodate any high tensile stresses which develop. Furthermore, casting of the

concrete in a foundation slab can be sequenced so that the shrinkage is minimised.

This can be achieved by adopting a checkerboa¡d pattern where only alternate

squares are cast at the same time, but it is often diffrcult to access the casting areas

and time consuming to split the formwork, ( Rulh, 1995) and (Rainger, 1983)' A

better alternative may be to cast the slab in alternate long strips, approximately 4'5

to 5 m in width with longitudinat construction joints between strips, (Rainger,

1933). The two types of casting pattems are shown in Figure 6.la and b.

In modern ground slab design for large warehouses where it is necessary to break up

casting into a number of pours because of its large size, post tensioning is often used

to control shrinkage and temperature cracking. This is achieved by panially

prestressing the slab approximately after 24 hours after casting. The results ensure a

ground slab relatively free of cracks and with fewer expansion joints. However the

adjacent casting area must be left accessible for partial and full stressing before

pouring can proceed.

n Strips cast frrst

Infill strips

(a) Slabs casted in long alternate strips (b) Slabs casted in chequer board pattern

Figure 6.1 Two types of casting pattern to minimise restrained

deformation in large ground floor slab

Another method which can be incorporated dunng construction is to reduce the

effects of temperature which can contribute to large deformation. If possible, casting

of members should commence when the temperature is at a medium level so that

there is a smaller change in temperature experienced by the concrete. Casting in

¿

T
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extreme temperatures can also be alleviated by providing temporary thermal

insulation to minimise the amount of moisture loss.

In addition, there are many factors that can influence the degree of shrinkage in

concrete as already explained in Chapter 2. Thus, a suitable choice of concrete mix

design can improve the tensile strength of concrete. Ruth (1995) recommended the

concrete mixes with a low cement content and a low water/cement ratio.

6.3.2 Minimising the restraints and restraining forces

The position of structural members can greatly influence the degree of restraints and

the development of restraining forces. Hence, it is important to carefully plan the

locations of each member so that the interaction between members does not

generate excessive restraining forces. To minimise the restraints, layout of stiff

structural or members should be considered early in the design process' The

positioning of shear walls, lift cores and other stiff lateral, load resisting members

can be used to minimise restraint due to the induced deformations, (Alexander and

Lawson, 1981).

Modern construction practice tends to brace building with shea¡ walls or lift cores.

These act as stiff regions, not only in resisting wind load, but also in resisting

horizontal movement. A lift core generally offers great resistance to deformations in

all directions while a wall would only does so in its own plane. Figure 6.2a

illustrates cases where judicious positioning of these members is used to great

advantage in reducing the restraint by allowing a greater degree of movement.

Special attention should be drawn to the use of only one stiffening core and for

shear walls perpendicular to the longitudinal facade. On the other hand, the

arrangement of these members as indicated in Figure 6.2b illustrates poor designs

which generate larger restraint amongst the structural members.

Restraints in the slabs normally originate externally from the supporting members,

as well as internally from the reinforcement, but it is frequently very difficult to

assess the amount of restraint provided by such supports precisely (Rainger, 1983)'

As already explained, the amount of restraint and restraining forces are largely

dependent on the relative stiffnesses of the connected or adjacent members. It can be

.'¡
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shown that the problems caused by relative deformation between interior slabs and

roof slabs can be minimised by introducing pin or hinged joints as shown in Figure

6.3 to permit some degree of free rotation.

Stiff concrete
core

Stiffbracking
or shear walls

Figure 6.2a Conect positions of stiffening or bracing elements

In some situations, locations and type of connection of columns can affect the

magnitude of restraining forces. Alexander and Lawson (1981) suggested that partial

:l
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Ì
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I
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connection of columns can reduce the build up of restraining forces in the structural

system, in particular partially hinged columns can be more beneficial since they are

less sensitive to temperature changes and thus should be used as long as the overall

stability is not compromised.

l!
ii

Stiff concrete
cofe

Stiff concrete

(La¡ge restraint on floor slabs)

Stiffbracking
or shear walls

I ln"roaint on floor slabs) 
I

(High torsional moment)

core

Figure 6.2b lnconect positions of stiffening or bracing elements
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Cont¡action of intenor slab

++

i Contraction ofinterior slab

ì++

Roofslab exparsion
.<þ

Roofslab expansion

+

Pin / hinge joins
are designed to
provide some degree

of fl exibility (rotation)

Restrain

Restraint

/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/ /,

/,/./,/,

<-.----'--'--

See below

Slabs and colomns are rigidly attached to each other

(Reproduced from Figure 3.la)

Figure 6.3 Pin or hinge joints incorporated to minimise restraint

Roofs are often subjected to higher temperature than the floors below, and columns

should be design to move sympathetically. However, in car park construction, short

columns adjacent to ramps may not, in practice be sufficiently flexible to permit this

movement without cracking.

Research conducted by National Academy of Sciences (1974) also indicated that

temperature effects on buildings with fixed columns based are likely to be more

severe and cause more stress to the members than on buildings with hinged-column

bases. Comparisons of two buildings indicated that induced stresses (shear forces,
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axial forces and bending moments) caused by temperature effects at critical regions

within the lowest story were almost double those at the corresponding locations in

the hinged column building. Therefore, design of reinforced concrete buildings with

a view to minimise restraint and resultant restraining forces, should consider the

influence of the type of frame, type of connection to the foundation, and the stiffness

against lateral displacement of the structural framing.

National Academy of Sciences fuither reported the influences of the symmetry of

the building in terms of lateral stiffness against lateral displacement on the

magnitude of stresses and deformations. They found that buildings, whose main

structural frames provide identical stiffnesses against lateral displacement in both

directions, are likely to develop smaller stresses and deformations than buildings

whose main structural frames provide different stiffnesses against lateral

displacement. The latter construction can exist in buildings where main structural

frames such as columns or shear walls at one end offer significantly greater stiffness

against horizontal displacement than the rest of columns.

With these two findings in mind, it is critical to investigate the influences of

additional factors such as type of frame, type of connection to the foundation, and

the stiffness against lateral displacement of the building structural frame (and the

resultant restraining forces).

Good construction practice can also play a vital role in minimising restraints.

Ideally, construction should proceed away from any likely restraint, and the

restraints should be located towards the plan centre of the building so that large

confìning strains are not generated (Alexander and Lawson. 1981). In fact, designers

should consult with the builder for some input in regard to method of construction

or construction sequence during the design process when ever possible.

An example of construction of a slab spanning between concrete core and end

restraints given by Alexander and Lawson (1981) can be used to illustrate this. For a

single pour of slab spanning between rigid cores as shown in Figure 6.4a, restrained

strain is induced according to the sum of the early-age temperature. in service

temperature range and shrinkage strains. On the other hand, a slab which is poured
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sequentially between the cores, can cause large lateral forces on the cores. The cores

may not be able to provide sufficient restraint against such large forces, especially if

the cores contain several blackouts and openings, which in this case may lead to

shear cracking in the cores themselves (Figure 6.4b and c). Thus, it is recommended

that the final pour should be relatively short, and delayed if possible to minimise the

"locked in" strains.

6.3.3 Accommodation of restraining forces and restrained deformations

To some extent, the approach discussed in the previous section is adopted in the

design so as to minimise or avoid the problem all together. In contrasting effects, the

design strategy presenting here is used, possibly in combination with the previous

strategies, to allow each member and the whole structure to be able to respond to

imposed deformation in such a manner that its serviceability would not

compromised.

As a consequence, this section investigates a number of design techniques used to

accommodate for these restraining forces and deformations. Of cause, this task

would not be possible to cover every design situations, but at least, this can be used

to emphasise that clever design techniques always exist and can be cleverly applied

in building structures to reduce or eliminate the problem.

One of the most notable efforts was by Khan and Fintel (1971) who presented

several techniques to account for the effects of differential deformations in vertical

members on other structural members such as slabs and walls. They suggested that it

is possible and appropriate to design around the problem of these natures. Problem

posed by differential deformations between the exterior columns and the shear walls

and their adverse effects on the slab system can be avoided by forming hinges

around the shear walls connecting to the slabs, at least in the upper stories, to avoid

high moments (Figure 6.5a, b and c). Details shown in these figures can be used to

eliminate the possibility of spalling due to overstress of the slab at the wall, Khan

and Fintel (1971). In fact, this detail was successfully used in a 38 story building in

USA from the 29th story onward.
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Concrete Combinalion of shains

caused by slrinkage
qnd tsmporaturo efiects

Concrete

Concrete pouring sequence
are in thc final pour

Props

(a) Recommended slab construction sequence between concrete core

(reproduced from Alexander and Lawson ,1981)

Plan of interior slab below roof slab

(b) Possible major cracks fonn at plane of concentration of strain

Expansion ofroofslab
.*

Contraction of interior slab due to shrinkage

æ

Conc¡ete Concr€te

core

core core

Conc¡ete
core

Concrcte
core

Cracking due
to stpa¡

cofe

(c) Cracking as a result of different deforrnation between roof slab

and interior slab

Figure 6.4 Cracking in slabs and walls due to imposed deformation
(reproduced from Alexander & Lawson, l98l)
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wall
shearHinge

Hinge

I

Exterior frame

Slab floor plan

Figure 6.5a Hinging rirrangment of slab around shear wall
(based on drawing from Khan & Fintel" 1972)

6

r,o
I

Figure 6.5b Hinge at joist section (reproduced from Khan & Fintel, t97l )
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=
C{

N

(0
I

6

Figure 6.5c Hinge at waffle section (reproduced from Khan & Fintel, I97l)

However, problem concerning differential deformation in large interior columns

close to shear walls requires different solution to the above. Khan and Fintel (1971)

suggested that it could be overcome by connecting them with a deep beam which, in

effect makes the columns act as parts of the shear wall. This is illustrated in Figure

6.6. The main function of the deep beam is to transfer loads from the shear wall into

the adjacent columns, thus creating an equalising effect. As an alternative, a very

heavy beams (story high) at the roof level or at intermediate and roof levels can be

used to perform the same function.

Columns in reinforced concrete buildings which contain different percentages of

reinfbrcement and different volume to surface ratio, are also more susceptible to

diftèrential shortening. In particular, buildings with over thirly stories can be over-

stressed in the region close to the junction between slab system and column' In

similar effect, rigid slab and beams can also be sensitive to differential vertical

deformation at the supports due to differential foundation movements. As a result, it

may be advisable to consider longer span between the rigid slab and the adjacent

columns during the clesign stage to allow thc structure with greater flexibility. Khan

and Fintel (1971) recommended that structures with over thirty stories should be

designed so that all interior columns have identical percentage of reinforcement.
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Exterior

She¿¡

Floor slab wall

Interior

Figure 6.6 Connecting beam between interior column and shear wall
(based on drawing from Khan and Fintef l97l)

6,4 Strategy 3: Accommodation of deformations by incorporating

movement joints

So far, strategy 1 and 2 concentrate on ways in which imposed deformations and

restraining forces can be confiolled or minimised. In other words, reinforced

concrete buildings can be designed so as to avoid the problems or they can be

designed to live with the problems. However, it is very often that the magnitude of

imposed deformations and restraining forces in the members can remain very large

even though all the design provisions have been adopted. In addition, if the

reinforcement requirements are unacceptably high, due to cost or other adverse

effects on performance, a compromise between the first two approaches has to be

made. This is achieved by allowing greater deformations in the structure. A simplest

way is to have a complete or physical discontinuity by introducing movement joints

in the sub-assemblage which is being investigated.

A cost comparison of the alternative solutions, namely extra reinforcement, design

modification, or a movement joint allows the most feasible design decision to be

made. If movement joints are necessary, then a re-evaluation of the design is

advisable in order to rationalise the locations of joints and to ensure that other

requirements such as robustness are satisfied.
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The topic of movement joint in reinforced concrete buildings is discussed in more

detail in Chapter 7

6.5 SummarY

Design of reinforced concrete buildings to withstand restrained and imposed

deformations requires the investigation of the material properties used in the

buildings, causes and effects of imposed deformations, and how to control imposed

deformations. It is however difficult to generalise a design approach to handle every

distress conditions since each building is unique in many aspects' including

structural layouts, design criteria, functional requirements and construction methods'

Thus, each building structure needs to be assessed individually to evaluate the

effects.

Three design strategies have been recommended which can be considered during the

design process to design for restrained and imposed deformations' First is to use the

procedures suggested in previous chapters (in particular chapter 4) to evaluate the

relevant forces involved. It is important to avoid the use of movement joints if

possible. The crack width obtained is then checked against the design lequirements'

The second strategy studies different ways in controlling the magnitude of imposed

deformations and the deformation itself. This is achieved by clever design which

circumvent the problem of imposed deformations' The third strategy is to

accommodate the deformations by incorporating movement joints.

In conclusion, it is apparent that control of restrained and imposed deformations

requires more than just sufficient reinforcement to satisf, all the building code

criteria. Planning for the locations of each member should be considered early so

that the interactions between each member does not result in large build up of

internal stresses or restraining forces. This can be achieved by understanding of how

both structural and non-structural members responds to imposed deformations

caused by time-dependent deformations so that early remedies can be provided'

Being able to recognise all the important factors that affect the causes of

deformations, is also another critical step which can lead to successful design of this

type of structure.
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Chapter 7

Movement Joints in RC Buildings

7,1 Introduction

Movement joints by many are considered as arlificial cracks which are strategically

placed to minimise cracking in other parts of the structure' By introducing

movement joints, weak regions in the structure are created so that cracking occurs in

these designated locations where it is of little importance, or produces linle visual

impact. For example, in situations where the use of additional reinforcement is not

practical to control excessive cracking, movement joints can be used to concentrate

the cracking in preformed grooves. As another example, movement joints are used

in the sanitary structures to relieve tensile stresses associated with shrinkage and

temperature changes (Rice, 1984 and Gogate, 1984) and hence to minimise crack

width and leakage.

Movement joints are also used in many building structures to isolate various

members so that they behave independently, in order to satisfy design constraints or

to simpliff of the analysis. Sometimes movement joints are used against existing

construction to avoid excessive restraining forces. In precast construction lvhere

members have to be limited in size due to the restriction of crane capacity and the

option of achieving continuity is not possible in the structure, movement joints have

to be used.

As discussed in ChapterT by Rüth (1995), designers should first investigate all the

possibility of eliminating the use of movement joints in building. If this is not

possible, the nr-rmber ofjoints used, should be kept to minimum and be as simple as

possible. Problems also result because joints are given insutficient attention by

designers both in terms of their locations and detailed design' In many aspects of
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structural engineering, the most successful plojects are based on well considered

conceptual designs (Barton, 1989). It is crucial that designers properly identiff and

assess all the relevant factors during the early design stages.

Barlon (1989) recommended that the following factors should be investigated prior

to adopting movement joints in building structures;

a) magnitude of thermal, elastic, creep and shrinkage deformations

without joints;

b) magnitude and locations of the restraining forces which develop in

the structure;

c) building length compared with the empirical recommendations for

joint sPacing; and

d) effect of cracking on architectural elements and finishes'

After the investigations of the above factors are carried out, designers must decide

whether a complete physical separation is required, or a partial separation with the

transfer of some force components. Past experience has shown that joints which are

completely separable are the most reliable and easiest to design and construct' Rüth

(1995) pointed out that most damages observed in buildings indicated that the

intended function of joints is not often achieved in practice because of an incorrect

choice of joint detail and the precision needed for proper functioning of the joints

can not be attained during construction. Sometimes a lack of supervision during

construction results in design assumptions being different to the construction

procedures. Therefore it is crucial that designer's participation in the project should

continue right up to the completion of the building'

7.2 Types of movement joints (Review of current practice)

Various types of movement joints are used, depending on the type of movement to

be allowed. In reinforced concrete b¡ildings, they can be categorised into two major

groups. The t-rrst group consists of joints that provide total physical separation

between the adjacent membcrs, a¡d hence allow fiee translation and rotation in all

directions of each member, thus relieving all tensile stresses in the region' These are

refèrred to as expansion joints or isolation joints. The second group consists of
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joints that only provide partial sepalation. In this group, reinforcement may be

continued across the joint but the section is either reduced or debonded' The reason

for this is to establish a plane of weakness to force the cracks to occur within the

joint. These joints accommodate movement in one direction only, and are often

referred as contraction joints or shrinkage control joints'

7.2.1 Expansion Joints or Isolation Joints

These joints are mainly used to reduce restraining forces which develop as a result

of temperatufe changes. They are frequently located to isolate walls from floors or

rootì, or to divide long concrete decks into shorter lengths' Expansion joints are also

referred to as isolation joints (Barton, 1989). They are complicated and require

routine maintenance to keep them functioning as intended' By properly locating the

joints, the restraining forces can be largely eliminated by permitting the separated

members of the building to expand and contract freely without affecting structural

integrity or serviceability (ACI 224, lgg5). The expansion joints thus isolate the

building members and alleviate cracking due to contractions in the structure.

The width of the joints as recommended by Acl 224 (1995) should be in the range

of 25 to 150 mm, depending on the maximum temperature rise. Nonetheless, it

should be sufficient to withstand the largest relative movements occurring under

extreme conditions such as earthquake and, the separated members must not come

into contact at any times. CCAA (1996) also suggested that a joint width of at least

25 mm is needed to allow easy removal of formwork from the gap between the

members

In general, no reinforcement is usually taken through expansion joint but it is not

unusual to include it to transfer shear and prevent differential deflection. These are

shown in Figure 7.1. The reint-orcement, if present. must be debonded to allow free

axial movement as shown in Figure 7.1a. and are common locations at door

openings or areas which are frequently accessed'

As stated earlier, expansion joints are mainly used so that the separated members

can expand and contract tieely due the temperature changes, but often they can also

be used to accommodate differential t'oundation movements. The term "expansion
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joinf', as suggested by Potter (1969), is misleading since the overall shrinkage for a

concrete structure is generally \arger than the probable expansion due to

temperature changes. Warner et al (1998) also reported that some designers argue

that the contraction due to shrinkage effect would always exceed any expansion

which can occgr. As a result, expansion joints can be replaced by contraction joints

in all normal structures.

Proprietary sealant

Dowel cap erd filled with

compressible material

Compressible ltller

board

Half of dowel bar to be coated

with debonding compound

(a) Details of reinforced expansion joint

Proprietary sealanû

Compressible itller

board

(b) Details of free expanston.,¡otnt

Figurc 7.1 Expansion joints in reinforced concrete structures

7.2.2 Contraction Joints

This type of joint is mainly used to reduce cracking caused by shrinkage and

temperature changes in concrete members. A plane of weakness in the member

- -
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section is created by either reducing the concrete cross section and reinforcement'

thereby forcing the cracks to occur in this region. In building structures, contraction

joints are primarily used in walls and in slab-on-ground, but are not unusual in

suspended slabs.

Expansion joints to allow for expansion

contraction in walls

(c) E4ansion joints in walls

Expansionjoint runs

tlrough the building

(d) Expansion joint in buildings

Figure 7.1 (continued) Expansion joints in reinforced concrete structures

In terms of reinforcement, contraction joints can be further divided into two types.

One is where there is a complete termination of reinforcement at the joint as shown

in Figure 7.2a. This is prefened in building construction. It is commonly found in

liquid-containing structures to cater for early thermal movement and drying

shrinkage where no load transfer or equalising of deflection in the plane of the joint

ffi
ffi

ffiffi
ffiffi

-ffi
H.9..-+ts

_ pi{.;ã'Fj,jl

ffiffiffiffi
ffiffiffiffi
ffiffiffiffi
ffiffiffi
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is wanted (Bussell & cather, 1995). The second type is where part of the

reinforcement extends across the joint, possibly for shear transfer and to maintain

some structural stability or restrict differential deflections (refer to Figure 7 '2b)'

Wamer et al (1998) suggested that some moment could be transferred across the

joint because the faces on the compressive side close if a moment is applied'

Nonetheless, the moment at such a joint is substantially lowered by the reduced

concrete area. This type of joint is also used in liquid-containing structures' but can

be found in retaining walls and large ground-bearing slabs (Bussell & Cather' 1995)'

The plane of weakness in the section is maintained by debonding the reinforcement

or reducing the area of concrete or reinforcement to satisff the primary function of

the joint. There are other types of contraction joints with different details but to

serve the same functions. These include tied partial and keyed contraction joints

which are illustrated in FigureT '2c and d respectively'

1.3 Factors affecting the locations of joints

Movement joints should always be placed to relieve the high tensile stress which

develops for the reasons discussed in Chapter 2. The main factors affecting the

general locations of movement joints in building structures are discussed here' A

more comprehensive discussion about movement joints and their locations with

respect to each structural member in a building can be found in Rainger (1983)'

Bussell & Cather (1995) and ACI 224 (lgg5). Nevertheless' as a general rule' they

should be located where there is an abrupt change in concrete element or building

profile and plan (Figure 7.3a).Rainger (19S3) also suggested that movement joints

may be required in locations where there are changes of loading or loading capacity'

changes of direction and at planes of change in construction material (Figure 7'3b

and c).

High stress concentration often develops where a naffow region of the building is

connected to a much wider and stiffer region of the building (Figure 7 '4a)'

Expansion joints can normally be used to reduce the possibility of cracking' Similar

problems can also arise in a floor or roof where differential horizontal movement

may result in serious problems in the supporting columns or walls' A specially

design pinned or hinged joint can then be incorporated (Rodin' 1969)' This example
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Surface groove sealed

ifnecessary

Craok inducer

Surface groove sealed

ifnecessary

Crack inúrce along here

(a) Free contractlon joint

Crack inôrce along here

Crack inducer

(b) Details of debonded partial contractionjoint

Surface groove sealed

ifnecessary

Crack inducer

(c) Details of tied pa¡tial contraction jotrit

Surface groove sealed

if necessary

(d) Details of keyed conmction jornt

Half of dowel ba¡ to be coatec

with debonding compound

a

-

Figure 7.2 Different types of confraction joints
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is shown in Figure 7.4b. A recent study by Rüth (1995) recommended that the use

of these joints should only be in critical regions of high stiffness where maximum

forces develop. For example, movement joints may be used only in the lower floors

where stiffness is at its highest and the inclusion ofjoints is most effective.

In addition, movement joints may be used to separate different systems within the

same building or to separate the structure into two discrete structures (as in L-shape

buildings). Provision should be made for the sûuctures on either side to act

independently and move with respect to each othe¡. For example, the gap as

indicated in Figure 7.6 must also be sufftcient to accommodate the design

earthquake deflections of both building (CCAA, 1996). Furthermore, Figure 7.5

(Bussell & Cather, 1995), demonstrates how a movement joint allows Block (a)

with its stiff concrete core to undergo smaller deflection under wind load while

Block (b) works as a frame and undergoes larger sidesway deflections. If the

movement joint were not included in this structure, wind on the long face would

generate torsional loading on the core and distortional movement would occur

accordingly as shown in Block (c).

The other common area which may warrant movement joints in buildings is in the

roof slabs or in floor slabs if the drying shrinkage is highly restrained. In these

situations, thermal expansion of the concrete slab can dominate the overall

deformation of the slab. In this case, EBS (1977) recommended that expansion

joints should be incorporated in the slab otherwise overstressing and possibly

damage may occul. Sometimes it may not be necessary to provide for movement in

the remainder of the building. Boswell (1969) also suggested that subsequent

expansion and contraction of the roof structure could be sufficient to cause failure

by fatigue of the connection between roof slab and wall, hence it is critical that the

connection is sufficiently designed against such failure. Figure 7.7 shows how

rigidly attached wall panels can cause cracks on the external face of the building,

simply because the roof area is not provided with expansion joints at suitable

spacing (Boswell, 1969).

The influence of thermal effects in roof slabs should be investigated at an early stage

in design so that the designers can decide where to locate the expansion joints. This
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Possible locdions for movement joints

(a) Tpical building plans with abnrpt changes in plans/shapes

Possible movement joint location

Vrying foundation
pf€ssr¡fes

(b) Abrupt changes in loadings on foundation

(reproduced from Rainger (1993) )

Possible locotion

for movement joint

lr1r
-1 r

Possiblo column

axial shorrening

(c) Different loadings in columns

Figure 7.3 Various locations for movement joints in building

ililNI

structures
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Furthermore, thermal movement may induce cracking in floor and ceiling finishes if

they are of precast concrete (Boswell, 1969). Shrinkage effects are generally less

severe in these areas because most of the shrinkage in precast concrete structures

takes place in the factory yard. Nonetheless, differential shrinkage may contribute to

serviceability problem if in-situ casting of concrete is also involved in the precast

construction and should therefore be accounted for during design.

wisting
action

Figure 7.5 Movement joints for unsymmetrical structure (Bussell & Cather, 1995)

Sealant with backing rod 25 gap

Cover plate fixed to angle Edge plate fixed

lo angle

cba

Cover strip and

fire-rated sealant

Angles anchored

in beams

Figurc 7.6 Gap between two members to allow for movement (CCAA, 1996)
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Whenever expansion joints are used to cater for differential foundation movements,

they should continue all the way through the structure. This can be carried out in

practice by locating the joint in the slab on a line between twin rows of columns or

between twin walls as shown in Figure 7.8a and b. The advantage of this design is

that it permits movement in a number of directions. However the continuation of the

joints may be terminated just above ground level if shrinkage and temperature

effects are the main criteria because temperature changes are smaller and shrinkage

takes place slower (therefore reduced by creep relaxation) in the ground floor

(Bussell & Cather, 1995).

<.ñt¡ú bt*llñl

E

Figure 7.7 Examples of cracks on external of rigidly attached wall panels

Alternatively, expansion joints can be placed below single columns or single walls

provided that one of the slab panels is attached to the column or wall while the other

is supported on a sliding bearing'

In concrete slabs and walls, contraction joints may also be more desirable than

expansion joints. If slabs are lightly reinforced, a large separating crack is likely to

occllr as the result of restrained deformation due to shrinkage. It has been well

documented by various authors including Base and Murray (1978) that minimum

reintbrcement required ibr these effects generally is inadequate and as a

consequence, contraction joints should be placed at regular intervals.

f
f
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In cases where slabs extend beyond the building perimeter for example as external

balconies, some consideration should be given to including expansion or contraction

joints unless the transverse reinforcement is sufficient. It is well recognised that

external balconies are prone to cracking perpendicular to their edges as a result of

differential thermal movement and differential shrinkage of the concrete near the

edge of the slab. Movement joint can also be used to relieve shrinkage between two

cantilever slabs as shown in Figure 7.9, (Rainger, 1983)'

In some situations, the introduction of movement joints may not be able to prevent

cracking completely. Warner et al (1998) explained that cracking can still occur, in

particular at re-entrant corners even when contraction joints are provided at regular

spacing. A solution for this is to increase additional reinforcement and place it

diagonally across the corners (refer to Figure 7.10). Wamer et al (1998) further

suggested that contraction joints should only be used where cracking is inevitable, in

order to maintain the aesthetic of the member.

In USA, a number of building have been successfully built without expansion joints,

but most authorities agree that it is good practice to place joints at changes in the

plan cross section of the structure where stress concentrations are likely to develop.

7.4 Spacing of movement joints

There are no reliable rules which can be used to speciff the spacing of movement

joints. Each structure must be evaluated individually. For many years, the spacing is

based on designers' judgement and previous experiences. If contraction joints are

used, a choice needs to be made between joints at close spacing with relatively small

amount of reinforcement, and joints at large spacing with high amount of

reinforcement.

For walls and slabs rvith the reinforcement in the order of 2Yo of the total cross

section area, contraction joints at close spacing are rcquired to relieve the tensile

srress caused by shrinkage and temperature. CIA (1989) suggested joint spacing in

the range of 4 to 6 m where these lower reinf'orcement percentages are used and
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joint betwæn slabs Expension joint sepanting

two beams

(a) Twin colwnns separating slabs (b) Twin columns and beams

Figure 7.8 Twin rows of column

Move,rrent joint æpenting

two opposite slsbs may bc

required for only sbrinkage

Figure 7.9 Cantilever slabs (based on drawings from Rainger (1983)

should not exceed 8m in concrete walls. LCI224 (1995) suggested contraction joint

spacing in the raxge of 4.6 to 9.2m. Portland Cement Association (1982) provided

recommendations as to where to place confiaction joints at opening in walls as

illustrated in Figure 7.11. In addition, the panels enclosed between joints for both

walls and slabs should have an aspect ratio of 1:1, with a maximum aspect ratio of

1:1.5. In areas where concrete surfaces directly expose to temperature variations and

shrinkage, conffaction joints at less than 3m spacing should be provided to minimise

Slab
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cracking. This is particular applicable to external balcony slabs of buildings which

are prone to cracking.

When expansion joints are used to isolate the movement of individual members, the

maximum spacing depends on the exposrue conditions and temperature variations in

the structure. Barton (1989) suggested that a building greater than 45 to 50 m in

length may require some movement joints to reduce cracking. Since there is no

universal rules or accepted techniques to determine joint spacing, they can also

varied from country to country. In Adelaide, Australia, a typical expansion joint

spacing at Holdfast Shores Maria Pier Apartments is approximately 33 m. These are

also chosen as construction joints. In UK, spacings of joints in large buildings are

between 60 to 70m (Bussell & Cather, 1995). ACI224 (1995) suggested a more

conservative expansion joint spacing, varying from 9 to 60m depending on the type

of structure. Nonetheless, ACI 224 (1995) found that in practice, the spacing is

rarely less than 30m. When the structure is flexible in response to horizontal

deformation, the spacing can also be increased. A flat roof slab supported by slender

columns provides a good example for this situation. In contrast, an exposed

structures supported on stiff elements may require a substantial closer joint spacing

to reduce bending and horizontal shear force on the columns, (Bussell & Cather,

1ee5).

Moreover, local conditions can directly influence spacing of joints. Joint spacing

used in cool, damp climate can be double of those in hot, dry climate regions. A

study conducted by the US Building Research Advisory Board, as reported by Fintel

(1974) and Bussell & Cather (1995), found that joint spacing up to as high as 180m

could be feasible in framed symmetrical concrete structures for heated buildings in

zones with very modest temperature ranges.

According to the review so far, the recommendations and guidelines for the joint

spacings reviewed are varied and sometimes even contradicting. Table 7.1 and 7 -2

contain summaries of movement joint spacings as recommended by a number of

design codes and researchers. The references shown in these tables are given in ACI

224 (tges).
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ì

- Crack

- Joint

Figure 7.10 Crack at re-entrant comer (Warner et al, 1991)
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Figure 7.11 Recommendations for locations of contraction joints in building

(ACr224,1986)

7.5 Analytical methods to calculate expansion joint spacing

As an alternative to choosing expansion joint spacings on the basis of past practice.

a number of researchers have presented anal¡ical methods to determine expansion

joint spacing. The first method ,uvas by Martin and Acosta (1970) who developed an

equation and design charts [òr calculating the maximum spacing of expansion joints

in one-story fiames r.vith approximately equal spans. This rnethod assllmes that the

täctor of satèty tbr vertical load also provides sutftcient safèty t'actor ibr the effect
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Table 7.1 Contraction Joint spacing (ACI224,1995)

4 to 6m for members with minimum
reinforcemenf (0.2%). Maximum of 8m
for walls

Barton (1989)

spacing depends on degree of movement
control.Experimental Building Station (1977)

one to th¡ee times the height of the walls
in solid walls^cr 

224R-92

Joint spacing varies with amount and
grade of shrinkage and temperature
reinforcement.

ACI350 R

9 m in sanitary structures.ACI35OR-83

4.5 to 6 m recommended until 302.lR-
89, then changed to 24 to 36 times slab
thickness

ACI 302.1R ta

6 to 7 .5 m for walls depending on number
of openings.PCA (1e82)

6 to 9 m for walls.Wood (1981)

4.5 to 6 m for walls and slabs on gradeFintel (1974)

6 m for walls with frequent openings, 7.5
m in solid walls.Menill (1943)

SpacingAuthor
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Table 7.2 Expansion Joint spacing (ACI224,1995)

of temperature changes. To avoid tedious computation for the specific temperature

and shrinkage in the design, they determined that temperature and shrinkage forces

should not exceed twenty percent of the dead load plus forty percent of the live load'

From these values, expansion joint spacing was expressed as a function of the length

and rigidity of the members and the tempcrature change in the location.

The design temperature change aI is considerecl ¿ts two-thirds of the difference

between the extreme values of the normal daily maximum and minimttm

temperatur es, TDrux ¡¡îd T¡7¡¡, at these locations. To account tbr drying shrinkage in

60 to 70m is common in UK. Also 20 to

40m for exposed floor slabs depending on
degree of insulation.

Bussell and Cather (1995)

50 to 60m depending on the expected
temperature.Barton (1989)

20 to 30m in slabsExperimental Building Station (197 7)

36 m in sanitary structures partially filled
with liquid (closer spacing required when
no liquid present)'

ACI35OR-83

60 m maximum building length without
jointPCA (1e82)

45 m maximum building length between
jointsIndian Standard Institution (1964)

30 to 35 m for wallsWood (1981)

30 m maximum building length without
joints.Billig (1960)

25 m for walls and insulated roofs, 9 to

12 m for uninsulated roofs.Hunter (1953)

23 m for wallsLewerenz (1907)

SpacingAuthor
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the concrete, a drop in temperature of about 30o F. (17" C.) is included to obtain the

total design temperature change. This is expressed as;

)
LT =;Q^* - 4",") +30" F Q-r)

Based on the above assumptions and equation (7.i), an equation to calculate

expansion joint spacing L can be given as;

In the above equation

- 112,000
t 

--L_

RAT
(7.2)

(7.3)

where I
r

R=1441,, 
(l+r) (i.3)

h'(l+2r)
: length of beam (ft.)

: ratio of stifñress factor of column to stiffiress factor

of beam where r : K/Kt

= column height (in.)

= column stiffness factor and equals to I/h (in-3)

= beam stifftress factor and equals to I/L (in.3)

= moment of inertia of column (in.a)

= moment of inertia of beam (in.a)

= total equivalent change in temperature (oF)

including the temperature change due to

shrinkage effect.

h

K,

Kt

I"

I6

AT

To prevent cracking in the exterior walls, Martin and Acosta (1970) also allowed a

maximum lateral deflection "f * 
as an additional criterion for the spacing I. This

is based on the assumption that the column provides little restraint to the floor

system undergoing lateral deflection due to a temperature change (ACI224, 1995)'

This limitation is given as:
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Equation (7.3) is also based on the assumption that the lateral deflection of the floor

system caused by a temperature change is not significantly restrained by the

columns

According to the analltical results, Martin and Acosta (1970) found that equation

(7.2) yielded very conservative results, especially for very rigid structures' The

critical moments also occurred in the exterior columns and beams' Pfeiffer and

Darwin (1987) also investigated this method for two reinforced concrete frames'

They criticised that method as being irrational, but they also found that it is easy to

use and produce realisticjoint spacing.

A second'method was developed by the National Academy of Science (I974)'

Expansion joint spacing can be determined using a graph which expresses the

spacing as a function of the design temperature change. The basis for this graphical

representation consisted of a review of the procedures used by various federal

agencies in the United States to select joint spacing, plus arì anal¡ical study

comparing the theoretical effects of temperature change on two-dimensional elastic

frames to the actual movements recorded during a one year period by the US Public

Buildings Administration.

The purpose of the two-dimensional elastic frame analysis was to understand the

distribution of stresses and the resulting frame deformations. As a result, nine beam-

column frames subjected to a design temperature change of 100 
oF were used in the

study. By refening to Figure 7.l2,the results from the analyses can be summarised

as follows;

o the maximum axial forces in the beams were located near the centre of the

frame, while the maximum bending moments and shear in the columns

lvere located at the ends of the frame and at the beam-column joint

respectivelY;

o buildings with tjxed columns generated double the magnitude of shears;

o axial fbrces and bending moments were critical in sections within the

lowest story when compared to buildings r,vith hinged-columns; and
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o the intensity of horizontal shear in the first story columns was largest at the

ends of the frame and approaches zero towards the centre'

As illustrated in Figure 7.13, the gruph expresses the allowable expansion joint

spacing as a function of a design temperature change which also account for the

types of building materials. The temperature change is assumed uniform throughout

and is calculated for a specific site as the larger of;

LT=\-T^ (7.4)

where Tr: temperatr[e during the normal construction season in

the locality of the building and this is assumed to be

thecontinuous peliod in a year during which the

minimum daily temperature equals or exceeds 32 "F (0

oc),

?n, : temperature exceeded, on average, only I percent of the

timen during the summer months of June throug

September,

I": temperature equaled or exceeded, on average,99 percent

of the time during the winter months of December,

January, and FebruarY'

The values of T,n, ?",,, and T" ue given for various locations within the United States,

but not for other countries otherwise.

Figure 7.13 is directly applicable to building structures with beam-column frame

that contain columns hinged at the base and heated interiors. The applicability of

this figure can be extended to cover a greater range of building structures by adding

modification factors to account for different building configuration and stiffness,

heating and cooling, ffid the type of column connection to the foundations. The

modifications are as follows:

o joint spacing remains unchanged if the building is only subjected to

heating and has hinged column bases;
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o joint spacing is increased by 15 percent if the building is subjected to both

heating and air-condition;

o joint spacing is decreased by 33 percent if the building is unheated;

o joint spacing is decreased by 15 percent if the building contains fixed

column bases; and

o joint spacing is decreased by 25 percent if the building provides greater

stiffness against lateral displacement at one end of the structure'

If one or more of the listed conditions occur, the total modification factor is the

algebraic sum of the individual adjustment factors that apply.

A third analytical method to calculate maximum expansion joint spacing was

proposed by Varyani and Radhaji as reported by Pfeiffer and Darwin (1987)' The

method can be used to predict joint spacing for symmetrical, single and multistory

beam column frames subjected to temperature changes' Unlike the method by

Martin and Acosta (1970), the design temperature is taken as two-thirds of the

difference between maximum and minimum daily temperature for a single day

rather than the difference in the extreme value of normal maximum and minimum

daily temperatures.

In order to obtain joint spacing, Varyani and Radhaji's method requires the

determination of the temperature-induced moment at the base of the corner columns

with the moment due to gmvity at the same point' They also considered only the

first two stories of multistorey buildings to be critical in the analysis because only

the first story columns and the beams supported by these columns are substantially

affected by temperature change.
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(a) Frame fixed at ground level

Areas of maximum orial forces

of maximt'm odal forces

/l/l

(b) Frame hinged at ground level

Figur.g 7,12 Analysis of multi-story and multi'span building frames subjected to uniform

temperature change (x indicates maximum bending moments and maximum shear forces)
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expansion joints for different design temperatures Q'{ational Academy of Science'
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Pfeiffer and Darwin (1987) demonstrated the use of all three analytical methods on a

single story and multistorey reinforced concrete frame buildings' Some of the results

of the calculations are shown here to assist the discussion of the relative merits of

each method. Readers are refelred to Pfeiffer and Darwin's work for full details of

the calculations. As demonstrated in Table 7.3, the resulting expansion joint spacing

varies between each method. in particular' results obtained using Vayani and

Radhaji's method are extremely lorv while method by Martin and Acosta is more

conservative than the one by the National Academy of Science' Since all three

methocls tequire the designers to make Several assllmptions for the calculations'

these could be the cause leading to the disparity between them.

Nevertheless. of all the three methods, method proposed by Varyani and Radhaji, as

reported by PtèitTèr and Dal,vin (1987) is the most complex and time consuming'

t'

I
I

l
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The results obtained from Pfeiffer and Darwin (1987) also indicate that this method

is overconservative when compared with the previous two' TherefOre this method

may not be suitable for the designers. Although methods proposed by both Varyani

and Radhaji and Martin and Acosta based the expansion joint spacing on the ability

of the first level beams and columns to provide resistance to the temperature effects'

Martin and Acosta's method is relatively simple and yet provides results which

agree reasonably well with the current practice'

Table 7.3 Results of expansion joint spacing using methods by Martin and Acosta'

Varyani and Radhaji and National Academy of Science'

In contrast, method by the National Academy of Science (1974) does not require any

rigorous calculations to obtain the joint spacing- The design temperature change can

be determined simply by using the temperature data provided (only for United

States). The review conducted by Pfeiffer and Darwin (1987) further suggests that it

produces joint spacing which are in line with the current practice.

7.6 Summary

In summary, when movement joints are deemed necessary to control cracking or

provide partial or full separation between members, the numbers ideally should be

kept to minimum. The location and type of movement joints in buildings also

become an essential element of the structure and design process' The decision

should be given a primary consideration in the early stages of design' However, the

general trend in design is to avoid expansion joints in buildings when ever possible

because they are expensive to construct, impede the continuity of the structures and

often provide maintenance problems due to inevitable poor construction practices'

.',|

-q

'.:

I
I
I

¡

l

18.5 ft.147.5 ft.
Varyani and Radhaji as

reported by Pfeiffer and
Darwin (1987)

340 ft.340 ft.National AcademY of
Science (1974)

Not applicable251.1 ft.Martin and Acosta (1970)

MultistoreYSingle storyMethod of predicting
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Chapler 7: lylovemenl joinls in reinþrced conc¡ete buildings

After reviewing various guidelines, recommendations and analytical methods, it still

remains that there are no reliable rules which can be used to speciry the spacing of

movement joints. Although, these recommendations can be used as guidelines, good

engineering judgment still prevails. Each structure should be investigated

individually by also considering various factors such as building configurations,

type of construction, iocal conditions and sources of deformations. Prediction of

contraction joint spacing is more or less a material problem, primarily governed by

the low tensile strength of concrete and the bond stress between reinforcement and

concrete. Prediction of expansion joint spacing on the other hand, requires

considerations of the building structure as a whole.

So far, attempts have also been made to provide anal¡ical methods to calculate

expansion joint spacing, but all the results obtained, are varied and inconsistent with

each other. In addition, each of the method either deals with only one specific type

of structural arrangement or with only on criteria of performance. None of the

methods appear to adequately deal with both of these factors. As an example, Both

Marrin and Acosta (1970) and Varyani and Radhaji, as reported by Pfeiffer and

Darwin (19S7) only concerned movement joints with the strength of the structure,

but failed to address the subject of crack control. The method developed by National

Academy of Science (I97 4) was based on a study of the performance of nine federal

buildings over a period of one year, analyses of similar two dimensional frame

buildings and a current practice of expansion joint spacing adopted by one federal

agency in the United States. While this method addresses many problems and the

associated factors which affect the joint spacing, the amount of field data is limited

and these factors can be dealt with in a general manner'

A complete solution for the location and spacing of expansion joints must consider

both strength and serviceability. When the members are restrained against

deformation, limits should be irnposed against the magnitude of the restraining

fbrces and cracking in the members due to the effects of time dependent

defbrmation.
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Chapter 8: Cottclusiotts and Recommendations

Chapter I
Conclusions and

Recommendations

8.1 Summary of findings

The design of reinforced concrete buildings to allow for restrained and imposed

deformations is a unique problem for each individual building. There are important

factors such as building configuration and geometry, surrounding environment'

construction methods and building materials which can contribute to the degree of

restraint and the magnitude of the imposed deformations' Excessive cracking can

occur in both structural and non structural components if imposed deformations are

neglected or underestimated. Craóking of this type tends to propagate over the full

depth of the member, and can seriously affect both the functionality and the

aesthetics of the structure.

The main causes of deformations are shrinkage, creep, temperature effects and

differential foundation movement, all of which have to be considered early in the

design process in order to avoid further complications during the design life.

Detailed literature reviews of shrinkage and creep indicated that these occurrences

are dependent on various factors, namely fype of aggregates and concrete,

water/cement ratio, chemical admixtures, member shapc and size, relative

humidities, and type and duration of curing, Creep is further influenced by loading

conditions and the influence of shrinkage itself. It \,vas tbund that existing

calculation techniques, inclurling the current Australian Standard (AS 3600-1994) to

estimate tlie magnitude of shrinkage and creep are quite adequate in providing
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reasonable results, provided that the structure in question is not overly complex.

Otherwise, a more rigorous procedure has to be adopted.

The study of cracking mechanisms of reinforced concrete members due to restrained

and imposed deformations has shown that this type of cracking is different to that

due to flexure. Thus, it was necessary to look for an alternative cracking theory

which could be used to explain this phenomenon. This ultimately led to the reviews

of two cases of cracking which occur as a result of two types of actions, namely

direct applied tensile force and shrinkage and temperature effects.

Both cases of cracking involve a bond break down or slip at the reinforcement and

concrete interface and the mechanism is different to cracking due to flexure' At the

crack, the reinforcement is considered to carry the full tensile force while the stress

in concrete is zero. Adjacent to both sides of the crack, the tensile stresses vary, and

depend on the distribution of bond stress. As the tensile stresses are transferred from

the reinforcement to the concrete by bond, the stress in the concrete increases, until

at some distance So, from the crack, the concrete stress again resumes a constant

value, In order to avoid the complexity of bond stress distribution over the distance,

So, a constant or average bond stress can be assumed within this region' This

assumption is quite reasonable, as it is very difficult to accurately analyse the bond

stress within these regions.

Based on this simplification, a number of equations for crack spacing and crack

width have been proposed. Another signifìcant factor that influences the magnitude

of crack spacing and crack width is the amount of reinforcement. In most cases, it is

important that a minimum amount of reinforcement is included to ensure that

cracking is not excessive. This suggestion is implemented in a number of design

codes and research papers reviewed in this thesis. These include the latest Australian

Standard, AS 3600-1994 (SAA, 1994) which recommends a minimum

reinforcement ratio to prevent cracking caused by shrinkage and temperature'

In order to study the effects of restraining forces and cracking associated with

restrained a¡d imposed detbrmations, a slab column-wall sub-assemblage r'vas

analysed. All the tbrces involved rvere determined fiom tìrst principles so that the
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development of cracking from the first crack to the final crack at the stabilised

cracking stage in the slab can be determined. This model indirectly allows the

designer to achieve control of cracking by controlling the tensile stress in the

reinforcement and ensuring that the maximum allowable crack width is not

exceeded. It can be used as a simple design tool for checking the adequacy of a slab

to resist the effects of restrained shrinkage. For single and two span slabs' a spread

sheet program has been developed to perform the analysis' For multi-span membets'

a higher level computer language pro$am would be needed' To simplify the

analysis, the slab is assumed to be subjected to uniform shrinkage strain' and axial

tensile stresses

8.2 Recommendations

Findings from this research can be used to assist during the design plocess so that

excessive cracking due to restraint and imposed deformation can be minimised

during the life of the structure. The following recommendations are proposed to

ensure early diagnosis of potential problems'

1) First, it is important to establish serviceability requirements such as allowable

crack width, number of cracks and allowable deflections in the various building

elements. As far as the cracking limitation is concerned, acceptable values range

from 0.2 - 0.3 mm depending on the exposure classification and the intended use

of the building. In normal situations, excessive cracking may be regarded as

when maximum crack widths exceed the value of 0'3 mm'

2) The structural layout of the building and the preliminary sizing of members

should be such that restraints are minimised and large internal tensile stresses do

not develop. This is achieved by judicious placing of stiffening elements such as

load bearing walls, stiffening cores and columns so that there is no large no

restraint imposed on adjoining members such as beams and slabs.

3) Sufficient reinforcement must be specified in the members to ensure that yielding

of the reinforcement does not take place due to whatever causes' Reinforcement

is most etfective to control botl'r crack spacing and crack width when it is closely

spaced and the diameters are kept as small as possible' This is because cracks
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developed usually are more evenly distributed along the span and are also smaller

in size.

4) All possible causes of deformations must be properly assessed and identified'

Their magnitudes can be estimated using the methods explained in chapter 2 if

the deformations are due to shrinkage and creep. As a guide, most designers in

Australia generally assume a final shrinkage strain between 500 to 700 pe after

56days.ThisvaluealsoisinlinewiththelatestAustraliandesigncode,AS3600

(SAA, 1994) which suggests a median value of 700 pe '

5) Once step 4 is determined, the structure or parts of the structure can be analysed

to calculate the restraining forces. For a one-way reinforced concrete slab

subjected to large imposed deformations, the method proposed in Chapter 4 can

be adopted to predict the restraining forces and hence the extent of cracking' The

method does not restrict designers to the use any particular crack spacing and

crack width equations. comparisons can therefore be made between the

equations.

6) If the serviceability requirement is compromised due to excessive cracking' it

may be necessary to alter the design by either increasing the amount of

reinforcement or by modiffing (decreasing) the member span' ln most cases' the

latter solution must be agreed by the architect or the client' otherwise different

methods must be investigated to control the problem'

7) In many cases, it will be necessary to consider the inclusion of movement joints

into the structure when other design provisions fail. Nevertheless, it is important

to recognise that a complete solution for the location and spacing of expansion

joints must consider both strength and serviceability' In addition the number must

be kept absolutelY to a minimum'

8) To obtain an optimum design, there has to be a compromise of continuity and

articulation. As a matter of fact, it is possible to use the combination of both

options in order to come up with the most feasible design solution' As a guide,

movement joints are required when it is not feasible or practical to have a

continuous structure because of excessive cracking' Movement joints such as

expansion joint can be used a construction joint during the construction of

structures.
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8.3 Conclusion

It has been seen that the design of reinforced concrete buildings to accommodate

restrained and imposed deformations requires the considerations of many factors'

Two of the most important factors involve in determining the crack spacing and

crack width. The results obtained in the numerical calculations using various

equations are quite diverse. This indicates that the recommendations can only be

used as an overall design guide. Good engineering judgement and experience must

play an important role in deciding whether cracking will have detrimental outcomes

on the structure. The model proposed in Chapter 4 is relatively at an early stage of

development and it may be worthwhile to incorporate other effects such as bending

moments and shears to further enhance the accuracy' Another area that has not been

investigated is the effects of restrained and imposed deformations on prestressed

concrete structures. Since this type of design is becoming very popular, it may be

useful to consider it in future research.
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Appendix

Numerical examples

The followings contain details of the calculations of examples presented in Chapter 4'

A spread sheet program (Microsoft Excel) is used to carry out all the analyses, which

also includes plotting of all the graphs

In all examples, the model presented in Chapter 4 requires the determination of the

length of cracked region, I4/",. This is interpreted in terms of crack spacing as 2 ç So'

'Where So: minimum crack spacing obtained using various

equations listed below

ç : coefficient suggested by CEB Manual (1985) to account for

the tension stiffening, which is equal to 0.5 for member with

restraint

The crack spacing equations are those contained in the following reference already

discussed in Chapter 3:

. Hughes (1972,1973)

o Leonhardt(1917)

o Beeby (1979)

. Rizkally & Hwang (1984)

. CEB Manual (1985)

. ACI224 (1986)

o Christensen & Nielsen (1997)
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A ppe ndix : : Numeri ca I exa mP le s

Example I lcltuert, 1991.)

Consider a 5 m long and 150 mm thick reinforced conclete slab which is fully

restrained at each end as shown . As shrinkage occurs in the conctete, restraining

forces develop at each end, resulting in cracks though out the span.

One-way reinforced concrete slab

with reinforcement distributed

evenly

5m.

The structure has the following properties:

Concrete cover, c 30 mm

Cross sectional atea , Ac lm150000 mm

Young's modulus, E. 25000 MPa

Tensile strength, f 2MPa

Concrete proPerties

Reinforcement ratto, p 0.005

Diameter. d 12 mm

Reinforcement sPaclng, t/ 300 mm

Cross sectional alrea, A, lm750 mm

Young's modulus, E, 200000 MPa

Yield strength,f, 400 MPa

Reinforcement ProPerties
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Eq (3,ea)

Eq (a.e)

Example 1

Using the slab column-wall sub-assemblage model

presented in chapter 4, the following initial conditions

can be determined in order to carry out the analysis for

the development of cracking

(1) The restraining force just before the first crack can

be calculated

F,, = A,.f,

(2) The bending'stiffness of the column in Equation

(4.I7) has to be made infinitely large to represent the

stiffness ofthe concrete core on the left hand side'

(3) Shrinkage strain at first cracking

Shrinkage strain at first cracking corresponds to the

strain of concrete when/', is exceeded.

f'
"c

(4) Calculation of the length of cracked region, ll,,

Since Wr,: 2l ^So, 
the followings equations calculate the

values of lV,, using different crack spacing equations

mentioned earlier.

Hughes (1972,1973)

s -f,d
nì

4T uru P

t"
where /' is assumed as 0.67

T u''0,

F., :300 kN

s ,,: 0.00008
-tl ¡

Reference Calculation Results
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,4 ppe ndix: : Numerical exa mple s

Eq (3.39)

Eq (3.44)

Leonhardt (1977)

S,, = k, (c,a) + krkrl
P"lt

where ftr = 108 for a>2c

k2:0.4

ks:0.25

Since it is necessary to calculate a,2 prior to

determination of /o in equation (3.40)' it is not possible

using this model. Therefore, its value is ignored in this

example. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the

I
contribution of i /o is quite small and thus would not

z

significantly affect the overall magnitude of W*

")s,,n = tLrt,*s

IS

Beeby (1979)

Sn,=K,c+Kr!
p

Assume that the probability of exceedance

approximately average, therefore

kr = l'33

fru = 0.08

Therefore S^:232mm

$nø : 174 mm

W"r: 402 mm

'[4/rr:174 mm

W,, 348 mm

Reference Calculations Results
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Eq (3.66)

Eq (3.48)

Eq (3.s2)

Eq (3.5s)

Rizkally & Hwang (1984)

S,,, = 5(d -7'2) + Kt(a'c)+ o'os4
p

S,:324 mm

Thus, Smin:243 mm

CEB Manual (1985)

S,,, =2(c+fii+ *,ot*

where h = 0.4

kz= 0'25

p,:0.0078

Therefore, S*:274 mm

S,in:206 mm

ACf224 (1986)

2

S,or:4t, Where to = c l+ a

4c

Thus, /, = 8l mm

and S,o. = 162 mm

S,r¡, = 122 mm

Cluistiansen & Nielson (1997)

s,nin =ill,,*s,1

[4"r: 243 mm

LVr,= 206 mm

LVr,:@

Reference Calculation Results
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A ppe ndix : : Nu ne r ical exa mp Ies

Since A,:750 mm2/m, the number of bars per m:6'63

bars

Therefore, S,in= 300 mm

0.54
where S, = =---;ly horfta

lV"r:W

Reference Calculations Results

After these initial conditions have been determined, the analysis now proceeds to

investigate the development of cracking as shrinkage in the concrete increases with

time. The following spread sheets show the analysis for each length of cracked region

as shrinkage increases with time.
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Tablc A.l Development of cracking due to shrinkage using equation by t{ughes (1972' 1975)

E
\Ì'
3
I

:.
Þ

k
Þ

È
õ'

'u
-Þæ

o\

0

No. of

cracks

)

5

4

8

1

6

ll

l0

9

t2

780000

kslttt

(N.mm)

I 55378

259t36

59124

70588

86283

40859

45661

5t758

337s2

36967

31051

0.000082

0.00008

8,,,Ãt

cracking

0.000832

0.000289

0.002395

0.001712

0.00121 3

0.004951

0.003385

0.052583

0.0 r 4620

0.007803

Conditions before cracks

,lî. immediately aftcr

each crack (kN)

188

94

255

243

275

270

264

285

282

279

281

312

300

.F. just before

each crack (kN)

3t2

312

312

312

312

312

312

312

312

3t2

6s2 ât crack

(MPa)

250

t26

324

361

352

341

316

372

367

383

380

Hughes (1972'1973)

0.25

0

Crack width

(mm)

0.65

0.50

0.71

0.68

0.15

0.14

0.72

0.76

0.76

0.1'l

Note tlrat the maximum number of cracks can not exceed l2 since 13 times l(",is greater than tl-re 5 m span o f the slab



Table 4.2 Development of cracking due to shrinkage using equation by Leohardt (1977)

\
È
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o

t<s
\
õ-

þ
æ

ñ\

No. of

cracks

2

I

0

6

5

4

l0

9

8

7

t4

l3

t2

ll

284672

780000

kslob

(N.mm)

97990

t74101

52279

5918 I

68182

80412

35649

38729

42391

46819

30757

33023

0.000257

0.000080

0.000080

E,l,^t

cracking

0.000980

0.000692

0.003200

0.002384

0.001 789

0.001336

0.0 t 8409

0.009789

0.006289

0.004391

0.073895

Cond itions before cracks

,F. immediately after

each crack (kN)

192

105

271

265

256

244

285

283

279

276

291

289

287

300

F. just before

each crack (kN)

312

300

312

312

312

312

3t2

312

312

312

3t2

312

312

6s2 ùt crack

(MPa)

325

255

140

368

36r

353

342

380

377

313

387

385

383

Crack width

(mm)

Leohardt (1977)

0.57

0.44

0.24

0

0.64

0.63

0.61

0.59

0.66

0.65

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.66

Note that the maximum number of cracks can not exceed 14 since l5 times W*is greater than the 5 m span of the slab



Table 4.3 Development of cracking due to shrinkage using equation by Beeby 097n)

E

$k

aì
F

P
È
'lr

-Þæ

Oo

3

2

I

0

No. of

cracks

8

7

5

4

l3

12

ll
10

9

l5

l4

780000

ks'¡b

(N.mm)

t74107

216066

284672

4t7tt2

88335

97990

I r0014

t45794

59r81

63363

68182

73794

80412

555 l6

o sJ,

at cracking

0.000238

0 0001 57

0.000080

0.000080

0.000753

0.000632

0.000419

0.000325

0.001575

0.001373

0.001193

0.001032

0.000885

0 002060

0.001802

159

Conditions before cracks

,lî. immediately after

each crack (KN)

262

252

237

214

284

281

278

274

29r

290

288

286

293

312

300

300

F. just before

each crack (KN)

312

312

312

3t2

312

312

3t2

3t2

312

312

312

312

212

6"2ît crack

(MPa)

349

336

316

285

382

379

3',t5

371

365

390

389

387

384

Beeby (1978)

0.18

0

Crack width

(mm)

0.32

0.30

0.29

0.28

0.25

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.32

0.34

0.34

034

0.33

Note that the maximum number of cracks can not exceed 27 since 28 times W",is greater than the 5 m span of the slab



Table 4.4 Development of cracking due to shrinkage using equation by Rizkally & Hwang (1984)

È

$
l<

I
õ

k
È\
è-

\
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\J

\o

t

0

No. of

cracks

5

J

2

9

I
7

6

t3

t2

ll
l0

l4

227405

352144

780000

kshb

lN.mm)

tto247

167922

593 l6

65354

72761

82062

94089

46442

s0064

54299

43309

0.000080

0 000080

trh

at cracking

o.000622

0.000324

0.000199

0.001528

0.001248

0.001008

0.000802

0.003391

0.002762

o.002265

0.001862

0.00421I

,11 immediately After

each crack (kf[)

231

202

132

Conditions before cracks

272

266

259

286

283

280

277

29t

289

288

312

300

3t2

14 just before

each crack (kN)

312

312

312

312

312

312

312

312

312

312

312

308

270

177

os2 ât crack

(MPa)

363

355

345

381

378

374

369

388

386

384

Rizkally & Hwang (1984)

0.37

0.33

0.21

0

Crack width

(mm)

0.44

0.43

0.42

0.46

o.46

0.4s

0.4s

0.47

0.47

0.47

Note that the maximum number of cracks can not exceed 20 since 2l times lY'"ris greater than the 5 m span of the slab



Table 4.5 DeveloPnrent of cracking due to shrinkage using equation by CEB Manual (1985)
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$
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!
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0

No. of

cracks

)

l

4

J

1
T

6

l0

9

I

t2

il

l4

t3

780000

kslat

(N.mm)

r 90709

254902

384236

t52344

95006

I 08635

69027

75949

84416

583 83

63260

50584

54204

0.000082

0.000082

oçh

at cracking

0.000282

0.000179

0.000394

0.000983

0.000810

0.000656

0.001657

0.001401

0.001178

0.002306

0.001955

0.002125

Conditions before cracks

E immediatelY after

each crack (kN)

208

145

2s0

234

273

267

281

277

288

286

284

291

290

300

F. just before

each crack (kN)

312

300

312

3t2

312

312

312

312

312

3t2

312

3t2

312

652 tt crack

(MPa)

271

194

JJJ

3t2

364

357

374

370

381

378

386

384

388

CEB Manual (1985)

Crack w¡dth

(mm)

0.20

0

0.34

0.32

0.29

0.37

0.37

0.39

0.39

0.3 8

0.40

0.39

0.40

0.40

Note that the maximum number of cracks can not exceed 24 since 25 times Wnis greater than the 5 m span of the slab



Talrlc 4.6 Development of cracking due to shrinkage using equation by ACl224 (1986)
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0

No. of

cracks

3

2

6

5

4

9
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t2
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l0

l5

l4

l3

484412

780000

kstab

(1.l.mm)

226744

275618

351351

148008

t67382

t92593

I 09859

l20l 85

87346

93'150

l0l 167

16841

81761

0.000080

e

at cracking

0.000190

0.000 r 38

0.000080

0.000382

0.0003 l6

0.000253

0.000605

0.000452

0.000779

0.000690

0.00 r 088

0.000978

0.000875

0.001207

l4 immediatelY after

each crack (kN)

227

186

Conditions before cracks

265

257

245

276

2tl

281

285

283

291

289

293

292

.8, just before

each crack (kN)

3t2

300

300

312

312

312

312

312

312

312

3t2

312

312

3t2

312

os2 ât crack

(MPa)

327

303

248

354

J4J

311

368

362

JòJ

380

389

388

386

391

^c[224 
(1e86)

0.18

0.15

0

Crack width

(mm)

0.22

0.21

0.20

0.22

0.22

0.23

0.23

0.24

0.24

0.23

0.24

0.24

Note that the maximum number ofcracks can not exceed 24 since 25 times W",is greater than the 5 rn span of the slab
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Tablc 4.7 Development of cracking due to shrinkage using equation by christensen & Nielsen (1997)
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195000

9t765

60000

67826

78000

48750

53793

41053

4457 I

33 l9l

3545s

38049

0.000080

Erh

at cracking

0.000230

0,000080

0.000803

0.000393

0.00 I 3 83

0.001066

0.002905

0.002265

0.001773

0.005008

0.003771

0.010263

0.006919

0.017621

Conditions before cracks

^E immediatelY after

each crack (kN)

196

l16

227

271

265

257

280

276

287

285

283

291

289

292

F. just before

each crack (kN)

300

300

312

3t2

3t2

312

312

3t2

312

312

3t2

3t2

312

312

312

6s2 ât crack

(MPa)

155

303

26t

354

343

373

368

362

380

317

386

383

389

388

Christensen & Nielsen (1997)

Crack width

(mm)

0.23

0

0.51

0.45

0.39

0.55

0.54

0.53

0.51

0.56

0.57

0.57

0.58

0.58

0.58

Note that the maximum number o fcracks can not exceed l6 since 17 times LV,,is greater than the 5 m span of the slab
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Note that each crack width is calculated, using the magnitude of tensile stress in the last crack

which developed prior to the termination of shrinkage'



Appendix:: Nunerical examPles

Example 2 lcituert, 1991)

In this example, again consider the same 5 m long and 150 mm thick reinforced

concrete slab which is fully restrained at each end' As shrinkage occurs in the

concrete, restraining forces develop at each end, resulting in cracks though out the

span. However the amount of reinforcement -4", is now reduced to 375 mm2lm in the

slab. The rest of the member properties remain unchanged as Example 1'

Example I

Eq (a.e)

SimilartoExamplel,thefollowinginitialconditions

must be determined in order to carry out the analysis for

the develoPment of cracking

(l) The restraining force just before the first crack is

(2) The bending stiffness of the column in Equation

(4.17) has to be made infinitely large to represent the

stiffness of the concrete core on the left hand side'

(3) Shrinkage strain at first cracking is also unchanged

F,, = fiA,

calculated as shown

Example 2

f
C=-

F"r:3-08

.e ,. : 0.00008-\rl

Reference Calculation Results

Page 235



Appendix: : Nunerical examPles

Eq (3.94)

Eq (3.3e)

(4) Calculation of the length of cracked region, Y[/cr

In this case, the reinforcement ratio, p is reduced from

0.005 to 0.0025

Hughes (1912,1971)

.s
f,d

mln
4T or" P

where f irassumed as 0.67
T or",

Leohardt (1977)

s*n = flt,*s ,)

S, = k, (c,a)+krkr!
P 

"¡l

where ,tr : 108 for a>2c

k2: 0.4

kj:0.25

Since it is necessary to calculate õ,2 prior to

determination of /o in equation (3'40), it is not possible

using this model. Therefore, its value is ignored in this

example. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the

1

contribution of I /o is quite small and thus would not
¿

significantly affect the overall magnitude of l(r,

Wr,= 480 mm

w", 804 mm

Reference Calculations Results

Prye 236



Appendix: : Numerical examPles

Eq (3.aa)

Eq (3.66)

Eq (3.a8)

Eq (3.s2)

Beeby (1979)

S,,=( c+ K2L

Assume that the probability of exceedance

approximatelY average, therefore

k1 : 1.33

k2:0'08

Therefore S,:424 mm

Srin:318 mm

1S

Rizkally & Hwang (1984)

S ,, = 5(d - 7 .2) + Kr(a,c)+ 0'08 4
p

S':516 mm

Thus, Smin= 387 mm

CEB Manual (1985)

S,- =2(c+1)+*r*rL-tn l0' ' P,

where kt:0.4

kz:0.25

p, :0.0039

Therefore, S,:428 mm

S'in: 321 mm

=

^cr224 
(1986)

a

4cS,ror: 4t, Where /u = c 1+

W^-:318 mm

W",:387 mm

wrr:@

Reference Calculation Results

Puge 237



Appendix: : Nunrerical examples

W"r:122 mm

W",:599 mm

Thus, /, = 8l mm

and Srro, :162 mm

S,r¡n:122 mm

Christiansen & Nielson (1997)

s,in = flt,*s )

0.54
where S,, = -l;---;

N horftA

Since Ar: 375 mm'/-, the number of bars per m : 3 '32

bars

Therefore, S,rin= 599 mm

---)

Eq (3.ss)

ResultsCalculationsReference

After these initial conditions have been determined, the analysis now proceeds to

investigate the development of cracking as shrinkage in the concrete increases with

time. The following spread sheets show the analysis of cracking for each length of

cracked region as shrinkage increases with time'

Page 238



Table A.g Development of cracking with reinforcement reduced using method by llughes (1972, I973)

Note that the development of third crack is not possible since the reinforcement would have yielded p rior to this

. Table A.9 Development of cracking with reinforcement reduced using method by Leonhardt (1977)

È
s\
È'

3
I

:.

k
È\

'È
ê

E

0

No. of

cracks

kstab

û.{.-m)

84624

765000

ê rt,

at cracking

0.000080

0.000080 Conditions before cracks

^E immcdiatelY aftcr

each crack (kN)

28

300

li just before

each crack (kN)

300

o.' at crack

(MPa)

'16

0

Crack width

(mm)

Hughes (1972,1973)

0.3 r

0

No. of

cracks

131897

765000

kslob

lN.mm)

0.000080

0.000080

t rt,

at cracking

49

Conditions before cracks

F. immediatelY after

each crack (kN)

300

fl, just before

each crack (kN)

300

o,, at crack

(MPa)

130

Leonhardt (1977)

0.31

0

Crack width

(mm)

Note that no further cracks can develop since the reinforcement is just at yield



Table 4.10 DeveloPment ofcrackingwithreinforcenrentreducedusingmethodbyBeeby(1979)

Notethatthedevelopmentofsecondcrackisnotpossiblesincethe
reinforcement would have yielded prior to this

Table 4.11 Development of cracking withreinforcement reduced using method by Rizkally & Hwang (1984)

\.
È
\
¡(

3

o
Þ

k
àl

È

'ìJ
ê
ì9

0

No. of

cracks

765000

kstub

lN.mm)

t83014

0.000082

at cracking

0.000080

Conditions before cracks

.F. immediatelY after

each crack (kN)

68

300

F. just before

each crack (kN)

300

o,, at crack

(MPa)

182

Beeby (1979)

0

Crack width

(mm)

0.29

No. of

cracks

0

kslab

lN.mm)

I 57084

765000

Erh

at cracking

0.000080

0.000080

F. immediatelY after

each crack (kN)

58

Conditions before cracks

,14 just before

each crack (kN)

300

300

G,r at crack

(MPa)

154

Rizkally & Hwang (1984)

Crack width

(mm)

0.30

0

Note that the development of second crack is not possible since the reinforcement would have yielded prior to this



Table A.12 Development of cracking with reinforcement reduced using method by cEB Manual (1985)

Note that the development of second crack is not possible since the reinforcement would have yielded prior to this

Table A.l3 Development of cracking with reinforcement reduced using method by ACI 224 (1986)

\
È
\
x

2
È

ì
o
Þ

x
s\
è'

,!
rt
ì!{

0

No. of

cracks

765000

kslub

lN.mm)

l8l7l0 0.000080

0.000080

at cracking

lî. immediately after

each crack (kN)

68

Conditions before cracks

,14 just before

each crack (kN)

300

300

r80

o.z at crack

(MPa)

Crack width

(mm)

CEB Manual (1985)

0.29

0

No. of

cracks

0

kstat

lN.mm)

344595

765000 0.000082

trh

at cracking

0.000082

F. immediatelY after

each crack (kN)

136

Conditions before cracks 306

E just before

each crack (kN)

306

o., at crack

(MPa)

364

^cr 
224 (1986)

0.22

0

Crack width

(mm)

Note that the development of second crack is not possible since the reinforcement would have yielded prior to this
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Table 4.14 Development of cracking with reinforcement reduced using method by Christiansen & Nielsen (1997)

Note that the development of third crack is not possible since the reinforcement would have Yielded Prior to this

\
Ê

!
\J

No. of

cracks

0

')

kshb

lN.mm)

765000

s8937

t09442

cosh

at cracking

0.000082

0.000082

0.000638

F. immediatelY after

each crack (kN)

Conditions before cracks

143

39

306

11 just before

each crack (kN)

306

306

o., at crack

(MPa)

380

105

Christiansen & Nielson (1997)
Crack width

(mm)

0.31

0

t.14
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Appendix : Nunrcrical exomPles

Example 3

Consider the same one-way reinforced concrete slab in Example 1' but with

different support conditions as shown below. The column is 6 m in height and also

is assumed to be fixed at both ends. As shrinkage develops with time' the column

provides partial restraint to the slab movement, while the rigid core does not allow

any movements' The column sizes vary from 300mm x 300mm to 1000 mm x

1000mm, The final shrinkage strain is assumed to be 600 microstrains'

6m

One-way reinforced concrete slab

with reinforcement distributed

evenly

5m.

RC column

The structure has the following properties:

Ultimate creeP coefficient, / 2.5

Concrete cover, c 30 mm

Cross sectional atea , Ac lm150000 mm

Young's modulus, -É. 25000 MPa

.f,Tensile strength, 2 MPa

Concrete ProPerties

Page 2J6



Appendix : Nume¡ictl e.uamples

0.005Reinforcementralio, p

12 mmDiameter, d

300 mmReinforcement spacing, ¿7

750 mm lmCross sectional atea, A,

200000 MPaYoung's modulus, E"

400 MPaYield strength,/t

Reinforcement ProPerties

As with previons examples, the following initial conditions need to be determined

before proceeding with the analysis.

Eq (a.e)

Example 3

Using the slab column-wall sub-assemblage model

presented in Chapter 4, the following initial conditions

can be determined in order to carry out the analysis for

the development of cracking

(l) The restraining force just before the first crack can

(2) The bending stiffness of the column which are f,txed

at both ends in Equation (4.17) can be calculated as:

where 1: moment of inertia of a column

Fr, : fiA,

be calculated

Fr, :300 kN

Reference Calculation Results

Page 217



Appendix : Nunrcrical eramPles

The assumption is also made that the column remains

uncracked when subjected to restraining force

Hence, the bending stiffnesses of various column sizes

are as shown:

Column 300 mm by 300 mm = k"o = 15000 N'mm

Column 400 mm by 400 mm Ð Ë,o:47400 N'mm

Column 500 mm by 500 mm = fr,r: 116000 N'mm

Column 600 mm by 600 nìm + Ë,r:240000 N'mm

Column 700 mm bY 700 mm = ksP :445000 N.mm

Column 800 mm by 800 mm = k"r:759000 N'mm

Column 900 mm bY 900 mm + ¿sp :12 N.mm

Column 1000mm by 1000mm = ksn:1-8500M

(3) Shrinkage strain at first cracking

By substituting value of the restraining force just before

cracking calculated earlier into equation (4'17) and solve

for e.r, the shrinkage strain at first cracking can be

determined as:

F,,
11

-+-krn k,tot
cush

L

The sh¡inkage strain at first cracking for various column

sizes are as shown:

Column 400 mm by 400 mm + Ê,t,t:0'001396

Column 500 mm by 500 mm = €,t,t = 0'000842

Reference Calculation Results

Page 218



Appendix : Nunrc¡ical examples

Column 600 mm by 600 mm Ð t,ht :0'000340

Column 700 mm by 700 mm + €,ht :0'000220

Column 800 mm by 800 mm Ð t,ht :0'000162

Column 900 mm by 900 mm + €,ht :0'000131

Column 1000 mm by 1000 mm Ð €,ht:0'000114

Column 1 100 mm by I I 00 mm + €,ht : 0'000103

(4) Calculation of the length of cracked regioî, [rycr

The equation suggested by CEB Manual (1985) is used

to calculated the minimum crack spacing, S'¡,

From Example 1, it was calculated âS S¿¡¿ = 206 mm

Sincel4/"r:2ÇSo,

Thus + Wrr:2@

Reference Calculation Results

As with previous examples, Microsoft Excel is used to perform the analysis for each

column size. The number of cracks developed, are then compared with the one in

Example l. It should be noted that the analysis assumes that shrinkage no longer

takes place when the shrinkage strain approaches 600 pe

Page 2J9
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À p p e rulix: N u merico I extmP les

Example 4

Consider two spans one-way reinforced concrete slabs as shown' The exterior and

interior columns are assumed to be 500mm x 500mm in dimensions' The concrete

and reinforcement properties are the same as in Example i '

Exterior Interior
col

500¿rmx500nlrn column

)m )m.

6m.

RC slab

(span l)

The following calculations are calculated below

RC slab

(span 2)

r+
rrl

I
'i

Condition before cracking

(1) Axial stiffness of the slab

The axial stiffnesses of the slabs in span I and 2 ate

identical and are calculated bY:

Likewise

Example 4

- k .,. : 780.000 N.mm

= k . ,^ :780.000 N.mm

Reference Calculation Results

I

*
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A p p endix: Numericol exa ntP les

Example 3

Eq. (a.aa)

Eq. (a.aO)

Eq. (4.43)

(2) Bending stiffness of column 500 mm by 500 mm

The bending stiffness for both exterior and interior

columns are similar to ExamPle 3
à k"p¡

) k,pa

:24 0 N.mm

000 N.mm

(3) Restraining force before cracking

It can be seen that the first crack would occur in the slab

of span 2 because of larger restraint' Assuming the

transformed area of concrete, the restraining force just

before the first crack occurs when tensile strength of
concrete is reached and can be calculated as:

F,tob2 = .f, A,(l+ np)

(4) Restraining force in span 1 and shrinkage strain at

first cracking

By substituting the value of F,¡o62 into equations (4'40)

and (4.43), and solve both equations for F,¡o61 and t,o,

simultaneously,

llIFn*,(T--=)t Fnuo=\;-) = õ,0,
Krr, Kstab'l Kslab2

F,,.u,(*,)+ F,,"nt(*.*, - 6,nu

where 6,h, = (L, + L,)e ,,,,

6 n,u = (Zr)án,,

It can be seen that at this stage' the restraining force in

Span I is insuflìcient to cattse any cracks'

Fstab2:312 kN

Reference Calculation Results

rl,J

ì

I
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Appendix: Nunrc¡ical extmPles

Example I

Immediately after the first crack, the axial stiffness of
the slab in Span 2 reduced significantly and the stiffness

Term k,¡o62 is replaced by equation 4.45.

where W"r2= 206 mm

This gives
) knsbb2:384236 N.mm

Also the restraining force is reduced to , F,¡o62: 103 kN

The analysis for further cracking can proceed by solving

simultaneous equations as the case before cracking' This

can be achieved by using spread sheet as shown' It can

be seen that as shrinkage strain increases, the restraining

force in Span 1 continues to increase and the first crack

developed when the restraining force exceeds 312 kN'

Then cracks continue to develop in both spans until the

assumed ultimate shrinkage strain is attained.

After the first crack

t- _frnslahT -

L2
1

w,,2

HÉY(

Reference Calculation Results
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Table A.l5 Development of cracking due to shrinkage in two span reinforced concrete structure

'\
È
s*
|'!

5
o
Þ

F
s

ñ

'È
Ê
l!

J

ffi
2

I

0

0

0

0

Span I
(mù

No. of cracks

6

5

4

J

2

0

Span 2
(ntz)

108635

126829

152344

190709

254902

384236

780000

kshb2

(N.mm)

190709

254902

384236

780000

780000

780000

780000

kstabt

(N.mm)

0.000600

0.000475

0.000362

0.000290

o.oo0222

0.000159

0.000159

Shrinkage

Strain, e-,,

3t2

3t2

312

312

312

312

312

Fslab2

Before
(kN)

280

245

205

197

150

r03

NA

Fshb2
After
(kN)

312

3t2

312

286

251

2t8

218

Frutt
Before

(kN)

240

233

223

233

187

139

NA

Fslabl
After
(kN)

0.33

0.32

0.31

Uncracked

Uncracked

Uncracked

Uncracked

Span I

Crack width (mm)

0.38

0.34

0.28

0.27

0.21

0.14

Uncracked

Span 2
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Errata

Pase vi Last line

Replace Crack due an applied tensile force

With Crack due to an applied tensile force

Pase xix line2

Replace Effect cross section

V/ith Effective cross section

Paee 108 line 2

Replace Equation (3.95)

V/ith Equation (3.96)

Page 176 line 6

Replace Jürgen (1995)

with Ruth (1995)
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